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FOREWARD

Retail banking is being considered as one of the most innovative financial services provided by the various
commercial  Public  Sector Banks (PSBs),  private  sector and foreign banks.  Retail  banking has a huge
potential considering the growing demand for its products namely, term deposits, consumer durable loans,
vehicle loans, housing loans, debit cards, credit cards, ATM facilities, insurance, online banking, etc.

As the economic growth continues,  the demands on the banking sector to cater to the needs of the
economy are also growing consistently. The growth in economic activities has increased wholesale as well
as retail banking in the country. Higher income levels among the households and a changing lifestyle that
has accepted spending on white goods have accelerated credit take off and increased activities in the retail
banking sector. Customer needs and Product knowledge can be a critical source of competitive advantage
in retail business.

An official working in the Banking sector has to keep pace with Updated knowledge, skills & attitude, as
the same is required everywhere. Employees play vital role in Banking /service organizations and they
need to be transformed into Knowledge Assets to remain competitive in the dynamic environment and itis
more so with Banks as they are very service sensitive. Thus it is imperative for the bank staff to serve the
clientele with updated information of bank's products & services to accomplish corporate objectives

To facilitate the same , Canara Bank Officers’ Association has come out with CANPAL GUIDE Series of
Books which would be instrumental for the bankers in acquiring the required knowledge in related field. 

Our  earlier  CANPAL  GUIDE  series  was  for  compulsory  papers  of  CAIIB.  Now  this  book  on  RETAIL
BANKING is the first one among the Elective Papers. As usual the author had covered the syllabus in a
nutshell .

Similar  to  our earlier  books,  this  version also  consists  of  all  topics/latest  syllabus  required for  CAIIB
examination with clear concept and simple language including latest changes during 2017-18 (as per IIBF/
CAIIB exams. requirement )

The author had prepared the materials based on more than 15 years of his experience and pattern of
questions asked in the examination .We take this opportunity to place on record our sincere thanks to our
Mr. SANJAY KUMAR TRIVEDI who authored the course ware and experts who vetted the same . 

But for  their  wholehearted support  ,  involvement  and perservance ,  this  effort  would not have been
successful in such a short period of time. 

We also welcome suggestions to improve the books and their contents

An  attempt  has  been  made  to  cover  fully  the  syllabus  prescribed  for  each  module/subject  and  the
presentation of topics may not always be in the same sequence as given in the syllabus

The book should not be considered as the only source of information while preparing for the examination
due to the rapid changes witnessed in all the areas affecting banking and finance 

Candidates are also expected to take note of all the latest developments relating to the subject covered in
the syllabus by referring to economic/financial dailies, circulars, govt notifications , publications , website
in the subjects concerned. 

Chennai  G.V.MANIMARAN
18.12.2017 General Secretary

                CBOA
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About the  Author

CANPAL GUIDE has been authored by Mr. Sanjay Kumar Trivedy , an agricultural graduate from Bihar is
presently serving as Chief Manager ( Scale-IV) in Canara Bank. He joined the Bank as an DRO/PO (AEO)
on 10.03.1997 and and worked in various areas of banking across the country . He has also served as
faculty as well as College in charge ( Principal ) in Regional Staff Training College, Canara Bank , Mumbai

Mr. Sanjay Kumar Trivedy is a post graduate degree in Agriculture . He has acquired various certificates ,
degrees  and  diplomas  related  to  banking  and  finance.  A  few of  them are  CAIIB,  PGDCA,MBA,  MBA
(Finance),Diploma  (IIBF)  in  Rural  Banking,  Treasury,  Investment  and  Risk  Management,Commodity
Derivatives for Bankers, Advanced Wealth Management, Certificate (IIBF) in Trade Finance, Certificate in
Anti-Money  Laundering  /  Know Your  Customer,  Certificate  Examination  in  SME  Finance  for  Bankers,
Certificate Examination in Customer Service & Banking Codes and Standards, Certificate Examination in
CAIIB - Elective Subjects ( Retail Banking & Human Resource Management) & Certificate Examination in
Microfinance.

He has won more than 200 awards in various fields of Banking by Canara Bank. He was also awarded best
Rural banker by NABARD during for SHG credit linkage and Farmers Club Formation.

Mr.  Sanjay  Kumar  Trivedy has  a  wide  teaching  experience  of  more  than  16 years,  from Sirsa  Main
Branch , he started teaching to his colleagues/staff and in this long journey he has given good results both
in  Promotion test  as  well  as  JAIIB  /CAIIB  examination.  He has  taken IIBF-JAIIB  &  CAIIB  classes  at
Mumbai.

He has compiled/authored more than 20 books in last three years related banking - JAIIB, CAIIB, Book on
Promotion Test ( all cadres), Interview , Drishti (Current Banking Topics –Interview book for executives in
Scale IV and above ) , Group Discussion, Certificate course on Customer Service & BCSBI, AML& KYC,
MSME Finance for Bankers, Book on Abroad Posting, Confirmation Test for PO, Banking & Technology and
many more books on day today banking and many more in the offing.

Mr. Sanjay Kumar Trivedy is working in a mission mode to reduce knowledge gap among bankers with
objective  to provide educational  support  free of  cost  to  all  in  general  and bankers in  particular  with
objective to empower Banker colleagues specially young banker who join the bank in last more than one
decade for  their  better productivity,  Sense of satisfaction,  Customer delight  with ultimate increase of
quality banking business for their organisations.

He can be only contacted through e-mail: sktiibf@gmail.com and whatsapp no. :
9987519725
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There are certain breakthrough moments when you began to think & See the field differently

(Please send Memory based questions on sktrivedycan@gmail.com; sktrivedyiibf@gmail.com )
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1.ABOUT CAIIB EXAMINATION

OBJECTIVE :
CAIIB aims at providing advanced knowledge necessary for better decision making covering Treasury Management, Risk Management, 
Balance Sheet Management, Credit Management, International Banking, Economic Analysis etc.
ELIGIBILITY :
Candidates must have completed JAIIB or PART-1 of the Associate Examination, and their membership subscription should not be 
in arrears.
SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION :
I. Compulsory Paper
1. Advanced Bank Management
2. Bank Financial Management
II. Elective Papers (Candidates to choose any one of their Choice)
1. Corporate Banking 7. Human Resources Management
2. Rural Banking 8. Information Technology
3. International Banking 9. Risk Management
4. Retail Banking 10. Central Banking
5. Co-operative Banking 11. Treasury Management
6. Financial advising

There is no exemption in any of the above subject/s for prior qualification/s.
The Institute has introduced electives to give opportunities for candidates to specialize in the vertical of their choice. Candidates may choose
the elective in the area they are currently working or in the area they would like to work in future. It is suggested that the candidates may
choose the elective in the area they are currently working and later move to other elective as this will enable appropriate skills / build up for
handling different banking verticals.
PASSING CRITERIA :
1. Minimum marks for pass in the subject are 50 out of 100.
2. Candidates securing at least 45 marks in each subject with an aggregate of 50% marks in all subjects of examination in a single attempt will
also be declared as having completed the Examination.
3. Candidates will be allowed to retain credits for the subject they have passed in a attempt till the expiry of the time limit for 
passing the examination as mentioned below: 
TIME LIMIT FOR PASSING THE EXAMINATION :
1. Candidates will be required to pass the examination within a time limit of 2 years (i.e. 4 consecutive attempts).
2. Candidates not able to pass examination within stipulated time period of  two years are required to re-enroll  themselves
afresh. Such candidates will not be granted credit/s for subject/s passed, if any, earlier.
3. Time limit of 2 years will start from the date of application for First attempt. Attempts will be counted irrespective of whether a
candidate appears at any examination or otherwise.
EXAMINATION FEES : 

Description Fee 
First attempt fee Rs. 2,700/ Plus convenience charges and Taxes as applicable
2nd attempt fee Rs. 1,000/ Plus convenience charges and Taxes as applicable
3rd attempt fee Rs. 1,000/ Plus convenience charges and Taxes as applicable

4th attempt fee Rs. 1,000/- Plus convenience charges and Taxes as applicable

Please Note : Candidates are required to Register for every attempt separately As a measure to streamline the traffic for registration, 
Institute will charge regular examination fee to candidates who registers for the examination during the regular open period fro 
registration. For the extended days of registration, late fee of Rs.200 plus taxes, will be charged in addition to regular examination fee. 
This extended days of registration, also gives candidates addition opportunity to register for the examination, having missed the regular 
open period of registration. The fee once paid will NOT be refunded or adjusted on any account.
MEDIUM OF EXAMINATION :
Candidates are allowed to attempt the examination either in Hindi or English, and should clearly fill in their choice of medium at the
time of registration of application. In any case change of medium will not be allowed at a later stage.
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PATTERN OF EXAMINATION :
(i) Question Paper will contain 100 objective type multiple choice questions for 100 marks including questions based on case studies
/ case lets.  The Institute may however vary the number of questions to be asked for a subject. Generally 60-65% theory based
( knowledge Testing / conceptual grasp ) and 35-40% case study / problem solving/Analytical /Logical exposition.
(ii) The examination will be held in Online Mode only
(iii) There will NOT be negative marking for wrong answers.
(iv) Questions for the examination will be asked for :

(i) Knowledge testing (iv) Problem solving
(ii) Conceptual grasp (v) Case analysis  
(iii) Analytical / logical exposition

DURATION OF EXAMINATION :
The duration of the examination will be of 2 hours. PERIODICITY AND EXAMINATION CENTRES :
a) Examination will be conducted on pre-announced dates published on IIBF Web Site. Institute conducts examination on half yearly
basis, however periodicity of the examination may be changed depending upon the requirement of banking industry.
a) List of Examination centers will be available on the website. (Institute will conduct examination in those centers where 
there are 20 or more candidates.) 
“CLASS OF PASS” CRITERIA :
1. The Institute will consider the FIRST PHYSICAL ATTEMPT of the candidate at the examination as first attempt for awarding
class. In other words, the candidate should not have attempted any of the subject/s pertaining to the concerned examination any
time in  the past  and has  to  pass  all  the  subject  as  per  the passing criteria  and secure prescribed marks  for  awarding class.
Candidates  re-enrolling  for  the  examination  after  exhausting  all  permissible  attempts  as  per  the  time  limit  rule  will  not  be
considered for awarding class.
2. First Class : 60% or more marks in aggregate and pass in all the subjects in the FIRST PHYSICAL ATTEMPT
3. First Class with Distinction: 70% or more marks in  aggregate and 60 or more marks in each subject in  the FIRST PHYSICAL
ATTEMPT.
PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING FOR EXAMINATION :
Application for examination should be registered online from the Institute’s website  www.iibf.org.in. The schedule of examination and
dates for registration will be published on IIBF website.
STUDY MATERIAL / COURSEWARE :
The Institute has developed a courseware to cover the syllabus. The courseware(book) for the subject/s will be available at outlets of
publisher/s. Please visit IIBF website www.iibf.org.in under the menu “Exam Related” for details of book/s and address of publisher/s
outlets. Candidates are advised to make full use of the courseware. However, as banking and finance fields are dynamic, rules and
regulations  witness  rapid  changes.  Therefore,  the courseware  should  not  be considered as  the only  source  of  information while
preparing for the examinations. Candidates are advised to go through the updates put on the IIBF website from time to time and go
through Master Circulars/ Master Directions issued by RBI and publications of IIBF like IIBF Vision, Bank Quest, etc. All these sources are
important from the examination point of view. Candidates are also to visit the websites of organizations like RBI, SEBI, BIS, IRDAI, FEDAI
etc.  besides  going  through  other  books  &  publications  covering  the  subject  /  exam  concerned  etc.  Questions  based  on  current
developments relating to the subject / exam may also be asked. Cut-off Date of Guidelines / Important Developments for Examinations
:
The Institute has a practice of asking questions in each exam about the recent developments / guidelines issued by the regulator(s) in
order  to  test  if  the  candidates  keep  themselves  abreast  of  the current  developments.  However,  there  could  be  changes  in  the
developments / guidelines from the date the question papers are prepared and the dates of the actual examinations.
In order to address these issues effectively, it has been decided that:
(i) In respect of the examinations to be conducted by the Institute for the period February to July of a calendar year, instructions /
guidelines  issued  by  the  regulator(s)  and  important  developments  in  banking  and  finance  up  to  31st  December  will  only  be
considered for the purpose of inclusion in the question papers".
(ii) In respect of the examinations to be conducted by the Institute for the period August to January of a calendar year, instructions /
guidelines issued by the regulator(s) and important developments in banking and finance up to 30th June will only be considered for
the purpose of inclusion in the question papers.
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TYPES OF QUESTIONS

100 Objective Type Multiple Choice Questions -  carrying 100 marks – 120 minutes and question will be based on Knowledge Testing, 
Conceptual Grasp, Analytical / Logical Exposition, Problem Solving & Case Analysis.

QUESTIONS MODELS : TYPES OF QUESTIONS

 Type – A :  MULTIPLE CHOICE –  QUESTIONS  & ANSWERS 
The Best Method for assessing working capital limit used by the bank for seasonal Industries is :

1. Operating Cycle Method, 2. Projected Networking Method, 3. Projected Turn over Method & 4. Cash Budget Method

Type – B :  MULTIPLE CHOICE –   PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS
 Mr. Ram Kumar is having overdraft account with Canara bank upto Rs.100,000. The present Debit Balance     in the account was Rs. 80550.00. 
The bank has received attachment order from Income tax deptt. For Rs. 16,200.00. What can the bank do in this situation ?
Unless the bank is a debtor, there can be no attachment  and an  unutilized overdraft account does not render the bank a debtor ( but 
creditor ) & hence can not attach.     

Type – C :  MULTIPLE CHOICE  –  APPLIED THEORY – QUES. & ANS 
Financial Institution wish to have the money lent by them repaid in time. Secured advances sanctioned by banks possess what kind of 
security ? 
Secured Advances have impersonal security i.e. Tangible Security

Type –D :   MULTIPLE CHOICE –  CASE STUDIES & CASE LETS (PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS ) 
   Economic development of a country to a large extent depends upon Agril. & Industrial sectors. Development of agril. Depends upon irrigation
facilities while industrial development on availability of power,good transport and fast communication facilities. All these are called 
infrastructure. Read the caselet & explain which industries constitute infrastructure ?

a. Energy, Transport & Communication
b. Irrigation, construction of bridges & dams over Rivers & stable govt. at Centre.
c. Availability of Funds for PMEGP , SJSRY & Indira Awas Yojana
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2. SYLLABUS: CAIIB ELECTIVE PAPER – III

RETAIL BANKING
SYLLABUS:
The details of the prescribed syllabus which is indicative are furnished in the booklet. However, keeping in view the 
professional nature of examinations, all matters falling within the realm of the subject concerned will have to be studied by 
the candidate as questions can be asked on all relevant matters under the subject. Candidates appearing for the 
examination should particularly prepare themselves for answering questions that may be asked on the latest developments 
taking place under the various subject/s of the said examination although those topics may not have been specifically 
included in the syllabus. The Institute also reserves to itself the right to vary the syllabus / rules / fee structure from time to 
time. Any alterations made will be notified from time to time. Further, questions based on current developments in banking
and finance may be asked. Candidates are advised to refer to financial news papers / periodicals more particularly “IIBF 
VISION” and “BANK QUEST” published by the Institute

MODULE - A: Introduction
History and definition, role within the bank operations, Applicability of retailing concepts distinction between Retail and 
Corporate / Wholesale Banking

MODULE - B : Retail Products
Retail Products Overview - Customer requirements, Products development process, Liabilities and Assets Products / 
Description of Liability products, Description of Asset Products, Approval process for retail loans, Credit scoring.
Important Asset Products 
Home Loans - Eligibility, Purpose, Amounts, Margin, Security, Disbursement, Moratorium, Prepayment issues, Repayments
/ Collection. Auto / Vehicle Loans - Eligibility, Purpose, Amounts, Margin, Security, Disbursement, Moratorium, 
Prepayment issues, Repayments / Collection.
Personal Loans Eligibility, Purpose, Amounts, Security, Disbursement, Moratorium, Prepayment issues, Repayments / 
Collection. Educational Loans Eligibility, Purpose, Amounts, Security, Disbursement, Moratorium, Prepayment issues, 
Repayments.
Credit / Debit Cards - Credit Vs Debit Cards, Eligibility, Purpose, Amounts, Margin, Security, Process of using the cards, 
Billing Cycle, Credit Points.
Other Products / Remittances / Funds Transfer

MODULE - C : Marketing / Selling of retail products, MIS and Accounting
Retail Strategies; Tie-up with Institutions for Personal loans / Credit cards / Educational loans, with OEMs / Authorised Dealers for 
Auto / Vehicle loans, and with Builders / Developers for Home loans
Delivery Channels - Branch, Extension counters, ATMs, POS, Internet Banking, M-Banking. Selling Process in retail 
products-Direct Selling Agents.
Customer Relationship Management - Role and impact of customer relationship management, Stages in customer 
relationship management process. Regulations and compliance
Technology for Retail Banking - Static information, Account opening, basic loan origination data etc. Updated information like 
income details at different frequencies. Transaction information from disbursement till final settlement of the loan amount. 
Analytics / Alerts. Accounting entries - Loan process and the relevant accounting including EMI Computation.
 
MODULE - D : Other issues related to Retail Banking
Securitisation, mortgage based securities. Trends in retailing - New products like Insurance, Demat services, online / Phone 
Banking, Property services, Investment advisory / Wealth management, Reverse Mortgage - Growth of e-banking, Cross selling 
opportunities. Recovery of Retail Loans - Defaults, Rescheduling, recovery process. SARAFAESI Act, DRT Act, use of Lok 
Adalat forum. Recovery Agents - RBI guidelines.
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3. MODULE  : A  - RETAIL BANKING 

1. RETAIL BANKING  : An Introduction
                                                 

 "Retail Banking is a banking service that is geared primarily toward individual consumers. Retail banking is usually made 
available by commercial banks, as well as smaller community banks. Unlike wholesale banking, retail banking focuses 
strictly on consumer markets. Retail banking entities provide a wide range of personal banking services, including offering 
savings and checking accounts, bill paying services, as well as debit and credit cards. Through retail banking, consumers may
also obtain mortgages and personal loans. Although retail banking is, for the most part, mass-market driven, many retail 
banking products may also extend to small and medium sized businesses. Today much of retail banking is streamlined 
electronically via Automated Teller Machines (ATMs), or through virtual retail banking known as online banking."

 "Retail Banking deals with lending money to consumers. This includes a wide variety of loans, including credit cards, 
mortgage loans and auto loans, and can also be used to refer to loans taken out at either the prime rate or the subprime 
rate."

 "Retail banking refers to banking in which banking institutions execute transactions directly with consumers, rather than 
corporations or other entities".

 Retail Banking refers to "the part of a bank's operations providing services at its branches for small (in bank terms) account 
holders."

 "Banking services offered to individual customers such as savings accounts, personal loans, remittance services etc.,"
 "Pure retail banking is generally conceived to be the provision of mass market banking services to private individuals. It has 

been expanded over the years to include in many cases services provided to small- and medium sized businesses. Some 
banks may also include their "private banking" business (i.e. services to high net worth individuals) in their definition of 
retail banking".

Features of Retail Banking:
 Retail Banking is a banking service that is geared primarily toward individual consumers.
 Retail banking is usually made available by commercial banks, as well as smaller community banks.
 Retail banking focuses strictly on consumer markets.
 Retail banking is, generally mass-market driven but many retail banking products may also extend to small and medium 

sized businesses.
 It is focused towards mass market segment covering a large population of individuals.
 It offers different liability, asset and a plethora of service products to the individual customers.
 The delivery model of retail banking is both physical and virtual i.e. services are extended through branches and also through technology 

driven electronic off site delivery channels like ATMs, Internet Banking and Mobile Banking.
 It may be extended to small and medium size businesses. 

Advantages of Retail Banking
Client base will be large and therefore risk is spread over large customer base.
Customer Loyalty is strong and customers generally do not change from one bank to another.
There are attractive interest spreads, since customers are too fragmented to bargain effectively;
Credit risk tends to be well diversified; as loan amounts are relatively small.
There is less volatility in demand compared to large corporates.
Large numbers of clients can facilitate marketing, mass selling and the ability to categorise/select clients using scoring systems/data

Constraints in Retail Banking
There are problems in managing large numbers of clients, particularly if IT systems are not sufficiently robust.
Rapid evolution of products and change in product lines can lead to IT complications.
The costs of maintaining branch networks and handling large numbers of low-value transactions tend to be relatively high. However, this can be 
reduced through cheaper distribution channels, such as ATMs, the telephone or mobile or internet. Branches should be used for higher ended 
value transactions.
Higher level of defaults especially in unsecured retail loans and credit card receivables.
Retail Banking as a Business Model
Capgemini, ING and the European Financial Management Marketing Association (EFMA have studied the global Retail banking market with the 
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aim of providing insights to financial services community through the World Retail Banking Report (WRBR). The study conducted in 2006 covered 
142 banks in 20 countries covering the geographies of Europe-eurozone (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, 
Spain), Europe-non eurozone (Czech Republic, Norway, Poland, Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, UK), North America and Asia Pacific (Australia, 
Canada, China, US). Its findings are related to (i) Pricing of Banking Services and (ii) Delivery Channels

Findings on Pricing of Banking Services  : The average price of banking services increased by over 3%. However this trend had marked 
differences between zones, especially between North America, where prices went down and the euro zone where they rose. Price were 
converging slowly in the euro zone even as price differences between countries — including neighbours — remained high. This trend will 
continue as a result of central initiatives such as the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA). The SEPA initiative aims to create a domestic payments 
market across the euro zone by 2010 and will result in competition, price transparency and homogeneity and will affect the revenue 
structure of the banks.
The pricing indices were developed based on three usage patterns viz., less active, active and very active users. Usage pattern for 
particular products vary significantly between countries, leading to major differences between global and local prices.
The average price of basic banking services based on the local active customer profile was 76 Euros in 2005.
In a given region, prices varied according to usage pattern, with a ratio of up to one to 4.6 between prices paid by very active and 
less active users.
Although similar prices observed within a given region, they were the result of very different pricing models.
Fierce competition (US) and evolving retail banking markets (Eastern Europe, China) have prompted changing price structures.
Banks are reducing remote channel prices in order to drive greater customer use.
Price of seldom-used products have steadily increased over the past two years.
Banking services follow the standard industrial development pattern in which prices decline with maturity. 
Delivery Channel Strategies 
The emergence of the new remote channels has changed the distribution paradigm of banks and strategies are to be in place to take
on the multi channel challenges.
Traditional retail banks are including direct sales and service into their channel strategies and continue to invest in alternative channels to keep up 
with market developments and customer demand.
There are two aspects in multi channel management. First to develop remote channels and reposition branches to create more value for 
customer segment. Second to increase customer satisfaction and differentiate themselves from the competition while also improving the 
productivity of the multi channel model.
Important findings of the study by Capgernini are summarised below:

 The distribution of sales among channels is an important factor in the channel strategies. Selling through the branch channel is the main 
format but over the years the volumes have dropped. (94% of sales in 2000 to 67% in 2010). On the other hand, sales through the Web has 
increased (2% in 2000 to 17% in 2010). Sales through phone has moved from 4% in 2000 to 13% in 2010.

 There is a rapid migration of sales from the direct channels to remote channels over the past five years and the likely more 
aggressive movement in the coming years.

 The distribution of services among channels is another important factor in channel strategies. Percentage of transactions through branch 
dropped from 70% in 2000, to 42% in 2005 and likely to drop to 30% in 2010. The transactions through Web increased from 4% in 2000 to 
18% in 2005 and likely to reach 28% in 2010. Phone Banking transaction usage also moved up from 5% in 2000 to 9% in 2005 and to reach 
12% in 2010.

 Therefore, remote channels have recorded higher growth over direct channels and further increase in the coming years.
 The banks expect their remote channels to deliver 33% of their sales in 2010 up from 6% in 2000. This trend holds good for all kind of 

products from simple current accounts to more complex mortgages and insurance products.
 Among the remote channels, though ATMs were the early leader, the Internet is emerging stronger.
 The rise in usage of remote channels will result in advisory role for branches in selling and staff will be trained as Advisors to handle the 

customers across multiple channels and their business enquiries.

Retail Banking in US
Traditional Image: (i) office on Main Street (ii) the branch manager understands the local market (iii) the manager has strong 
customer relationships.
Impact of technology and regulatory changes in the 1990s:  

 challenged the bricks-and-mortar business model (branch).
 Automated teller machines (ATMs) proliferated after the national ATM networks dropped a ban on surcharges in 1996; by 

2002, there were 352,000 machines in the United States.
 The Internet gave customers electronic access to their accounts and even gave rise to "virtual" banking organizations; in 

2000, forty Internet banks were in operation.
 Banks also developed centralized call centers to handle customer service issues and to initiate transactions, including 
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deposits and loans.
 Many banks shifted some activities like small-business loan approval from branch to regional or Head Offices.
 The role of the traditional bank branch reduced in the delivery of retail banking services.

Impact of Deregulation and the Riegle-Neal Act of 1994 & Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 1999
 It allowed banks to branch and merge across state lines
 It contributed to bank consolidation that focused on reducing costs to boost profits.
 The number of US banks and Thrifts fell from about 12,500 in 1994 to a little more than 9,000 at the end of
 2003 but the number of bank and thrift branches actually rose. From 1993 to 2002, the number of bank branches climbed 

8.6 percent.
 The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 allowed branches to distribute the insurance and securities products.-

 The declining number of banks and rising number of branches have resulted in greater consolidation of branches and 
deposits in the nation's larger banks.

 The institutions with the widest geographic reach have branches in about half the states.
 The consolidation of branches into large branch networks affected bank customers and the banks themselves.
 Larger banking organizations tend to charge higher fees than smaller _institutions. Branch-dependent customers could 

face additional costs as branches are increasingly consolidated into the larger branch networks.
 Large branch networks offer the convenience of many points of contact with the institution.
 The research indicates that depositors value geographic reach (branches in many states and municipalities) and local 

branch density (many branches of an institution in a given area) when selecting an institution.
 Market surveys also suggest that customers place a premium on convenience i.e. location when choosing a bank.
 For the banks, the consolidation of branches within large branch networks has implications in terms of cost, business 

focus, and profitability.

Retail Banking in Europe
Europe's largest economy, Germany was considered as Europe's economic powerhouse.
The German banking industry is dominated by universal banks that combine the functions of commercial and investment banks, including the 
securities business and these banks contribute to over 75% of the industry's total business volume.
In Germany, there is high number of banks and the dense branch network-. There are over 2,300 banks in Germany with over 46,000 branches. 
Around 1,500 of the banks are very small in size with a business volume of less than €1 billion. Germany's five large private banks, account for 
a significantly smaller share of the sector. As per Bundesbank, Central Bank of Germany, the top five banks together hold 12% of 
the consumer lending market. In face of the current financial crises, Germans are  preferring savings banks to keep their savings safe.
The lack of competitiveness of co-operative banks has been a cause of concern both for the German authorities and business. 
Germany still hosts the most number of banks in Europe and exhibits the most fragmented market in the region. Savings and co-operative banks 
account for more than 50% of the country's deposit base and close to 70% of the savings deposits.
Competition is intense in the German retail banking sector. Foreign banks such as Citi and Santander are established banks in the highly 
competitive consumer finance segment. Direct players such as 1NG DiBa, an online subsidiary of ING Bank of Netherlands, have a strong 
presence in deposits and mortgage lending. ING DiBa has very successfully increased its customer base from I million in 2002 to over 6 million
in 2010.
Another key player in the retail banking segment is Deutsche Bank which purchased Norisbank, a consumer bank and Berliner 
Bank, an up-market retail bank in 2006.
The direct banking model has proved highly successful in Germany. ING DiBa offers solely via phone, Internet, and a large network of ATMs and 
has the third largest number of customers in the country. The financial services subsidiaries of German car makers such as Volkswagen also 
operate as direct banks.
In Germany another banking business model is the cooperation of retailers and banks. Big German fashion retailer C&A founded its
own bank in the beginning of 2007 and started offering consumer credits online as well as in its stores.
Investment in technology among banks is very high, not only among the top tier players but smaller banks as well. Adoption of technology by 
customers is high too, as is evident from "the popularity of direct banks. At Postbank, over 65% of its customer base uses online banking. In 2007, 
with iBanking, Postbank was the first bank in Germany to make it possible to use the iPhone for banking.
Analyst firm, Forrester estimates that 39% of Germans now bank online and this percentage will go up to 47% by 2012. The main drivers of this 
trend will be users' confidence in the channel, banks' robust security measures, and strong competition for retail banking customers. Broadband 
connectivity too plays a key role in encouraging online banking usage.

Retail Banking in Russia (Based on a study in 2007) 

The top ten banks accounted for 63% of retail loans. Overdue retail loans were at 75.5bn roubles.
Overdue auto loans were growing faster than the market.Profitability of retail portfolios was between 23-50%.
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The share of retail loans in the loan portfolios increased at a stable rate and was over 24% in the first quarter of 2007. Interest 
margins on rouble retail loans had come down from the beginning of 2006 but remained higher than for other loans. This decline was due 
to the higher cost of resources and a general fall in interest rates. The retail loan market grew by 75% from the beginning of 2006. 
Auto loans, credit cards and mortgages were the fastest growing segments.
Among the banks with the largest loan portfolios are those that entered the retail loan market in 2006, which showed the market
had a large capacity and was not saturated.
Sberbank was the number one in retail banking with a market share of 37% followed by Russian Standard Bank with a market 
share of 8%. Other banks had market share of below 5%.
Retail Banking in Asia and South Pacific:
In Korea, household credit accounts for about half of the total outstanding bank loans.
In China, mortgage and consumer credit grew by 70 percent in 2001 and reached 10 percent of the total bank loan outstanding. 
Korea, Thailand, Malaysia, Taiwan and Philippines experienced growth in credit cards in the range of 20 percent in 2002 and 
China's credit card market is expected to grow by 75 percent to 100 percent in the next three years.

Retail Banking in India : The evolution of retail banking in India can be traced back to the entry of foreign banks.
In Public Sector Banks (PSBs) there was no specific demarcation as retail and non retail activities. Customer and Industry 
segmentation was adopted within the overall business plan of banks.
Foreign banks operating in India came out with their consumer banking models with hybrid liability and asset products specifically targeted at the 
personal segment in the late 1970 and early 1980s.
Standard Chartered Bank and Grindlays Bank were the pioneers in introducing retail banking products.
State Bank of India and some public sector banks like Indian Overseas Bank, Bank of India, Bank of Baroda and Andhra Bank 
developed and marketed asset products and card products to cater to retail segment.Bank of Baroda and Andhra Bank were two 
early players in the credit card business among public sector banks.The entry of new generation private sector banks in early 1990s created 
a new approach to retail banking by banks. With the advantage of technology right from start, these banks had a clear positioning for retail banking
and aggressively strategised for creating new markets for the retail segment.
PSBs also redefined business model for retail had aggressively entered the retail market space thereafter.
Presently, the retail segment has become an important component in the business design of the banks in India and almost all players
in the foreign, public and private (old and new) space are in this. 
Reasons for emergence of retail banking business in India:
Strong economic fundamentals, growing urban population, higher disposable incomes, rise in young population,
emergence of new customer segments, rise in the mass affluent space, explosion of service economy in addition to manufacturing 
space,opportunities across geographies and customer segments,huge untapped potential for retail banking in India whereas till recently 
retail banking was confined only to the top and higher middle end of the customer segment.
Non Banking Finance Companies (NBFCs) have also aggressively entered in this 'Bottom of the Pyramid' segment and posing a big 
threat to the conventional banking players.

Statistics relating to Retail Banking in India : Total asset size of the retail banking industry grew at a rate of 120% to reach a value of $66 billion in 
2005. Retail Banking was expected to grow at above 30% and retail assets were expected to reach $300 billion by 2010.
The contribution of retail assets to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) B India is 6% and is comparatively lesser than that of other Asian counterparts like 
China (15%), Malaysia (33%), Thailand (24%) and Taiwan (52%). This indicates the lower level of penetration of retail banking in India.

Findings from report by McKinsey & Company on 'Emerging Challenges to the Indian Financial System' (April 2007)
There is huge potential available for personal financial services
Three forces are shaping the personal financial services (PFS) in Asia - the continuing surge of new customers entering the banking system, the 
explosive growth of consumer credit at 30 per cent per annum and the emerging need for wealth management due to increasing affluence. These 
forces can shift the current focus of banking needs from traditional banking products and services(e.g., deposits, mortgages) to advanced 
investment, credit and advisory products and services(mutual funds, unsecured personal loans). With rising income levels, India is becoming an 
increasingly attractive market for retail financial products.
In addition to consumer credit, payment products such as credit and debit cards will drive growth,depending on issuers' ability to penetrate second
tier towns and segments such as self employed.
By 2010, the number of high net worth individuals (annual income greater than US $1 million) will grow to 400,000.
In wealth management, local banks have primary relationships and branch networks, but these may not be key buying factors for 
more sophisticated consumers.
Success in private banking will require an extensive product range consisting of debt, equities, investment funds, alternative assets and a range of 
ancillary services, with an expert advisory process.
To maintain leadership in the emerging sectors, Indian banks will have to develop talent, product and advisory skills within a short 
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time.
Despite credit and deposits growth in India, banking access remains limited to a few sections of the population and there is great disparity in the 
penetration of banking products among the different classes.

Findings from McKinsey study of 2004: Penetration of Credit cards & Auto Loans
Type of Household Credit card

penetration
Auto loan

penetration
Urban Mass household (income between 25,000 to Rs 2 lac p.a.) 4% negligible

mass affluent households (Income between Rs.2 lac to Rs 5 lac p.a. 22% 5%
affluent households (Income between Rs.5 lac to Rs 10 lac) 34% 14%

Performance of Different Segments of Retail Banking from 2004 to 2009
Retail Banking was under strain during 2009 due to financial turmoil across the globe.
The retail asset growth slided down to 4% in 2009. The segments which suffered most were Consumer Durable Loans and Auto 
Loans.
The percentage of retail assets to total assets which was at 25.5% in 2006 had came down to 21.3% in 2009.
The number of ATMs as on March 2009 was at 43651 as against the total number of bank branches at 64608.The number of ATMs as a 
percentage of bank branches was at 67% as on March 2009 indicating the approach of the banks in customer migration from branches to 
electronic mode.
The percentage of branches covered under CBS was 69% offering across geography banking solutions to customers and not restricting to the 
branch where the account is held. This gives tremendous opportunities for banks to devise an integrated approach to retail banking. In most of 
the commercial banks, there is almost 100% branches under CBS at present. •
The concept of electronic remittance mechanism is picking up fast and this trend offers potential to package a remittance product 
as a add on in bank's retail banking package to the customers.
The most affected segment in the retail liabilities space was in the CASA which refers to Current Accounts and Savings Accounts. 
Growth in CASA deposits declined to 13.4% in 2009 from 20.2% in 2008.
The share of interest income had almost remained steady at about 84% and the share of non interest income also is almost stable at around 
16°A.This indicates that there were no serious efforts by banks to increase the non interest income through fee based product and third party 
distribution models.

Status of Retail Banking - Findings by Boston Consulting Group
Retail segment brings in nearly 60% of the total banking revenues worldwide. It is expected that retail banking will remain the 
dominant source of revenue for banks worldwide.
Retail banks are facing tougher competition and continuously declining margins and, banks have to develop winning business models
and requisite skills.
Retail Banking segment had picked up momentum during the early 2000s and peaked during 2006 and 2007 but was affected due to the financial 
turmoil across the globe from 2008. Though India was insulated-from the financial turmoil to a great extent due to regulatory discipline, the retail 
banking space suffered some setback taking a hit in credit card, housing and consumer loans.

Global Trends in Retail Banking
The retail banking objectives of any bank would mainly focus on the following:  Generating superior returns on assets.
Acquiring sufficient funding
Enhancing risk management
Understanding customers and regaining their trust.
Coping with increased demands regarding product transparency and overall service levels.
Achieving multi channel excellence with fully integrated banking channels.
Moving toward higher levels of industrialization (which is mandatory for rapid innovation and deployment.

2. ROLE WITHIN THE BANK OPERATIONS
Business Models:

 The business models for retail banking adopted by banks vary among the public sector, private sector and foreign banks. The main 
approaches are as follows: (a) Strategic Business Unit (SBU) Approach, (b) Departmental Approach, (c) Integrated Approach (part of the 
overall business plan).

 Public Sector Banks in India generally have adopted the Departmental Approach as their retail banking business model. The model is 
uniformly adopted by all the banks immaterial of their balance sheet size or geography. It indicates that retail banking is not a focused 
business model.
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 In a research study it was found that the SBU approach is adopted by one of the top five public sector banks and their business model is 
in alignment with private sector banks and foreign banks.

 In old generation private sector banks the approach is more conservative. The business model for retail banking is built as a part of the 
overall business plan and not done as a separate departmental activity,

 In new generation private sector banks, they had set up Strategic Business Units (SBU) to have clear focus and business 
objectives.

 In foreign banks also, SBU is the business model followed with defined business focus.
 The demarcation as a SBU is more a Management By Objectives (MBO) process wherein the business model is dealt as a 

strategy for achieving targeted profits.
 Banks generally structure their retail banking models mainly on a positioning platform and to be the best/top three among the peer 

group players or across players. Strategies are based on the positioning objectives and vary from bank to bank depending on the 
importance attached to the business model.

  Among the public sector banks, some banks aim for a place among the top three retail players across banks including peer group banks 
while some other public sector air for a space in the top three among the peer group.

 The strategy adopted by public sector banks was a part of the overall strategy based on the business mix, projections and 
corporate objectives of the bank.

 In case of old generation private banks, the positioning platform is based on the overall business plan and in line with their 
size and scale.

 The new generation private banks want to be in the top slot across all class of banks. These banks have advantage of technology, 
strategy, customer and business initiatives and aggressive positioning.

 Foreign banks generally do not go by positioning objectives but purely on business objectives. They go by customer, business and profit 
targets. They take a call on the business model itself or one segment of the overall model, if the same is not profitable and either exit the 
retail banking segment itself or exit a particular business line within the model.

 BNP Paribas and American Express exited retail and credit card business when it was found that these were not viable. ABN Amro Bank
had a positioning focus for building up the retail banking franchise but sold their retail business to RBS.

3. APPLICABILITY OF RETAIL BANKING CONCEPTS
DISTINCTION BETWEEN RETAIL AND CORPORATE/WHOLESALE BANKING

Implementation Models
Banks adopt different models for implementing their retail banking initiatives. The most common strategies are end to end outsourcing, 
predominant outsourcing, partial outsourcing and in house sourcing.
The implementation model depends on the product range, process requirements, technology preparedness, delivery capabilities including 
human resources and regulatory prescriptions.
Most of the PSBs use only in house resources for retail banking. Only for some activities like ATM, Credit Cards/Debit Cards, the issue part is 
outsourced due to lack of in - house facilities. Regulatory prescriptions are one of the major determinants of outsourcing or lack of it in these 
banks.
In case of old private sector banks also, the activities are carried out through in house resources only.
In case of new generation private sector banks, the model is a balanced mix of outsourcing and in house, though a little tilted 
towards outsourcing. In some banks, asset side is outsourced whereas liability side is not outsourced.
In foreign banks, the implementation model is mostly outsourced based on the business model. In some foreign banks, both front 
and back end operations are outsourced and in some banks, the back end operations are outsourced while the front end operations
like sourcing of High Net worth Individual clients are done through captive resources.

Business Process Structure in Retail Banking
1. There are four broadly defined process models implemented across banks. These models are defined based on the technology and customer 
interface capabilities of the banks. The four broad classifications are:

 Horizontally Organised Model
 Vertically Organised Model
 Predominantly Vertically Organised Model
 Predominantly Horizontally Organised Model

2. The horizontal or vertical model depends on the level of customer information available in a single platform in the data base side for offering 
multiple products/services across assets, liabilities and other services.
 Horizontally organised model is a modular structure using different process models for different products . offering end to 
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end solutions product wise.
 Vertically organised model provides functionality across products with customer data base orientation and centralised 
customer data base is used across products.
 Predominantly horizontally organised model is mostly product oriented with common customer information for some 
products.
 In predominantly vertically organised model, common information is available for most of the products.
 In most of the PSBs, horizontally organised model is adopted. In some banks, predominantly horizontally organised model do exist and 
reflect the level of common customer information available for some products.
 New private sector banks generally follow a vertically organised model.
 In foreign banks, it is mostly predominantly vertically organised model which implies that retail banking initiatives are 
attempted with common customer information across products.

Product Models In Retail Banking
Product portfolio structuring play an important role in the retail banking strategies of banks
Though retail assets and-liability products constitute the basic structure of retail banking, marketing of third party products has emerged as one of 
the important constituents of retail banking initiatives of banks.

Liability Products
Liability products are offered to retail banking customers basically under three spaces - Savings Accounts, Current Accounts and 
Term Deposit Accounts.
Product differentiation among these accounts is achieved by expanding the scope of generic products from a plain vanilla account 
to a value enriched account.
Built in ATM/Debit Cards/Credit Cards/Multi City Cheques have become generic features. Internet Banking, Telephone Banking, 
Mobile Banking have become essential value additions.
The value is enriched by tagging group insurance products in the life and non life segment at a very corn petitive premium and/or 
providing sweep facilities from savings or current accounts to fixed deposit accounts above a certain specified level resulting in 
increase in the earning potential of the deposit balances. Some banks offer an auto overdraft facility.
In PSBs, Savings Bank or current account with ATM/Debit Cards are offered as a standard entry level product. Sweep facilities and 
add on life/health cover are offered only in some banks. Current account with fixed overdraft facility is/also offered by most of the 
banks.
In new generation private sector banks and foreign banks, all the above products are offered.
The product differentiation among banks is wafer thin and only value differentiation is the key factor across banks. The technology, 
process and delivery efficiencies make the difference.
All banks offer term deposit products with provision for monthly, quarterly or cumulative interest payment options. Facility of partial withdrawal 
without disturbing the entire amount is inbuilt. Banks also offer fixed deposits with built in overdraft facilities. The product reengineering offer 
convenience as a value proposition. Almost all banks across sectors offer the above facilities. Some banks offer accidental life cover for term 
deposits but the group life cover and health cover are not normally offered to term deposits.

Retail Asset Products:
In any customer expansion strategy, retail loan is packed as the main attraction uniformly by all banks.
For retail assets, product, price, process and delivery innovations are major issues.
Cross selling and product bundling opportunities are structured around retail asset products.
The main advantage of retail assets is (i) the stability of the asset base because of the large customer base. Other important reasons are (i) the 
better spreads in income, (ii) risk diversification (iii) scope for capturing additional revenue streams from other avenues.
The standard retail asset products offered by banks are Housing Loans, Consumer Durable Loans, Car Loans, Credit Cards and Personal Loans. 
Other retail loans include loan against rental receivables, salary overdrafts, loan against securities, loans for traders in the personal segment. 
Retail Loans are also structured by some banks to target specific professional segments like doctors, architects and advocates etc, to finance 
their professional requirement.
Almost all banks extend the standard retail asset products to the customers and prospects. But only a few banks extend loans against rental 
receivables and salary overdraft. Some banks have special schemes for small traders in the personal segment and also schemes for extending 
loan/overdraft facility against cars for enhancing their equity.
Retail loans are the bread and butter of retail banking space for banks and banks compete with one another in designing, marketing
and expanding the retail asset space.

Other Products/ Services:
 Other products and services are meant for providing process and delivery efficiencies by additional service tools to the 

basic products.
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 These products include Credit Cards, Debit Cards, ATM Cards, Telephone Banking, Mobile Banking, Internet Banking, 
Depository Service and Broking Services.

 These also include distribution of third party products like life and non life policies, mutual funds, retail sale
 of gold coins, bill payment services, multi city cheques, payment gateway for rail, air ticket bookings, wealth management services, 

portfolio management services and private banking.
 These services are offered with objectives of satisfying customer's multiple needs and also to augment fee based income.
 Many PSBs are not in the credit card business since it is a big volume game and needs process efficiencies. However, Debit 

Cards, ATMs are offered by almost all PSBs.
 Most of the banks are paying attention to Internet Banking and Mobile Banking, to realize the huge potential available in 

this space.
 Depository Services are offered by some banks but Broking Services are offered only by very few banks.
 Corporate Agency for Life and Non Life and distribution of mutual funds are done by almost all PSBs while sale of gold 

coins are done now by a good number of banks.
 Bill Payment services are offered by a few banks and multi city cheque facility is offered by most of the banks. Payment 

Gateway facility is yet to make a big impact and offered only by few banks.
 Wealth Management, Portfolio Management Services are generally not offered by PSBs.
 New generation private banks and foreign banks offer the complete bouquet of all the above products/services.

Product Development in Retail Banking:
 Product Development is done by banks in different ways. One way is the in house product development independently based on research

and on the market dynamics. In this process, the best features in the products available in the market are incorporated along with 
additional value engineering.

 Follow the leader approach: In this method, product development is based purely on market conditions and customer segments 
without any background research and by developing the product on the same lines as the leader.

 Top Management Instructions: In this method, instructions of the Top Management are followed without any background 
research or analysis.

 The basis for these product developments, is either on the segmentation approach or geography based approach or 
classification based approach or approach based on specific customer segments like NRI, HNI, Mass Affluent, Salaried, 
Professionals, Women etc.

 In most of the PSBs, product development is done in house incorporating the market dynamics. The market conditions and customer 
segments of the bank are factored in the development. The views and instructions of the Top Management are the prime drivers of 
product development in PSBs. In the development process, geography is not given importance but type of branch and centre and business 
potential are given due importance.

 In private sector banks, both old and new, product development is done in house independently, incorporating the market 
dynamics, segmentation, classification, customer segments, market dynamics and the product positioning adopted by 
other players.

 The fundamental approach to product development starts from conducting a market survey about the need levels and gap among the 
target group, identifying the needs, developing the product, pilot testing to a sample universe, getting feed back, fine tuning the product
based on feedback and then the final roll out of the product across targeted segments.

 In_PSBs, market survey is done only through in house resources and not outsourced_ In some banks, no market survey is 
done and products developed are launched based on industry practices and need are expressed by customers and without 
any pilot run and feedback.

Process Models for Products and Services:
 There are three approaches to processing of products and services in retail banking - (i) the entire processing is done 

through in house resources, (ii) some products processed in house and for some products outsourcing is done for process; 
(iii) outsourcing of-entire process subject to prescribing process stands.

 In PSBs and old private banks generally the entire process for products and services are done through in house resources 
but in some banks, process part of some products are outsourced.

 In new generation private sector banks, outsourcing is attempted partially for some process areas.
 In foreign banks, the entire process is outsourced and normally happens through a dedicated back office covering the entire

gamut of retail banking services. 

Retai l  Assets  
 Banks adopt different process models for retail asset products_ Since retail assets is the core of retail banking activities, 

banks compete with one another to achieve the best process efficiencies for capturing the customers and enhance their 
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retail asset book.
 For retail assets, the common form of process models are Centralised Retail Assets Processing Centres where all the retail loans 

sourced at the branches and marketing team are processed at a single point and assets are financed through that centre or 
processing alone done at the centre and financing done at the branches.

 In yet another model, there is centralized processing for some asset products like Housing Loans and regional processing 
centres or stand alone processing at branches for other products.

 In the third model, there is no centralized processing but only regional processing hubs to cater to specific
 cluster or geography of branches. It will exist along with the stand alone processing at the branch level.
 Some banks follow the stand alone branch level processing and delivery of retail assets without resorting to any 

centralized model or regional hubs.
 The ultimate aim is to build absolute process efficiencies.
 ln public sector banks, the level of implementation of centralized retail loan processing centres is low. The process happen

only through either regional hubs or branches or a blend of both.
 In private sector banks, in case of old banks the model is mainly stand alone and in new banks, a blended model comprising of 

centralized processing for some products and regional hubs for some other products are followed for effectively controlling the lead 
time for processing.

 In foreign banks, centralised processing is the norm for retail asset processing.

Retail Liability  
 The model for processing liability products differs across banks. Some banks follow the centralized model for processing liability products. 
For example, for opening of a Savings Account the stages involved are filling the Account opening form, opening of account, issue of Pass Book, 
Cheque Book, ATM Card/Debit Card, PIN Mailers for the Cards. In centralised processing all the above activities are carried out in a single point. 
In regional processing hubs, the same activities are carried out geography wise. In some banks, some activities like issue of cheque books, 
cards, PIN mailers are centralised or done at regional hubs while opening of accounts will be on a stand alone basis. Some banks follow the 
conventional model of stand alone processing at the branch level.
 ln almost all PSBs, stand alone processing model is generally adopted for processing liability products. Opening of accounts, related KYC 
compliance are done at the branch level itself. In some banks, issue of cheque books is centralized or done at regional level. However, in most of 
the banks, issue of ATM/Debit Cards is done centrally.
 In new private sector banks, a judicious mix of centralised, regional and stand alone models are implemented for liability 
products depending upon the type of products/services.
 In foreign banks, generally centralised processing is adopted and mostly done through outsourcing or dedicated back office.
 Process models differ for products which require single stage process and multi stage process. For example, opening a fixed deposit and 
issuing receipt involves only a single stage process. Like wise; giving car loan is a single stage process. But in case of housing loans or 
Savings/Current Accounts, multi stage processing is involved. Banks have to choose stand alone or centralised processing model depending on 
the product for better process/delivery efficiencies.
 Process time is a major differentiator in the efficacy of retail banking operations. Process Time is business sensitive and customer sensitive. It 
reflects the confidence and process efficiencies of the bank. The quicker the process time, more the delivery efficiencies and customer recognition. 
Banks are implementing process time prescriptions for different retail asset products. In most of the PSBs, the process time is prescribed and varies
from 7 days to 15 days depending upon whether it is processed at the branch or regional hub or centralised processing. In old private banks, 
process time is relatively less for retail asset products revealing their extra commitment in retail asset expansion. In new private sector and foreign 
banks, the process time for various asset products is structured based on the type of asset as centralised processing is the standard model adopted 
by these banks.
Pricing of Products and Services:

 Various factors considered by banks for designing a Pricing model of products and services include (i) market dynamics, risk perception,
return expectations, tenor/duration, resources position, asset liability management positions and customer profile (ii) regulatory 
advices i.e. RBI guideline (both overt and covert) (iii) asset liability management practices.

 In PSBs, though pricing is market driven and competitive, in almost all the banks, pricing is mainly driven on the basis of the asset liability 
management practices of the banks and regulatory advices. Some banks like State Bank of India have started implementing aggressive 
pricing strategies in Housing Loan segment. They follow a Structured step up pricing model with a initial low and attractive price and 
switch over to market related pricing after 3 years.

 In new private banks and foreign banks, though the pricing fundamentals almost remain the same, the pricing of products
are always aggressive and ahead of the market to set a price race in the market for demand driven products like term 
deposits, credit cards, car loans, housing loans etc.

 Price structuring for products and services is done by banks in many ways. Stand alone pricing for different products and services is 
the basic structure. It is fine tuned as per quantum and volumes. Price Preferences/Price rebates based on the above also form part 
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of the structuring. Special quotes for high value deposits and concessional rates of interest are examples of this structuring.
 Structuring also involves price bundling. If a customer avails number of products, then the total price proposition is made attractive 

than the stand alone pricing for the individual products of the bundle. This structuring is a cross selling strategy to entice the 
customer to avail more products so that profitability per customer is enhanced.

 Pricing by PSBs: In addition to stand alone pricing structure, most of the PSBs have price concessions as well as rebates as a part 
of the pricing structure. But the same is applied depending on the volumes, quantum and relationship. Offering rebates on 
completing the repayment schedule is also attempted by

 some banks. Price bundling is not adopted in a big way by PSBs.
 In new private banks and foreign banks, effective price structuring happens by actively adopting both concessional pricing 

and also aggressive bundled pricing structure to effectively cross sell.
 Further, in addition to or in lieu of price rebates/discounts, other services and products are provided free or at concessional price as part 

of pricing structure. For example, free remittance facilities, issue of drafts, waiver of service charges, processing charges are offered as 
concealed price structures and are offered based on quantum and volume business.

Technology Models in Retail Banking: Technology is the backbone of the process and delivery efficiencies of banks. Technology and 
Retail Banking are inseparables. Technology is the foundation on which the retail banking edifice is built across the globe. 
Technology is the enabler for building and translating a customer data base into retail banking business.
The technology models basically adopted by banks are In House Models, Outsourced Models, Partially In House and Partially 
Outsourced Models.
Most of the PSBs have primarily in house models with partial outsourcing also. Total in house development and implementation by the in house 
team is practiced by some banks whereas in some other banks, the development is done by some vendor and implementation is taken care of by 
the bank. In case of total, in house development, the cost factor will be favourable.
Almost all old private banks follow outsourced model for technology basically because of the scale to migrate to Core Banking 
Model.
In case of new private banks, the model is predominantly outsourced with partial in house model. In foreign banks, outsourced 
model is mostly adopted.
The levels of technology implementation in PSBs started from stand alone Automated Ledger Posting Machines (ALPMs) and then moved to total 
branch automation and regional net worked hubs.
N e w  private banks started with technology advantage of a single server environment which gave them the edge over other banks.

Core Banking Solutions  : In PSB banks, core banking solutions networking the customers and accounts in a single platform is almost complete. The
level of implementation of core banking will directly increase the chances of availability of customer data base across products and will increase 
the scope for cross selling and up selling. Core banking gives clues about the level to which the data base is horizontally or vertically organized. 
Horizontal or vertical organized refers to whether data is available product wise on a stand alone basis or data is available customer wise on an 
integrated basis. PSBs are more horizontally organized in the process model with various levels of vertical position across banks. Customer data 
base and products integration has not materialised fully which will be a hindrance to effective retail business.
In new private banks and foreign banks, core banking is the technology and process model with which the entire business model is built. It is a 
vertically organized model with total customer product integration and used effectively to market a bouquet of retail products to a targeted 
customer base.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN RETAIL AND CORPORATE / WHOLESALE BANKING 
Retail Banking targets at the individual segment while corporate banking deals mainly with corporate clients.
Retail Banking is a mass market banking model whereas wholesale/corporate banking caters to a relatively smaller segment of 
business/corporate client base.
Retail Banking is a B2C approach (Business to Customer) whereas corporate banking is a B2B approach (Business to Business).
The ticket size of loans in retail banking is low whereas the ticket size is high in corporate loans. Ticket size means the amount of 
loan per customer.
Risk is widespread in retail banking as customer base is huge whereas in Corporate Banking, the risk is more as the ticket size is big 
though customer base is relatively small.
Returns are more in retail banking as, the spreads are more for different asset classes in retail. But in corporate banking, the returns
will be low as corporates bargain for lower rates due to higher loan amounts.
Monitoring and recovery in retail assets are more laborious because of the larger customer base as compared to corporate banking.
In the liability side also, the cost of deposits is relatively less in retail banking and mostly go along with the card rates as the ticket size in retail 
deposits is small. In corporate banking, as the ticket sizes of deposits will be large, the cost of deposits will be high due to pressure from the 
corporates for higher rates and competitive forces to garner the deposits.
The impact of NPA will be more pronounced in corporate banking than retail banking as the ticket sizes in corporate loans are 
higher than retail loans.
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4.MODULE : B – RETAIL PRODUCTS

4. CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
Customer Segments:

Broadly customers are segmented based on their income levels as their need pyramid will vary with the rise in their income levels.
Banks develop and market their products based on this segmentation and target the relevant segment for maximum conversion of 
business.
The basic segmentation of customers based on their income levels is given below

Income Levels (Rs. Lakhs) Customer Segment
2-10 Mass Market
10-15 Mass Affluent
50-400 Super Affluent
400-4,000 HNW High Net Worth
4000-120,000 Super HNW Super High Net Worth
Above 120,000 Ultra HNW Ultra High Net Worth

 First three segments namely Mass Market, Mass Affluent and Super Affluent are the most important segments for banks 
with regard to their retail banking initiatives. The products and services will be structured mostly to meet the requirements 
of the above segments.

 Assumptions about customers: For designing retail banking products and services following assumptions are considered 
which help banks to develop suitable products .and services to cater to the need of the customers:

 Customers are different.
 Needs of the customers are different
 Each customer will have different sets of need for financial services. 
 The need requirements of customers for financial services will be unique.
 Customers can be broadly grouped together based on their need pyramids.
 Customers can be grouped together based on their income, age, geography, profession, employment, vocation gender and 

family size.
 Product and services can be developed for a single or a combination of the above elements to satisfy most of the needs. 

M a s l o w ' s  n e e d  h i e r a r c h y  a n d  c u s t o m e r  r e q u i r e m e n t s
 'Maslow's Need Hierarchy Theory of Motivation' indicates how a person is motivated based upon his needs at a particular point of 

time. The same concept can be applied for understanding customer requirements and to understand how banks structure products to 
match the different stages of the need pyramid of the customers.

 Customers buy the products and services of the bank primarily to satisfy their needs and if their needs and banks' products match and if 
the benefits promised by the bank to the customer are delivered then there will be absolute satisfaction from the customer end.

 The requirements of the customers in general can be related with the need hierarchy theory by Abraham Maslow who has 
defined five needs of individuals in their various stages of life.

 The needs start from the basic requirements and move up the value chain during the life stage progression.
 If banks structure products and services to match the different stages in the need spectrum, banks will achieve both 

objectives of customer satisfaction and business conversion.
 The Need level and matching roducts are given below:

S.No. Need Level Matching Banking, Investment and Insurance Products
I Physiological Needs Core Saving Accounts; Personal Accident Cover; Housing Loans
2 Security/Safety Needs Recurring, Fixed Deposit Products.

Life Insurance Products- Endowment Products with low premium, long tenor and 
high maturity amounts.
Tax Planning Banking, Insurance and Mutual Fund Products.
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3 Social Needs Consumer Loans; Personal Loans; Home Loans; Car Loans
Loans for Professional Development for Doctors, Engineers, Lawyers,
Chartered Accountants, Management Consultants, Architects etc.,
Insurance Cover tagged to above loans.
Retail Gold Coins.
Health Policies for self and family.
Investment Product like Mutual Funds;
Systemic Investment Plan of Mutual Funds
Unit Linked Insurance Products.4 Esteem Needs Special Term Deposit -Products; Term Insurance Products; Second Housing 
Loans/Home; Improvement/Home Decor Loans

5 Self Actualization Needs Pensioners Loans; Retirement Solutions in Banking & Pension Plans in
Insurance; Senior Citizens Term Deposit Products

The products may tend to overlap across the need spectrum. It is also possible that all the stages run concurrently for the customer base. 

Customer Requirements about Service Quality:
Tangibles: Appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and communication materials; attractiveness of bank's 

facilities; easy understandability of credit card statement.
Reliability: Ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately;
Responsiveness: Willingness to help customers and provide prompt service. Resolving customer's problems quickly; Recredit of 

wrongly debited charges properly.
Assurance: (i) Competence - Possession of required skills and knowledge to perform services; (b) Courtesy - Politeness, respect, 

consideration and friendliness of the contact personnel; (c) Credibility Trustworthiness about the service provider; (iv) Security 
- Freedom from risk and doubt.

Empathy: Access - Approachability and ease of contact; (ii) Communication - Keeping customers informed in a language that they 
understand (iii) Understanding the customer - Making an effort to know customers and their needs.

Customer Satisfaction levels are basically derived from the quality of service for different products like Savings Accounts, Home Loans, Personal 
Loans and varies across products and banks. While PSBs score over private banks in products like Home Loans, private banks do better in 
Personal Loans.

Customers' Requirement from Banks
 Generally, customers require the following from their bank's for maintaining their accounts/relationship.
 Right product mix to satisfy different customer segments.
 Right channel mix (both direct channels and e channels).
 Structured process time across products and adherence to the time prescriptions.
 Delivery of the promises with regard to products/services and channels.
 Satisfactory service experience from the delivery channels and the service personnel.
 Effective Communication about the different products and services.
 Transparent service charges.
 Good ambience.
 Effective and time bound grievance redressal mechanism.
 If the above expectations are met by the banks, customer loyalty will be at its peak and deficiency in the above will result 

in dissatisfaction and deterioration of loyalty and will trigger customer switching.

5. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:
Product is the starting point of the marketing process. Everything is centered around the product. The add on and the other value propositions are 
tagged to the products to offer better value and acceptance to the product. Products are almost always combinations of the tangible and the 
intangible (ii) To the potential buyer, a product is a complex cluster of value satisfactions (iii) A customer attaches value to a product in proportion to 
its perceived ability to help solve his problems or meet his needs.
Definition of a Product: Anything that has the capacity to provide the satisfaction, use and return desired by the customer is called product. If the 

bank product is no longer capable of satisfying 
customer needs and wants, the product will fade out.
PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE: There are various stages 
in the life of the product. The product life cycle 
is illustrated in the following diagram.

First stage: Introduction stage: When a product is 
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introduced the sales volume will be low and revenue from the products will not be sufficient to cover the cost of producing, marketing and 
servicing it. In the introduction stage it happens because it takes time for the product to occupy the minds of the customers.

Second stage:  'growth' stage: In this stage, the sales volume of the product picks up and the product is likely to break even and start generating 
profits for the organisation. During this period the consumer awareness of the product will be more and that will result in growth.
Third stage - 'maturity' stage: In this stage there is more growth and sales volume peaks. There is a wide customer base which will 
result in maximisation of sales with inflow of business and profits.
Fourth stage - 'saturation' stage: In this stage, staleness will be visible because of competition and better products available from the
competitors, which will result in saturation of sales. The business and profits stagnate, customer develop a tendency of indifference 
to the product.
Final stage - 'decline stage': In this stage, the product becomes less attractive for the consumers due to various reasons and results in drop in sales 
volume and profits. This stage if not attended properly will lead to product death. This can be avoided by fine tuning and value adding to revitalise 
the product for continued acceptance.
Life Cycle and Bank Products:

 Stages of product life cycle are very important for banks in product development. Banks should aim for keeping the product
in the maturity stage as long as possible, so that business and profit maximisation happens continuously.

 Product life cycle is different for different products.
 It is not always necessary that a product should travel through the product life cycle process. Some products will have an instant death 

immediately after introduction phase. This may happen due to wrong approach towards marketing research and consumer perceptions. 
Similarly, in some cases, there may be immediate spurt to the growth and maturity phase in a very short period and will stay there in the 
maturity period for a very long time.

 The success of the phases depends on approach towards packaging strategies and repositioning strategies, so that the products stay in 
the maturity phase for quite a long period to occupy a permanent place in the perceptual need map of the consumers.

 Product obsolescence contributes to the premature death of products even after effective market research.
 In the case of computer products, the product life cycle will be very short because of fast changing technologies. This results

into a high degree of product obsolescence.
 In the banking scenario the product life cycle depends on whether the product is a core product or augmented product.
 Core products are those products in which the organization basically deals. In banks, Savings Bank, Current Account Term Deposit, 

Recurring Deposit, Cash Credit, Overdraft, Retail Loans, Term Loan, Drafts are core products. These core products are essential products 
and need not have a strong marketing content. These products will have a stable life in the growth stage of product life cycle, because 
they are indispensable for the different segments of customers.

 Augmented products are those products which are developed from formal products by combining two core products and adding value to 
the product in terms of benefits and comforts to the customer. If it is availed by the customer it will result in some value addition to the 
customer.

 The concept of augmented product keeps on changing over the years. A product may be augmented at one time and becomes core later
on. For example, earlier offering an ATM Card was considered as a value addition to enable the Customer to withdraw money 24 hours. 
But now banks have made ATM and Debit Card as a part of the core product. Currently, a core Savings Bank will include an ATM/Debit 
Card and a Cheque Book and augmented product will include Internet Banking, Mobile Banking and a group health or life insurance 
product tagged to it.

Product Lines of a Banker:
 A Bank has to understand different segments and develop appropriate products to meet these segments.
 Though different products cater to different segments, there are certain products like core products which cater to all 

segments.
 Branding: Different bankers market their different products in different names though they have common features. The idea of this is to 

make the customer identify the bank with the particular name of the product. This initiative of banks to create recall for the products is 
termed as "Branding".

 Banks adopt two types of branding — (I) Product branding to create product recall; (ii) Corporate Branding to create recall 
about the banks itself.

 For core products there need not be much marketing orientation but for augmented products there should be a concerted 
effort for the product to succeed.

 Deposit Products:  In the deposit products category, the deposit products can be classified into Saving 
Deposits, Current Deposits, Term Deposits and Combination Deposits. 

Savings Deposits 
 Saving accounts will include core saving account with cheque book and debit card and Augmented saving account including value additions like 
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Internet banking, mobile banking, tagged insurance cover, personal accident cover, sweep in sweep out facility, other concessions like free 
remittances

 SB deposits are offered as a simple product for inculcating the habit of savings and routing the Savings transactions in that 
account.

 There is free deposit and withdrawal of money by cash and by cheques.
 It gives absolute flexibility for the customer to operate his account and price is kept at a low level.
 Interest rate was deregulated till 24th Oct 2011 and was paid at 4% on daily product basis but deregulated since 25.10.11.
 The complexion of Savings as a plain vanilla product has changed with the advent of tecnology. ATM Cards/Debit Cards are 

issued along with the Savings Accounts as essential tags for operation of the account.
 For augmenting the product and as a value addition to the customers, some banks are offering group life cover and/or 

group health cover at a very attractive price as compared to a stand alone cover. 
Current Deposits:
 These are offered mainly for carrying out business and trade transactions.
 There is absolute freedom for withdrawal and deposit of trade/business related transactions and service charges are 

charged for this depending on the volume of transactions.
 No interest will be paid for the deposit amounts. This is a 'no cost deposit' for the banks. Some banks are offering a tagged 

Life cover or health cover or both.
 Some banks are offering sweep in facility earning interest on balance. 

Term Deposits: Term deposits are held for a definite period.
Interest rate depends upon the period of deposit and these are offered with facility for getting monthly quarterly interest as well as deposits with
cumulative interest at the end of the deposit period.
One variant of term deposits is the 'Recurring Deposit' where the depositor is required to deposit fixed sums of money every months for a 
specific period and at the end of the period, the principal along with the accrued interest are paid back to the depositor. The advantage of 
Recurring Deposit is term deposit interest rates for the specified period are offered for this deposit also. It helps the monthly income segment 
to save regularly a fixed amount and earn higher rates of interest applicable to term deposits. As an additional product extension of Recurring 
Deposits some banks also offer more than one option regarding the quantum of monthly deposit, the flexibility of paying the installments in 
bunch and also combination of both. This will attract business from the segments which do not have regular periodic cash inflows but want to 
save regularly and earn higher interest.
Combination deposit:  

This is the result of effort of a bank to satisfy customer need and comfort maximization.
While issuing FD, banks may allow partial withdrawal facility without breaking the entire deposit. Thus it gives benefit of both term deposit as well 
as saving or current deposit. Some banks are offering these deposits to customers to keep their deposit in multiples of Re 1, so that in case of 
necessity, he can withdraw the exactly required amount.
Credit Products  :  
 Credit products offered by the bank, can be classified into two broad categories, traditional credit schemes and market 
oriented new credit schemes.
 Traditional credit products are cash credit accounts for business people to fix credit limits and allow them to operate freely within the limits 
subject to certain stipulations. Overdraft scheme is to allow credit for a short period to be adjusted in a very short time. Likewise Demand Loans, 
Term Loans and Bill Finance are credit schemes to meet specific credit requirement of the borrowers in their business for purchase of machinery, 
equipments and other requirements and against their receivables.
 Bill Finance facility is self liquidating with the realisation of bills purchased/discounted for the borrower, Demand Loan and 
Term Loan have definite repayment period.
 In the retail side, credit schemes are offered by the banks for specific segments based on the needs of these segments. Home Loans, Personal
Loans, Auto Loans and Credit Card Receivables are some of the common retail credit schemes. In addition, loans tailored to meet the individual 
requirements like Loans for Professionals, Doctors, Lawyers are offered by banks.
 The basic principles adopted for developing credit schemes are two fold — customer segment and business orientation of the 
bank. are two dimensional.

 If the customer segment is in need of a product and the size of the segment is quite large, then customer need satisfaction will be the first 
objective of the banks. If the customer size is justifiable for the product to be developed and marketed and the developed product will generate 
sufficient volumes and ultimately reward the bank, then the bank will definitely develop and market the product with the proper pricing and 
features.

Other Services
 All the services offered by the bank other than the Deposit schemes and Credit schemes can be grouped under other services.
 Other services can be further classified into Remittances and other Fee Based Services.
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 In the remittances services, issue of Drafts, Bank Order/Bankers Cheques, National Electronic Funds Transfers (NEFT),Real Time Gross 
Settlements (RTGS) are the major services offered to the customer. The cost of availing these services will depend on the quantum of 
transactions and the customer's business relationship with the bank.
 Other fee based services include Collection of Cheques, Safe Deposit Lockers, Standing Instructions for carrying out the instructions of the 
customer on a periodic basis, Merchant banking services in the area of capital market issue management in the capacity of Lead Manager, Co-
Manager to the issues etc., undertaking Portfolio Management Services for their Non-Resident Indian clients to manage their investment 
portfolio, Consultancy Services for projects in Agriculture and Export Oriented Projects etc.
 Non fund based business of the banks is a part of other services. This includes (i) Letter of Guarantee and (ii) Letter of Credit.
 In the Letter of Credit and in the Letter of guarantee, though at the lime of offering these services, there is no fund outlay but at any future 
time, a liability may arise for the banker to part with the bank's funds. The liability is depending upon the happening or non happening of certain
events as specified in the letter of guarantee.
 Letter of Guarantee is a guarantee given by the bank on behalf of their customer to a beneficiary, guaranteeing the beneficiary 
to pay if the customer is not paying or performing. -
 Letter of credit is an undertaking from the banker to pay the beneficiary the prescribed amount, subject to production of certain documents 
that are listed in the LIC itself. In the case of Letter of Credit also, through at the time of offering the service, there would be no funds outlay, at a 
future date a liability may crystallise on the bank.
 LC and Bank Guarantee offer tremendous scope for income and profit because banks collect commission for offering these services 
without outlay of funds. But the risk involved is, if there is failure of the obligation by the party, then banks' outlay of funds is involved.

Other fee based services — Third Party Distribution:
Third party distribution of products of other financial organizations like insurance company or mutual fund is a source of fee 

based income.
Activities like insurance or mutual fund business are called as para banking activities and RBI has prescribed rules and regulations

for carrying out these activities by banks. 
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

In marketing, the marketer should correctly identify the existing phase of the product life cycle and should develop new products to enable the 
new products to go through the introduction phase and jump to the growth phase when the old product starts its decline phase. This will enable 
the organisation to survive and achieve the business objectives.
The bank marketer has to constantly watch. the market, gauge the changing needs of the customer, compare it with the features of the existing 
product range, check up whether there is scope for developing new products and have to immediately start developing new product and 'market 
them to proactively seize the emerging, changing customer needs.
Stages in New Product Development: Stages involve the following — (i) Generating new product; (ii) Ideas screening (iii) Concept Testing (iv) 
Business analysis and Market analysis (v) Actual product development, test marketing and commercialisation :
Generating New Product Ideas: New product ideas are generated from market research based on customer expectations from the existing and 
potential customers. It is also generated in house from the employees of the banks. In some banks, new product ideas are solicited from the staff 
members under staff suggestion scheme and members are requested to freely vent their ideas about new products based on their exposures and 
experiences and feedback they receive from the customers. The suggestion will be invited both on refining the existing products as well as ideas for 
new products.
Idea Screening: With the grouping together of all the ideas generated from various sources,' internal and external, the ideas are 
analysed based on the following approach:
Whether there is any felt need for the new product?
Is it an improvement of the existing product?
Can the existing infrastructure can handle the new product?
Is the new product is in our existing line or a new line of business?
Concept Testing: The concepts of the new product are tested by taking the feedback from the customers about their understanding about the 
concepts of the product and whether the concepts are attractive enough for them to avail when it is launched to them. This helps the marketer to 
understand the market response to the 'product concept' idea and to know about the customer perception of the product concept.
Business Analysis and Market Analysis; It is done to decide whether the product is viable from the financial and marketing aspects. This will be 
based on a cost benefit analysis of the product from the banker's view point and the customer's viewpoint. It will also analyse the expected 
increase in business, and profits and also the effect on the expansion and retention of customer base. It will also analyse the expected effect on 
the market share and also the expected penetration of markets of the competitors.
Actual Product Development, Test Marketing and Commercialisation: After passing through the above stages, the new product developed is 
first test marketed in a selected market segment and based on the feedback received from the market the product is launched on a full scale to
the desired segments.

Constraints in New Product Development
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 Heterogeneity of the customer base in different branches making it difficult to develop a new product to satisfy all the customer 
segments.
 Due to technological revolution, product obsolescence is very fast and so customer preferences would also change drastically. This would have 
an effect on the product life cycle of the new product.
 The existing product range of public sector banks is very wide. There is need to prune rather than new product development.
 Sometimes the ideation stage in product development would be attractive. But it would be difficult to convert the idea as a 
product with-business potential.
 Resistance from the staff for new product development with a view that new products would increase their work load or result in
staff pruning/relocation.

Product Management:
According to Theodre Levitt, over a period, product evolved on the following lines: (i) The Generic Product; (ii) The Expected 
Product; (iii) The Augmented Product; (i v) The Potential Product.
The Generic Product: is an unbranded and undifferentiated commodity like rice, wheat, bread, cloth. It is a core product. In the 

banking scenario, some examples of generic products are Savings Bank, Current Account, Term Deposits, Drafts, etc., These 
are core products in banking.

The Expected Product: represents the customer's minimal purchase condition and what the customer expects from the product: 
For satisfying this, the banker when structuring the product will make these expectations as a part of product structuring and 
will try to differentiate the product to enjoy the distinction from other similar products.

The Augmented Product: is augmenting or enriching the product voluntarily to enhance the value of the product. These improvements are 
neither suggested by the customer nor even expected by them. The bank on its own, augments the product by adding an extra facility or an 
extra feature to the product. For example some banks, as a part of their Savings Bank Account, offers the facility of collecting the cheques of 
the customer at their doorsteps and offers free collection of cheques. Some other banks offer the facility of operating the customer's 
Savings Bank Account not only from the branch where the customer is maintaining the account but also from any of their branches in India.

The Potential Product: may be developed based on suggestions, new ideas, redesigning of existing products. Potential product is 
tomorrow's product with enormous scope for improvements in the changed competitive scenario. In the technology sensitive banking 
scenario, setting up computer terminals at the customer's site and offering him to bank from his place for retail customers may be a 
potential product of tomorrow, though it is available today for select corporate customers.
The entire product development is focussed on the satisfaction of the customer to the maximum possible extent and by 
continuously reviewing, redesigning the product from various dimensions to achieve business objective.

Product Policy:
1. Product policy would include the products to be offered to different segments, the product line based on the homogenous needs of the 

heterogeneous customer base, designing product tailored to specific customer base if the segment is an important segment.
2. The product policy involves the following concepts — (i) Appraisal of the product line and individual products; (ii) Decisions on 

product differentiation; (iii) Product positioning; (iv) Brand decisions; (v) Decisions on packaging; (vi) New Product 
Development.

(i) Appraisal of Product Line and Individual Products: The bank should constantly review the product line in the light of changes in the 
environment, changes in customer preferences, competition in the business. The marketer should take stock of the potential of the present 
product line.

(ii) Decisions on Product Differentiation: In the highly competitive field of banking, almost all banks offer products with similar features. To 
have an edge over other competitors, the marketer should differentiate his product from the competitor's product based on features, 
benefits and satisfaction level by doing some value addition to the product. For product differentiation, bank marketers can highlight the USP 
i.e. 'Unique Selling Proposition' of the product which is the specific feature available with the particular product. The USP may include 
'cumulative interest on a quarterly compounded basis', 'withdrawing part of deposit without loss of interest', 'no minimum balance', 'receiving
monthly or quarterly interest' on fixed deposit. But over a very short period the uniqueness of the USP will be lost as other banks will come 
out with the similar products.
(iii) Product Positioning:

 Product positioning seems to be an extension of unique selling proposition (USP), it is different from USP.
 According to Rooser Reeves, 'Positioning' is 'the art of selecting out of a number of unique selling propositions, the one which will
get you maximum sales'. For 'positioning' the most important factor is the customer's mind.
 Positioning starts with the understanding or 'mapping' of a prospective/existing customer's mental perception of products. The strategy of the 
bank marketer should be to create a perception of their product in the customer's mind so that it stands apart from competing bank's products 
and approximates much more closely, to what the consumers want.
 According to Jack Trout, 'positioning' is 'not as what you do to the product, but what you do to the mind'. Citibank's Un fixed Deposit was a 
positioning strategy to offer the consumer both return and liquidity on the higher side by designing a new product which had features of a Fixed 
Deposit with high returns, with a facility to withdraw money when required through a cheque book, without any formalities.
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 In positioning, the early starter will derive the maximum mileage, because the subsequent followers will take time to position the 
product in that slot.
 If the positioning is threatened, bank marketers will review the product features and USP's of the product and add value to the 
product and try to recapture or retain the position. This approach is called as a repositioning strategy.

(iv) Product Branding:
Branding can be a powerful tool for relationship building.
The branding efforts of products in 'banks' begin at the corporate level.
Branding exercise for bank products generally involves giving the different products catchy, attractive names for the products according to the 
features of the product.
Branding the products creates customer/prospective customer awareness when it comes to seeing or hearing advertising 
message and helps the customers in identifying the brand with the bank.
Branding also helps in competitive positioning of the products in the existing and new markets.

6. CREDIT SCORING
Credit Scoring — Concepts:
The interest rate charged to a customer depends on the risk perception of the customer by the bank. Banks include risk premium in interest 
rates. The risk perception is different for different borrowers and, ideally, should be determined from their credit history. The lending bank 
can judge how good a borrower can be by sourcing their credit score from different agencies.

Credit Score: Credit Score takes a look at the customer's credit report and through advanced analysis turns the information into a 3-digit number 
which represents the risk associated with that particular customer dr transaction. The higher the score, the lesser is the risk of the consumer's 
account becoming overdue. In US Credit scoring is done since 1989, when the FICO scores were launched. The lines of credit assessed to arrive at
this score would mainly be retail products like home loans, auto loans, personal loans, credit cards and overdrafts.
Evolution of Credit Scoring:
 In today's environment, when there is a pressure for growth of credit, banks are lending to lower income groups. This calls for sophistication to 
accurately assess borrowers' ability to repay and, also, to correctly price the loan. For this, banks require assistance of credit information 
companies who provide a comprehensive report on every retail credit customer containing their verified address, the extent of loans they have 
taken and whether or not they have ever defaulted or failed to repay any loans on time and in full.
 Global experience shows that managing risk and knowing retail loan customers is important for business. For example in South Korea and 
Hong kong, there were very high defaults in retail loans and credit cards.
 In the U.S.A, three credit bureaus viz. Trans Union, Equifax and Experian provided the credit score for retail customers.

 A Credit bureau tracks the indebtedness and repayment history of individual borrowers on loans they have taken from banks, non-banking 
financial service companies and financial institutions. It also contains certain personal information of each borrower, like name, age and verified 
permanent address. The information is collected in a credit information report, which is made available to loan-issuing members.
 The credit information bureaus broadly use the following weightages given below to arrive at the score: (1) Payment History - 35%; (ii) Amounts Owed -
30%; (iii) Length of Credit History — 15%; (iv) New Credit - 10%; (v) Types of Credit in Use —10%

What is a Good Score:
 In the US, a FICO score of more than 700 is considered excellent.
 Whether a score is good or not will depend on the bank's internal policy, its customer profile and its risk appetite. Still, any 
score over 800 will be considered excellent across the board.
 The credit score is only an indicative tool for managing risk and its effectiveness depends on the banks' internal control mechanism. An 
objective thing like the credit score will not only help the banks to reduce defaults but also make loan disbursing faster, improve operational 
efficiency and bring costs down.

Credit Scoring Model:
The scoring model used by Cibil-Trans Union employs multiple attributes including (i) Credit Utilisation (ii) Payment History.
Credit Utilisation means how much credit is being used by the customer. If a customer could borrow Rs 1 lac but is actually borrowing. Rs 

50,000, then he is a very safe person from lender's point of view. It also means that he is not overleveraging.
Payment history includes whether there has been a default by customer. If there has been a default, then on how many accounts defaults 

occurred, by how many days and by_how much. A good repayment history can offset the blemish of a default due to unforeseeable 
reasons.

Managing the Credit Score:
Credit Utilisation: If a person's safe limit is Rs 10000 and he is using only Rs 5000, then he is a very safe customer. If a person's limit is Rs 10000 

and he is not fully using it, but also seeking further credit, he could be overleveraging himself and his score could fall. The high number of 
enquiries, application for additional credit lines, unnecessary and frequent shopping for credit or too many new accounts can be taken as 
an indicator of being over-hungry for loans and impact the score negatively.

Payment Defaults: Number of overdue accounts, number of days for which overdue and how much amount is overdue will affect
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credit rating.
Trade Attributes: Credit score is also affected by age of line of credit, type of line of credit, mix of various lines of credits. A history of consistent 

repayment of various types of credit will improve the score.
Positive side of Credit Score:

A good credit score will indicate the character of the borrower in his financial matters. The following are some of the indicators 
of good score.
Evidence of financial discipline.
If the borrower has defaulted once or twice due to reasons beyond their control, those would show up as clear aberrations in an 
overall consistent payment history.
The longer the credit history, the better. The lender's assessment improves as the span of repayment is bigger.
The score normally ranges between 300 and 900. A score of 800+ is considered as a good score but this may vary from bank to 
bank.

Warning Signs in Credit Score:
Craving for credit.
Frequent and unnecessary shopping for credit.
Several new accounts or recent requests for loans can be taken as signs of an over-hungry borrower.
Trade attributes — if there is not a good mix of credit.
The above activities will bring down the credit score. Therefore, borrower should maintain financial discipline, repay dues on 
time and should not over leverage himself.
In India, earlier one could not know his credit score. Now RBI has advised that a copy of credit information report be made 
available to borrower also on payment of fees of Rs 50.

Credit Scoring Bureau in India:
The first credit bureau in the world, Dun & Bradstreet, (a shareholder in CIBIL) was set up back in 1841. In India, Cibil, in a tie-up with 
TransUnion of the US, launched the first credit information company. Fair lssac

Corporation has started in a tie-up with High Mark Credit Information Services, and Equifax in association
 with Crisil and Tata Capital. In addition, Experian credit information company has also started.

CIBIL

Credit Information Bureau of India Limited (CIBIL) is a privately owned company, which collects credit information on over 140 
million credit card holders and loan takers.

CIBIL is India's first credit information bureau. This credit information bureau was formed on the basis of recommendations of a 
working group constituted by RBI.

The company was originally promoted by the State Bank of India (SB1), Housing Development Finance Corporation Limited 
(HDFC), Dun & Bradstreet Information Services India Private Limited (D&B) and TransUnion International Inc (TransUnion).

Now number of banks hold equity in CIBIL. Tansunion has equity of 19.99%. All other members have equity up to or less than 10% 
each.

It helps banks, financial institutions and other financiers to share credit histories of retail and commercial customers.
The bureau provides both positive and negative information about bank's borrowers, which empowers lenders in assessing the 

credit worthiness of potential customers.
CIBIL shares a relationship with all banks based• on the concept of sharing. They collate the credit information available from all financing 

institutions, which are its members, and provide an informed report, which takes into consideration all the financial activities of a consumer 
when asked for by the bank.

CIBIL works mainly on the concept of reciprocation. Therefore, only those banks, which share all their customers' credit information with them 
will be given access to the credit reports that CIBIL has.

CIBIL's primary job is to collate data on the credit worthiness of all borrowers from banks and prepare customer information reports (CIR) to help 
credit grantors make faster and more objective lending decisions.

10.CIBIL is a composite Credit Bureau and will cater to both commercial and consumer segments. The Consumer Credit Bureau 
covers credit taken by individuals while the Commercial Credit Bureau will cover credit taken by non-individuals like 
partnership firms, proprietary concerns, private and public limited companies, etc.

11.A Credit Information Report (CIR) is a factual record of a borrower's credit payment history compiled from information received from different 
credit grantors. Its main purpose is to help credit grantors make better lending decisions - quickly and objectively, in an informed 
environment.

12.The CIR prepared by CIBIL includes the following information:
13.Basic borrower information like name, address, identification numbers, Passport ID, Voters ID, Date of birth and in case of non-individuals : 

D-U-N-S® Number, Registration Number, Legal Constitution
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14.Records of all the credit facilities availed by the borrower, past payment history, Amount overdue
15.Number of inquiries made on that borrower, by different Members, Suit-filed status.
16.The CIR does not contain details of Income / Revenue, Amount(s) deposited with the bank , details of borrowers' assets, value 

of asset(s) mortgaged, details of investment(s)
17.CIBIL does not classify any accounts as default accounts and merely reflects this information after the Member has classified it 

as such. The number of days past due and for Asset Classification as per RBI definition as submitted by Members is reflected in
the CIR.

18.A borrower can not obtain his own CIR from CIBIL. However, if a Member has drawn a report on that borrower, a copy of the 
same can be obtained from the Member.

19. CIBIL will provide credit information reports only to it's Members in India.
20.The CIR only shows factual credit information available and does not give any opinion or indicate or comment if credit should or should not

be granted. The credit grantors who have received an application for credit will make the credit decision. CIBIL does not grant or deny 
credit.

Issues in Credit Scoring:
Credit scoring enables banks to assess the risk based on the score and accordingly decide the price for the risk.
Credit Scoring enables banks to speed up credit decisions and disbursement based on the score. Responsible customers can 
expect faster and more competitive services at better terms and rates from banks and other credit companies.
Based on Customer Information Report (CIR), the credit bureau would assign a credit score to every potential borrower which 
would bring about the differentiation in rates.
A person can access his credit reports directly by putting in a request to CIBIL directly and if any errors are found, one can notify 
the bank and CIBIL regarding the same.
The customer may get score but its basis is not available.
The name of a willful defaulter will remain on the list for at least 7 years during which getting a credit card or loan is virtually 
impossible.

Mistakes in Credit Scoring:
Confusion of Names: There can be lakhs of names that are similar in the CIBIL database. Things can go haywire if a person with same name has 

defaulted and all his defaults get recorded in other's file.
Human Input Error: The information that goes from the banks to the CIBIL on a default may have been erroneous due to simple input error by 

one of the bank employees. 

(c) Identity Theft : This is the most serious of all causes of errors and can have a disastrous impact on a person's credit profile. In
recent times, identity thefts are on the rise. Right from a petty shopkeeper who swipes your card several times to sneak in an
unofficial payment or track credit card details, which he can exploit, to a terrorist who wants to access a billionaire's account in a
remote corner of the world, identity theft is becoming a serious crime that needs check.

Troubleshooting Credit Score: The following steps may be taken for seeking clarifications in credit report:
Contact the bank that declined a credit card or loan application on the basis of your poor credit score. The bank will provide you with the control 
number of the credit report and also share the information on the credit report that is responsible for your poor credit score.
The control number is a nine digit unique number that helps CIBIL track an individual's credit report from its database. The control number is 
generated when banks pull out your credit report on a requirement basis. The control number is a unique number, which is generated every time 
any bank or credit institution pulls out a credit report on you. CIBIL requires this number to enable them to view the exact details that the bank has 
seen when they drew a report on you.
Clarify your position to CIBIL informing CIBIL control number and the exact nature of the discrepancies in the report.

7. IMPORTANT RETAIL ASSETS PRODUCTS
 Banks provide retail loan for various purpose. The type of loan and its terms and conditions vary    from bank to bank. Major

Retail Lending products are given below:
 Home Loans: For purchase or construction of new or old house or flat or extension of already built house
 Home Improvement Loans: For repair, renovation, upgradation, painting and other repairs.
 Home Decor Loans: For furnishing of the house or flat or interior decoration or air conditioner etc.
 Auto Loans: To buy new car, old car, two wheeler etc. Generally private and foreign banks are aggressive in financing auto loans by 

having a tie up with manufacturer, dealer factoring the manufacturer's pricing, dealer margin, volume of sales etc which results in finer 
pricing. However, two wheeler financing is not the focus area for the banks.

 Personal Loans: Personal loans are unsecured backed by personal guarantee. Public sector banks are cautious in these loans due to 
high rate of defaults. Even private banks have become cautious after global slowdown. Personal loans are classified in two 
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segments namely Big ticket personal loan i.e. loans more than Rs 50,000 (average size Rs 125,000) and Small ticket personal loans 
i.e. loans less than Rs 50,000 (average size Rs 23,000). Banks mainly focus on big ticket loans. Personal loans are sanctioned by 
banks based on salary in case of employees, annual income in case of business, number of years of service or being in business.

 Educational Loans: Educational Loans are granted on similar conditions as per scheme devised by IBA. Salient features of 
the scheme are given below:

 Prepared by [BA on the recommendations of a group headed by Shri R.J.Kamath.
 The scheme could be adopted by all scheduled commercial banks.
 Eligible Courses would include School education including plus 2 stage; Graduation & Post Graduation courses, professional 

courses, computer certificate courses etc.
 Student Eligibility: Should be an Indian national and should have secured admission to professional / technical courses through entrance 

test/selection process or secured admission to foreign university / institutions.
 Expenses for Loan: Fee payable to college / school / hostel; Examination / library / laboratory fee; Purchase of books / equipments / 

instruments / uniforms; Caution deposit / building fund / refundable deposit supported by Institution bills / receipts; Travel expenses I 
passage money for studies abroad; Purchase of computers essential for completion of the course; Other expense to complete the 
course like study tours, project work.

 Maximum loan: Rs.10 lakh for studies in India and Rs 20 lakh for studies abroad
 Margin: Upto Rs.4 Iakh: No margin; More than 4 lakh: Studies in India: 5%; Studies abroad: 15%
 Security: Upto Rs.4 lakh: Co obligation of parent; No security or Third party Guarantee. Loan more than Rs 4 Iakh but up to Rs 7.5 lakh: Co

obligation of parent and third party guarantee. Loan above Rs.7.5 lakh: Co obligation of parent and collateral security of suitable value 
and/or third party along with the assignment of future income of the student for payment of instalments.

 Rate of Interest: Linked to base rate. Simple interest during moratorium period. Interest concession of 12 per cent may be provided for 
loanees if the interest is serviced during the study period when repayment holiday is specified for interest I repayment.

 Repayments: Moratorium: Course period + 1 year from completion of studies or 6 months after getting job, whichever is earlier. The 
loan to be repaid in 5-7 years after commencement of repayment. The accrued interest during the repayment holiday period should be
added to the principal and repayment in EMI fixed.

 Parents should be co borrowers irrespective of amount of loan. 
PROCESSING OF RETAIL LOANS: Banks generally adopt two types of models for processing of retail loans. These models are - (i) 
Stand Alone Model and (ii) Centralised Model.
Stand alone Model for Retail Loan Processing: It refers to processing of retail loans independently at the branch level. Based 
on the discretionary powers, Branch will market the retail loans and process and sanction the loans based on the eligibility of 
the applicants. Obtention of the necessary documents, appraisal of the proposal and sanction of the loans will be done 
independently at the branch level. The valuation, legal opinion etc, are obtained at the branch level through the approved 
panel valuer/lawyers. if the proposal exceeds the discretionary limits of the Branch/Branch Head (as the case may be ),the 
proposals are referred to the Regional/Circle/Zonal Office of the Bank for approval and sanction. On approval, the loan is 
released at the Branch after completing the documentation/mortgage formalities at the branch level.
Centralised Model for Retail loans Processing: Centralised Model for retail loans processing refers to processing of loans at a 
centralised place depending upon the geography of branches. Banks adopt different centralised models for processing of retail loans 
and name differently like (i) Retail Loan Factory; (ii) Retail Loan Hub; (iii) Retail Loan Processing Centres; (iv) Retail Asset Processing 
Centres; (v) Retail Loan Branches. Banks adopt following approaches in this regard:

 Exclusive retail branches through which all retail loans in that location are sanctioned.
 Retail loan factories in specified locations and doing the end to end processing at that branch.
 Setting up retail loan processing centres at metros, state capitals and centres where there is good potential for retail 

lending. These branches/ processing centres will be fully supported with marketing personnel, panel lawyers, approved 
valuers etc. for_speeding up the process, sanction and disbursal.

Process at Retail Loan Processing Centres:
 Branches attached to the Retail Loan Processing Centres (RLPCs and marketing personnel in these centres market various 

retail asset products to the target segments.
 The application and the required documents are forwarded to the retail loan processing centres.
 On receipt of application and details from the branches, RLPCs undertakes the following steps:
 Process the application.
 Do the verification checks.
 Arrive at the Credit Score.
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 Do the valuation (wherever applicable) through the panel valuer_
 Obtain the Encumbrance Certificate (wherever applicable) through the panel lawyers.
 Obtain the legal opinion (wherever applicable) from the panel lawyer.
 Arrive at the quantum of finance based on the margin requirements for different loans.
 Pricing of the loan based on the Type of Loan/Credit Score/ individual Borrower/Group Borrowers.
 Advising the sanction of the loan to the Borrower/Branch with the terms and conditions.
 Receiving acceptance for the terms and conditions from the applicant.
 Execution of documents for the loan and also completing the mortgage formalities wherever applicable (any mortgage 

backed retail loans like Housing Loans etc.,)
 Release of the loan to the borrower.
 Verification of end use by the borrower.
 The procedures for sanction and disbursement of loans through RLPCs vary among banks. In some banks, appraisal and upto 

sanction are taken care of by RI_PCs and post sanction formalities like release of loan, documentation, creation of mortgage, 
follow up and monitoring are taken care of by the respective branches. In some other banks, RLPCs function as separate branches.
They offer end to end solutions right from processing to release and also monitoring and follow up. Branches have to just source 
the business and forward the details to RLPCs. In both the above methods, the objective is to speed up the process of sanctioning 
retail loans.

Stand Alone Vs Centralised Model for Retail Loans Processing
S.No Stand Alone Model Centralised Model

(Branch Level Processing) (Retail Loan Processing Hubs/Centres)
Better Understanding of the customer 
requirements_ Based on documents only.

 No standardised approach Standardised approach.
Retail Loans are only one part of the multiple 
activities

Exclusive activity and hence will be more faster 
and professional in approach.

4. Difference in quality of appraisal based on 
the branch and its personnel. Quality will be uniform as the activity is exclusive.

5. Processing time may differ based on the priorities Processing time will be uniform and based on fixed
of the branches and importance of 
the customers/proposals.

Turn Around Time (TAT) for different retail loans.

Compliance of appraisal norms may be 
biased based on the customer profile. Uniform and impersonal appraisal standards.

Documentation standards may not be uniform Professional documentation standards.

RLPCs have an edge with regard to processing of retail loans as compared to processing at branches. However, branches will 
understand the customers' requirements on a personal basis as against the mechanical approach of RLPCs. But the introduction of
RLPCs by banks has definitely helped banks to improve the quality appraisal and reduce the documentation gaps as compared to 
branch level appraisal.

CREDIT & DEBIT CARDS
CREDIT CARD

a. A credit card is a thin plastic card, that contains identification information such as a signature, and authorizes the person 
named on it to charge purchases or services to his account - charges for which he will be billed periodically.

b. The information on the card can be read by ATMs, Point Of Sales (POS) Terminals at different establishments like Textile 
Stores, Super Markets, Jewellery Showrooms, Book Shops, Restaurants etc.

c. The concept behind Credit Card is "Buy Now, Pay Later".
d. Credit Cards are plastic cards that can be used in lieu of money for payment of goods/services and also enable 

withdrawal of cash if needed.
e. The payments made through the card or cash withdrawn have to be paid after a certain agreed period of time and also 

with a payment option spread over a period. The process starts with the usage of the card and ends with the payment of 
card dues.

Evolution of Credit Cards - Global Scenario:
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'Credit Cards had their origin right from 1800s.
The first universal credit card that could be used at a variety of stores and businesses _ was introduced by Diner's Club Inc., in 

1950. With this system, the credit-card company charged cardholders an annual fee and billed them on a monthly or yearly 
basis.

Another major universal card—"Don't leave home without it!" — was established in 1958 by the American Express Company.
The first national bank plan was BankAmericard, which was started on a statewide basis in 1959 by the Bank of America in 

California. This system was licensed in other states starting in 1966, and was renamed Visa in 1976.
Other major bank cards followed, including MasterCard formerly Master Charge.

Indian Scenario
Citibank and HSBC were the pioneers in the Indian credit card market in the 1980s.
The number of players increased to more than ten in 2000.
The credit card market registered a healthy annual growth rate of over 25% during 1987-2001.
Among the public sector banks, Andhra Bank, Bank of Baroda were the early starters followed by Bank of India.
Among the foreign banks, Standard Chartered Bank entered the credit card space and built volumes steadily.
Foreign banks continued to dominate the credit card market in India till the entry of two big local players viz., ICICI Bank and 

subsequently State Bank of India. HDFC Bank is another major player along with the above two.
Citibank, Standard Chartered Bank, State Bank of India, ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank dominate the credit card market with more 

than 90% market share.
Type of Credit Cards:
Mainly credit cards are issued by banks in two formats viz., the proprietary format and the co- branded format. In the proprietary 

format, banks issue the card in different brand names like Classic, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Titanium etc., Credit limits, cash 
withdrawal limits and other facilities will depend on the type of card.

In the co branded format, banks tie up with service providers like Hotels, Oil Companies, Airline Companies etc. and offer the 
cards as a co branded product with the brand name of the tied up company also embossed in the card. This enables brand 
recall and results in better utilization of the products offered by the tied up product. Special incentives/reward points are 
offered for using the co branded card.

Salient features of Credit Cards:
a. Credit Cards are accepted globally through their affiliation with Visa and Master Card.
b. Credit Cards are issued with limits of usage called "Card Limit" which fix the upper limit upto which the cards can be used. 

Within the overall limit, limits on cash withdrawal through ATMs are fixed which will be equal to or less than the total card 
limit. While the overall limit can be used at any point of time without any charges, for withdrawal of cash finance charges are 
recovered depending upon the frequency of withdrawal

c. Credit cards have a regular billing cycle and billing date and due date of payment is decided from the billing date. The 
period after which payment is to be made after the billing date is called as the free credit period and will be usually 
between 20 days and 50 days and differ across banks.

d. To induce usage of cards, reward points are awarded based on the amount and type of usage. Reward points vary for different 
classes like Silver, Gold, Platinum, Titanium etc., The reward points will be awarded based on the usage and will be a fixed points 
per Rs.100 and the total reward points for the usage will be based on the usage and calculated per Rs.100. The reward points can 
be redeemed by the card holders as prescribed by the card issuing bank.

e. The concept of "Cash Back Offer" is introduced in credit cards to promote more usage. The incentive is offered from 2% to 
10% and adjusted in the payment. Cash Back Offer always comes with a cap on the total amount.

f. The payment for the usage of the card after the credit period and on the due date can be paid in different ways. The payment can 
be made in full on or before the due date. Alternatively, a minimum of 10% of the outstanding amount can be paid every month on 
due date. The third option for payment is to convert the outstanding amount into a loan and repay the same in equated monthly 
installments (EMIs).

g. Charges for late payment beyond the due date is collected as late fees and generally varies from Rs.200 to Rs.500.
h. Cards are issued with photos also as add on feature.
i. Liability for the card holder in case of loss of cards is limited to a small amount in case of most of the credit card issuers. 

Usually the liability is restricted to Rs.1000/- (Rupees One Thousand Only) and the balance liability if any is borne by the 
card issuer through an insurance protection. Liability for lost card can be controlled from the time the loss is reported to the
card centers which operate on a 24 hour basis.

j. For online purchases using credit cards, additional password protection just like PIN for ATM transactions can be secured 
with special security features.

k. Some banks offer free personal accident insurance cover for the card holders ranging from Rs. 1 Lac to Rs. 10 Lacs 
depending on the type of card.
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Credit Card Issuing Process: Issue of credit card involves the following processes.
 Obtaining an application from the prospect.
 Processing the application.
 Analysing and arriving at the Credit Score.
 Decision on the type of card to be issued.
 Issue of Card & PIN Mailer
 Dispatch of Card & Acknowledgement of Receipt.
 Card Operations.

Credit Card Application: will include various information like personal data of the applicant, official and personal status, income, 
savings and liabilities, immovable properties owned, details of bank account, details of other cards, payment instructions, request 
for add on cards, photos of the card applicant and add on members.
Credit Scoring for credit cards:
It consists of two parts — (i) criterion for decision to issue a card; (ii) scoring for various parameters. Eligibility criteria may include minimum
age, minimum stay at present address, whether existing customer of the bank, minimum income criteria, whether salaried, self employed. 
Scoring model may include criterion like age, education, nature of organization, self employed, length of service or years in profession, 
dependents, house ownership, vehicle ownership, annual income, spouse income, time for which account has been with the bank, deposits
with the bank, existing credit card, branch experience. The score is based on the strength of the parameter. For example, a person with 
higher income level, working in public sector, owning a house, employed spouse will carry a better score. An existing customer of the bank 
with good account relationship will earn a better score. A person who already holds a credit card will get a better score as he had already 
been rated by another card issuer. More the number of dependants less will be the score as the expenses will be more in a bigger family. 
Higher the type of vehicle, more will be the score as it reflects the social status and income levels. The sum total of the score calculated for 
each parameter will indicate the risk perception for issuing the card. More the score less will be the risk of default in payment for usage of 
credit card. Credit Scoring is an effective risk mitigation tool used at the time of issuing the credit card. if the credit score is at an agreeable 
level, then card limit will be finalized and approved by the competent authority.

Important Terms in Credit Card Operations
Joining Fees & Annual Fees: Joining and Annual Fees are charged at the time of issue and at the end of every year respectively and 
varies with the type of card.
Charges:
Finance Charges is applicable if the card member deposits part of the Total Payment or the Minimum Amount Due. The balance 
outstanding amount payable shall be carried forward to subsequent statements. The amount attracts finance charges on entire 
outstanding including fresh purchases and other bank charges till the date of full and final payment. Finance Charges on cash advances are 
applicable from the date the card holder incurred the transactions until they are fully paid. Finance charges are calculated on a daily 
basis at the end of every day based on the current outstanding balance of the customer.
Minimum Amount Due - Minimum Amount Due (MAD) is calculated by adding New Debits for the month, previously unpaid payments and 
other charges. Minimum amount also includes the amount by which the card holder exceeded the card limit. Minimum Amount Due every 
month shall be higher of the following: (a) 5% of the statement outstanding or (b) Sum total of all installments billed, interest, fees, other 
charges, amount that is over limit and I % of the principal or (c) Rs.250/-. In case of default or if the statement balance is less than Rs.250/-, the 
entire outstanding amount has to be paid. Minimum Amount Due is intended to generate more revenues for the card issuer as it will prolong 
the repayment and interest will be charged at exorbitant rate for the balance amount.
Maximum Interest Free Period: Maximum Interest Free Period is the period for which no interest is charged for the card balances subject to the 
condition that there are no outstanding previous card dues. The period depends on the type of card and may vary from 20 days to 50 days 
depending on the card issuer. This is applicable only on retail purchases and if previous month's balance is paid in full. Interest Free Period does 
not apply for Cash Advances and Revolving Balances.
Annualised Percentage Rate (APR): interest will be charged for the unpaid balances as on the due date and also subsequent purchases. 
The interest rate was expressed as a monthly percentage rate previously to reduce the impact of high rates when calculated on an 
annualized basis. But RBI has advised banks to clearly mention the interest rate on an annualised percentage rate. The monthly interest is
annualized 
Debit Cards explain the concept of "Buy Now and Pay Now".

In case of Debit Card, the payment is made directly from their account balances, at the point of purchase itself,
The details of the account are embedded in the debit card and can be used at both merchant locations through a POS Machine 
for purchases made and also in ATMs for withdrawal of cash.
The technology aspects of credit and debit cards are same with regard to usage, size, numbering etc., but there are differences 
with regard to features and charges.
When debit cards were introduced initially, they were marketed with sub brand names Electron (Visa), CirruS (Master).
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Debit Cards are issued when account is opened with the bank and had become an essential value addition for Savings Banks and 
a part of the core product.
Debit Cards are issued by banks in two ways. At the time of issue, a generic debit card without embossing the name is issued  for 
immediate operations. The second way is, after opening account, the account details are incorporated and embossed/loaded in the 
debit card and issued within two/three weeks from the opening of the account.
Like Credit Cards, Debit Card operations are centralized in banks. The card can be used for any operations like payment of 
purchases, cash withdrawal (subject to per day limit) through ATMs, Utility Payments etc.

Other type of cards
Prepaid Cards or Pre Loaded Cards:
These cards are pre loaded with specific amount and offered as bearer cards with a PIN Number.
The card can be used by the bearer of the card only for purchases upto the amount loaded in the card. No cash withdrawal is 

permitted in the card.
It is mainly intended as a Gift Card to be gifted to anybody with a choice to use it for any purpose except withdrawing of cash for the 

amount loaded.
The advantage of the card is that it is a bearer card and anyone can gift it to anybody and the card can be used within the validity 

period for any purpose.
Prepaid debit cards are issued by corporates to provide their staff with lunch expense reimbursement upto a designated amount and

which can be topped up on a monthly basis.
Forex Cards have been introduced by banks to substitute Foreign Currency Notes/ Travellers Cheques for those travelling abroad. In 

these cards, a fixed amount of foreign exchange (Dollars) will be loaded and issued for travel abroad. Forex Cards facilitate 
monitoring of overseas spends, regulatory compliance and have international acceptance.

9. REMITTANCE PRODUCTS
National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) System
Introduction: RBI introduced an electronic funds transfer system called "National Electronic Funds Transfer" System (NEFT)
Objective:
To establish an electronic funds transfer system to facilitate an efficient, secure, economical, reliable and expeditious system of funds transfer and 

clearing in the banking sector throughout India,
To relieve the stress on the existing paper based funds transfer and clearing system.
Process Flow
The parties to a funds transfer under this NEFT System are (i) the sending bank, (ii) the sending Service Centre, (iii) the NEFT Clearing Centre, (iv) 
the receiving Service Centre and (v) the beneficiary branch.
Request for NEFT by a Bank Customer / Any Person
A bank customer (i.e. sender or originator) desirous of remitting funds under the system shall submit an "NEFT Application Form" (to be designed
by the participating bank) authorising the sending bank to debit the sender's account and transfer funds to the beneficiary as specified in the 
Model NEFT Application Form.
The application could be submitted either in physical form or electronically.
A transaction within the NEFT system will be said to have been initiated when the sending bank accepts a payment instruction issued
by the sender.
If in a single payment instruction, the sender directs payments to several beneficiaries, each payment direction shall be treated as a 
separate payment instruction.
A bank branch may reject a customer's request for funds transfer when, in the opinion of the sending branch — (i) the customer has not placed 
funds at the disposal of the sending bank; or funds placed is not adequate to cover the sum to be remitted and the service charge; or (ii) the 
beneficiary details given in the NEFT Application Form are not adequate to identify beneficiary by the beneficiary bank. The essential elements of 
beneficiary's identification are: (i) Beneficiary's Name; (ii) Branch Name; (iii) Bank Name; (iv) Account Type; (v) Beneficiary's Account No; (vi) 
Beneficiary's Branch IFSC
The sending-bank shall prominently display at its premises / on its website for the benefit of customers providing information, inter-alia, the cut-off 
timings up to which it shall receive the NEFT application forms from its customers for different settlements and the likely timings of the settlements
by the NEFT Clearing Centre. Any payment instruction received after the cut-off time shall be included for the next available settlement either on 
the same NEFT day or the next-NEFT day.
Data Entry at the Sending Bank Branch: The sending bank branch shall prepare the SFMS message as and when the applications for 
funds transfer is received and arrange to send the message to NEFT Service Centre till the cut off time for the batch.
Processing / Data Upload at Sending NEFT Service Centre: The sending NEFT Service Centre shall accept the messages received from branches / 
customers through net banking platform if these are complete / in order and received within cut-off time or reject the same if the messages are 
incomplete I not confirming to the parameters specified.
Transmission / Submission of NEFT Message to the NEFT Clearing Centre: The sending Service Centre shall transmit the NEFT SFMS message to 
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the NEFT Clearing Centre by using the communication network designated by Reserve Bank of India.
Processing and Transmission of NEFT Message to the Beneficiary Banks: After consolidating all NEFT messages received from originating 
banks, the NEFT Clearing Centre shall process the data, arrive at fund settlement, send the fund file to Deposit Accounts Department (DAD), 
RBI for settlement and after settlement is over, send beneficiaries' details / data to each beneficiary bank for affording credit to the 
beneficiaries' accounts. Banks which have no transactions will get a batch wise 'nil' transactions report and a summary report at the end of the 
day indicating all inward transactions received by them during the day. NEFT messages generated for destination banks will be transmitted to 
the NEFT Service Centre of each beneficiary bank using SFMS.
Data Validation at the Receiving NEFT Service Centre: On receipt of the NEFT message, the receiving NEFT Service Centre shall process these files 
and forward them to the beneficiary branches using SFMS. Alternatively, the receiving NEFT Service Centre may use the Straight Through 
Processing (STP) interface available in SFMS and upload these NEFT messages to their internal banking solution directly, to afford the credits to the 
beneficiary accounts centrally.
Payment to Beneficiary: The beneficiary branches would make payment to the beneficiaries within two hours of batch settlement time by. 
crediting the specified account of the beneficiary or otherwise placing funds at the disposal of the beneficiary.
Revocation of Payment Instruction: A payment instruction issued for execution shall become irrevocable when it is executed by the sending bank. 
Any revocation, after the payment instruction is executed by the sending bank shall not be binding on any other party in the NEFT system.
Acknowledgement / Positive Confirmation by the Beneficiary Bank and Return in Case of Non-Credit: NEFT presently functions with a Batch+2 
(B+2) return cycle. The B+2 return discipline would require banks to afford credit to the beneficiaries' account immediately upon completion of a 
batch else return the transactions within two hours of completion- of the batch settlement, if it is not possible to afford credits to the 
beneficiaries, for any reason. Therefore, an inward credit message which is not returned within two hours from the time at which the payment 
instructions are processed at NEFT Centre (131-2) is treated to have been completed and credit afforded to the beneficiary's account by the 
beneficiary branch. It is, therefore, vital that uneffected credits are re-transmitted back as return NEFT transactions in the immediate next batch 
itself. In addition to this, in order to facilitate the originator of NEFT to receive a confirmation of credit being afforded to Beneficiary's account, 
the originator may indicate his / her mobile number or email-id in his / her NEFT application while initiating the transaction. After successfully 
crediting the Beneficiary's account, the beneficiary bank will send a Credit Acknowledgement message indicating "credited to customers' 
account" to the originating bank through NEFT Service Centre. The originating banks after receiving the positive confirmation message from the 
beneficiary bank, shall initiate a mobile SMS or generate an e-mail to the originator to convey the fate of the transaction.
Sender to be Advised in Case of Returns: If the beneficiary specified in the sender's payment instruction fails to get payment through the NEFT 
system for some valid reasons, the sender shall be informed immediately after the sending bank gets the returned NEFT. The sending bank shall 
also arrange to make payment to the sender by crediting the account of the sender or otherwise placing funds at the disposal of the sender. The 
originating bank shall provide the description "NEFT-Return" in the pass book / account statement of the originator whose NEFT transaction is 
returned. In case of returns pertaining to the outward transactions initiated by a non-customer, the initiator to be advised immediately by referring
to the contact details provided, earlier, and funds to be kept at his / her disposal.
Beneficiary to be Advised of the Receipt of Funds: After crediting the account of the beneficiary, the beneficiary bank shall advise the beneficiary 
of the funds received. The Account Statement / Pass Book entry or any online messaging system shall indicate briefly the source of funds as well. 
For this purpose, the mandatory field 6091 which contains the remitter's name shall be picked up for the source of credit and information 
contained shall be printed in the Account Statement / Pass Book. Banks originating transactions shall ensure proper and meaningful details are 
provided in this field.
Holidays: NEFT will function on all the RIGS working days and the banks participating in NEFT are required to participate on all such 
working days.

NEFT: RIGHTS & OBLIGATIONS
 Every participating bank or institution shall maintain the security, integrity and efficiency of the System.
 Funds transfer instruction shall be issued by the sender / originator in a manner prescribed by the participant bank.
 The format shall be complete and contain all requisite particulars.
 The sender or the originator shall be responsible for the accuracy of the particulars given in the payment instructions and special care

should be taken for account number of the beneficiary, etc.
 The sender / originator shall be bound by any payment instruction executed by the bank if the bank had executed the payment 

instruction in good faith and in compliance with the security procedure, provided that the sender I originator shall not be bound by any 
payment instruction executed by the bank, if he proves that the same was not issued by him and that it was caused either by negligence 
or a fraudulent act of any employee of the bank.

 The sender / originator shall ensure availability of funds in his / her account or remit cash while issuing the payment 
instruction to his / her bank.

 The payment instruction shall become irrevocable once it is executed by the bank. The bank is not bound by any notice of revocation 
unless it is not in compliance with the security procedure.

 In the event of any delay or loss on account of error, negligence or fraud on the part of an employee of the beneficiary bank in the 
completion of funds transfer pursuant to receipt of payment instruction by the beneficiary bank leading to delayed payment to the 
beneficiary, the beneficiary bank shall pay compensation (at current Repo Rate plus two percent) for the period of delay. In the event of 
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delay in return of funds transfer instruction for any reason whatsoever, the beneficiary bank shall refund the amount together with 
interest (at current Repo Rate plus two percent) till the date of refund.

 During the NEFT operating hours, originating banks shall endeavour to put through the request for NEFT transactions received by them, 
either online or across the counters, preferably in the next available batch, but, in any case, not exceeding two hours from the time of 
receipt of requests. In the likelihood of any delay / possible delay in adhering to this requirement, the sender / originator shall be 
informed of the delay / possible delay and the reasons for the same.

 Customers can complain to the Banking Ombudsman if the complaint is not resolved to his / her satisfaction within thirty 
days.

 The sending bank shall, upon completion of funds transfer of a payment instruction, furnish to the originator on request 
by him, a duly authenticated record of the transaction.

 The beneficiary branches would make payment to the beneficiaries within two hours of batch settlement time by crediting the specified 
account of the beneficiary or otherwise placing funds at the disposal of the beneficiary. For any delay, beneficiary bank is liable to pay 
penalty (at the rate RBI LAF Repo rate plus two percent). Payment of penal interest shall be made to customer even if no claim is lodged 
by the customer to that effect.

              Other features
The system is neither centre specific nor has any geographical restriction inside the country. The system uses the concept of centralised 
accounting system and the bank's account, that are sending or receiving the funds transfer instructions, gets operated- at one centre, viz, 
Mumbai only. The individual branches participating in NEFT could be located anywhere across the country.
Batches: The settlement of transactions is in batches. There are 11 hourly batches on weekdays and 5 hourly batches on Saturdays.
Settlement Timings: There are eleven settlements at 0900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900 hours on all days including
Saturday except 02nd & 04th Saturday holidays –no transaction.
 The beneficiary should get credit within 2 hours from the time of completion of batch i.e. on B+2 basis on the same day.
Amount: There is no value limit for individual transactions. Thus there is no minimum or Maximum amount to be remitted.
Processing Charges/Service Charges: Upto Rs 1 lac: Maximum Rs 5; More than 1 lac up to Rs 2 lac: Max Rs 15; More than Rs 2 lac: 
Max Rs 25.
For originating NEFT transaction, it is necessary to have a bank account and beneficiary also should have an account at the destination bank-
branch because NEFT is an account to account funds transfer system.
NEFT system can be used only for remitting Indian Rupee among the participating banks within the country. Foreign remittances can 
neither be received nor sent abroad using the NEFT.
Difference between NEFT. RTGS, EFT: NEFT is an electronic payment system to transfer funds from any part of country to any other part of the 
country and works on Net settlement, unlike RTGS that works on gross settlement and EFT which is restricted to the fifteen centers only where
RBI offices are located.
Levy of Processing Charges: RBI has prescribed following charges: (i) Clearing Houses / processing centers to levy charges on the originating banks as under :1(a) 25 
paise (exclusive of service tax) for every outward transaction (b) 25 paise (exclusive of service tax) for every return transaction. (ii) Destination banks may be paid by 
the originating banks as under: (a) 25 paise (exclusive of service tax) for every credit transaction (b) 50 paise (exclusive of service tax) for every debit transaction. (iii) 
The charges may be collected on a monthly basis. (iv) The participant banks are not permitted to pass on these charges to customers. (v) These charges will be 
applicable from July 01, 2011.

RTGS SYSTEM
What is RTGS:  
"RTGS" stands for Real Time Gross Settlement. RTGS system is a funds transfer mechanism where transfer of money takes place 
from one bank to another on a "real time" and on "gross" basis.
This is the fastest possible money transfer system through the banking channel.
Settlement in "real time" means payment transaction is not subjected to any waiting period. The transactions are settled as soon as 
they are processed.
"Gross settlement" means the transaction is settled on one to one basis without bunching with any other transaction. Considering 
that money transfer takes place in the books of the Reserve Bank of India, the payment is taken as final and irrevocable.
RTGS helps in preventing Systemic and Settlement Risks.
RTGS has replaced high value clearing across all the centres in India saving lot of expenses in the manual running of such activities.
Features of RTGS  :
1. Remittances and Funds Transfer through RTGS are transmitted through a series of process inputs and travel from the customer 
end to the beneficiary end.
The remittances are communicated through a structured messaging process
Settlement for the message is made on a gross basis from the liquidity maintained by the sender bank with the settlement bank.
The remittances are credited on a dynamic basis and settlement also done on a dynamic basis.
Message communication, remittance, credit and settlement for the credit are done immediately.
Difference between RTGS and National Electronics Funds Transfer System (NEFT): NEFT is also an electronic fund transfer system that operate on a
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deferred net settlement (DNS) basis which settles transactions in batches. In DNS, the settlement takes place at a particular point of time. All 
transactions are. held up till that time. For example, NEFT settlement takes place 11 times a day during the week days and 5 times during 
Saturdays. Any transaction initiated after a designated settlement time would have to wait till the next designated settlement time. In RTGS, 
transactions are processed continuously throughout the RTGS business hours.
Minimum / maximum amount for RTGS transactions: The minimum amount to be remitted through RTGS is Rs.2 lakh. There is no upper ceiling for
RIGS transactions. No minimum or maximum stipulation has been fixed for EFT and NEFT transactions.
Time taken for effecting funds transfer from one account to another: Under normal circumstances the beneficiary branches are expected to receive 
the funds in real time as soon as funds are transferred by the remitting bank. The beneficiary bank has to credit the beneficiary's account within two 
hours of receiving the funds transfer message. If the money cannot be credited for any reason, the receiving bank would have to return the money 
to the remitting bank within 2 hours. Once the money is received back by the remitting bank, the original debit entry in the customer's account is 
reversed.
Would the remitting customer receive an acknowledgement of money credited to the beneficiary's account?: The remitting bank receives a 
message from the Reserve Bank that money has been credited to the receiving bank. Based on this the remitting bank can advise the remitting 
customer that money has been delivered to the receiving bank.
Timinq for RTGS:  
Customer's transactions from 9.00 hours to 16.30 hours on week days and from 9.00 hours to 13.30 noon on Saturdays. However, 
the timings between these hours would vary depending on the customer timings the branches have.
For inter-bank transactions, the service window is available from 9.00 hours to 18.00 hours on week days and 
from 9.00 hours to 15.00 hours on Saturdays.
Charqes:
a) Inward RTGS— free;
b) Outward transactions (i) Rs. 2 to 5 lakh — not exceeding Rs. 25 per transaction;
Outward transactions Rs. 5 lakh and above — not exceeding Rs. 50 per transaction.
RTGS service charges for members (September 05, 2011): RBI will levy service charges for all outward transactions of RTGS members. Inward 
transactions of the members will not attract any service charges and will continue to be free as hitherto. The RTGS service charges would have 
three components (i) membership fee, (ii) transaction fee and (iii) time-varying tariff. Monthly membership fees for banks will be Rs 4000. 
Transaction fee will depend on monthly volume and per transaction fees will be — Rs 0.50 for monthly volume up to Rs 25000; Rs 0.40 for 25001
to 50,000; Rs 0.30 for 50,001 to 100,000; Rs 010 for 100001 and above
Information to be submitted by the remitting customer: (i) Amount to be remitted (ii) His account number which is to be debited (iii) Name of the 
beneficiary bank (iv) Name of the beneficiary customer (v) Account number of the beneficiary customer (vi) Sender to receiver information, if any 
(vii) The IFSC code of the receiving branch. The IFSC code is also available in the cheque leaf. This code number and bank branch details can be 
communicated by the beneficiary to the remitting customer.
For a funds transfer to go through RTGS, both the sending bank branch and the receiving bank branch would have to be RTGS 
enabled. All the bank branches in India are not RTGS enabled.
Banks should ensure that: a) A bank customer receiving RTGS credit shall be provided with the name of the remitter in his account statements / 
pass book. b) A bank customer sending a RTGS remittance is provided with the name of the beneficiary in his account statements / pass book. The 
banks are free to provide any additional information as they deem necessary / useful.
With effect from 1.8.08, all payment transactions above Rs. 10 lac by RBI regulated entities in the RBI regulated markets would have to be 
mandatorily routed through electronic payment systems like the Real time Gross Settlement (RIGS) System, National Electronic Fund Transfer 
(NEFT) System and Electronic Clearing Service (ECS).

Transaction Types
 The transactions carried out through RTGS are (i) Inter-Bank transactions (ii) Customer transactions (iii) Delivery versus Payment 

transactions (iv) Own account transfer transactions 
 Inter Bank transactions are used to settle the participant bank's financial obligations on their own account.
 In customer transactions, customer information along with payment message can be transmitted in a structured format.
 Delivery versus Payment transactions arise out of RBI's Securities Settlement System and is settled in the RTGS as a separate

transaction.
 Inter Bank Payments Transactions arise mainly out of treasury operations such as money and debt market deals and forex 

transactions.
 In customer to customer transactions, remittances from the customer to the beneficiary in the other bank are handled. The 

transactions are routed from one RTGS enabled branch to another RTGS enabled branch of the same bank/other bank through the 
centralized RTGS operations of the bank and routed through a centralized gateway to another bank.

 Own account transactions relate to the transfer of funds from the bank's one RBI account to another done by the treasury 
department of banks to maintain liquidity limits prescribed by RBI.
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RTGS Process Flow:
 Customer requests his bank to debit his account and pay the money to the beneficiary providing details of bank account of 

the beneficiary.
 The originating bank would debit the account and create a structured message under RTGS.
 The message after due authentication will be communicated to the payment system gateway of the bank. The same would

be transmitted to the RTGS system.
 The message would be routed thr:ough a central hub which will receive the messages in a queue and forward the message 

to the gateway of the other bank.
 After authentication, the message will be processed and debited from the sender bank and credited to the beneficiary bank. After the 

debit, credit is made with the customer details and beneficiary details.
 The beneficiary bank will then transmit message to the beneficiary branch for credit of the beneficiaries account with the 

branch.
 For effecting RTGS debits and credits, banks would be maintaining settlement accounts separately with RBI and sufficient 

liquidity has to be maintained in these accounts.
 RBI will provide temporary liquidity if there are shortfalls in the liquidity of banks.

Electronic Clearing Service (ECS)
 Electronic Clearing Service is a mode of electronic funds transfer from one bank account to another bank account using the 

services of a Clearing House.
 This is normally for bulk transfers from one account to many accounts or vice-versa. This can be used both for making payments like 

distribution of dividend, interest, salary, pension, etc. by institutions or for collection of amounts for purposes such as payments to utility 
companies like telephone, electricity, or charges such as house tax, water tax, etc or for loan installments of financial institutions/banks or 
regular investments of persons.

 There are two types of ECS called ECS (Credit) and ECS (Debit).
 ECS (Credit) is used for affording credit to a large number of beneficiaries by raising a single debit to an account, such as 

dividend, interest or salary payment.
 ECS (Debit) is used for raising debits to a number of accounts of consumers/ account holders for crediting a particular 

institution.
ECS debit system: Salient features are given below 

 The account holder issues a mandate favouring the beneficiary to debit a specified sum of money on a agreed periodical basis to 
electronically debit his account providing the details of the account and MICR code of the branch of the bank in which account is 
maintained.
 The mandate is registered with the clearing house by the beneficiary through their bank.
 On the said dates, the amount is debited to the account of the individual who has given the mandate.
 The proceeds will be credited to the account of the beneficiary.
 Under ECS (Debit) scheme, an account holder with a bank can authorise an ECS user to recover an amount at a prescribed frequency by raising 
a debit in his account. The ECS user has to collect an authorisation which is called ECS mandate for raising such debits. These mandates have to 
be endorsed by the bank branch maintaining the account. Any "ECS user desirous of participating in the scheme has to register with an approved 
clearing house. He should also collect the mandate forms from the participating destination account holders, with bank's acknowledgement. A 
copy of the mandate should be available with the drawee bank. The ECS user has to submit the data in specified form through the sponsor bank 
to the clearing house_ The clearing house would pass on the debit to the destination account holder through the clearing system and credit the 
sponsor bank's account for onward crediting the ECS user. All the unprocessed debits have to be returned to the sponsor bank within the 
time frame specified. Banks will treat the electronic instructions received through the clearing system on par with the physical 
cheques. 

Advantaqes of ECS (debit) 
 No need for issuing cheque to beneficiary for each payment and debit is made automatically.
 Payment defaults will not happen if there is sufficient balance in the account.
 No follow up is need by the beneficiary as payment will be received automatically based on the mandate.
 Hassle free for the mandate issuer, as it saves the time for him for issuing cheques for each payment.
 The process is flexible as the mandate can be changed also in case of debit to another account or debit of higher amount 

etc.
 Beneficiary need not go to the collection centres/banks and no need to stand in long ‘Q’s for payment.
 The ECS user saves on administrative machinery for collecting the cheques, monitoring their realisation and reconciliation; Better cash 
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management; Avoids chances of frauds due to fraudulent access to the paper instruments and encashment.
 Realise the payments on a single date instead of fractured receipt of payments.
 The mandate given is on par with a cheque issued by a customer. The mandate given once be withdrawn or stopped. The only stipulation 

under the scheme is that the customer has to give prior notice to the ECS user, to ensure that they do not include the debits.
 The customer can stipulate any maximum debit, purpose or validity period for the mandate.
 The scheme is in operation at 15 RBI centres (ie centres where RBI manages the Clearing House operations) and at other 

centres where Public Sector Banks manage the clearing operations.
 The institutions eligible to participate in the ECS Debit scheme include utility service providers such as telephone companies, electricity 

supplying companies, electricity boards, credit card collections, collection of loan installments by banks and financial institutions, and 
investment schemes of Mutual funds, etc.

 

5.MODULE – C  : MARKETING IN RETAIL BANKING

10. MARKETING IN RETAIL BANKING
Retail Banking unlike Corporate Banking is primarily driven by number of customers each bank possesses. More the number of 
customers more will be the profitability and strength of the retail banking models. Since profits have to be derived from a large 
clientele base, banks would be more comfortable with a broader base and would focus on building up the customer base. To achieve
that marketing promises and delivery of products and services are the top priorities of banks in the retail banking space. Let us see 
the different dimensions of marketing of retail banking services and the changing paradigm of delivery channels in retail banking.
Marketing and Delivery Channels in Retail Banking:
Retail Banking is primarily driven by number of customers each bank possesses. To build up the customer base, marketing promises 
and delivery of products and services are the top priorities of banks in the retail banking.
Definition of Marketing:
1. Sir Frederick Seebohmn: Bank Marketing is 'the creation and delivery of customer - satisfying services at a profit to the bank'.
2_ Kenneth Andrew: Bank Marketing is 'the matching of bank's resources with the customer's needs in the most profitable manner'.
3. Dervk Vander Weyer: Bank Marketing is a proactive business strategy aimed at organisational excellence. in the context of Retail Banking 

marketing means - (i) Identifying the most profitable markets now and in the future. (ii) Assessing the present and future needs of customers.
(iii) Setting business development goals and making plans to meet them. (iv) Adapting to a changing environment in the market place.

Marketing in Retail Banking:
Customer is the centre of attraction in retail banking and marketing and all the activities have to be focussed towards (a) Identifying the 
customers' needs, (b) Developing appropriate products to satisfy their needs, (c) Providing them with efficient delivery channels for availing the 
products. (d) Making therri avail the products continuously. The ultimate objectives of these initiatives are to achieve the business objectives of 
growth and profit.
Marketing Mix in Retail Banking:
Marketing mix in retail banking refers to the different ingredients to make customer happy and satisfied. The fundamental ingredients of an 
effective marketing mix in retail banking are as follows: (i) Product (ii) Price (iii) Promotion (iv) Place (v) People (vi) Process (vii) Physical evidence. 
The above seven Ps playa vital role for the banks in their retail banking strategies.
Product: A bank product can be defined as "Anything that has the capacity to provide the satisfaction, use, and return desired by the customer".

The different retail banking products like Deposit, Asset and Other Service products.
Price: 'Price' in the marketing mix refers to transaction cost to be borne by the banker or the customer depending upon the product offered or 

availed. In the case of deposit products, 'Price' refers to the interest rate offered by the banker to the customer. In asset products, 'price' refers 
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to the interest the bank is quoting to the borrower customer for offering the loan product to the customer. In case of other services, price 
refers to the fee/charges the bank is charging for offering the different services.

Promotion: 'Promotion' refers to the efforts of the banks to reach the customers. This includes personal promotional measures and other 
promotional measures. The ultimate objective of these promotional measures is only to win the customer and make him to avail
the bank's products & services. The various ways in which the marketer develops promotion strategies are through Personal 
Selling, Advertisement, Sales Promotions, Publicity etc.

Place: 'Place' in retail banking generally refers to the place where the Bank is offering its product. Earlier 'Place' was limited to the location of 
Branch but technology has shifted the place from the brick and mortar format to e format and has reached the customer in his place through 
internet banking and mobile banking.

People: Since Retail Banking is basically services marketing addressed to a large customer base, people play a very essential role in the success 
of the retail banking strategy. 'People' concept in marketing refers to the people who are doing the marketing strategies and also 'people' 
who are the beneficiaries of the marketing strategies. Moreover, banking products and people are inseparable. Therefore, the effectiveness 
of the product depends on the effectiveness of the people delivering the product.

Process: 'Process' is an all pervasive concept in the product development, product structuring and delivery stage. Process will be successful when 
the output derived from the process is delivered in the expected way. The process relates to all organisational activities which go into the 
marketing of the final product to the customer including delivery channels.

Physical Evidence: Physical evidence means adding tangible aspects to even otherwise intangible nature of banking services. Debit Card, ATM 
Card, Personalised Cheque Book are some of the attempts by banks for creating physical evidence.

Relationship between 7 Ps
The seven Ps are both independent as well as interdependent in the marketing effectiveness. The 7 Ps individually contribute-their part in the 

effectiveness. But these P's are interlinked in such a way that one P will be a deciding P for the effectiveness of the other R For example, 
though product is an important element of the marketing mix, the effectiveness of the product and the strategy depends on the price. 
Similarly, price is an important element in the marketing mix, but the product and price will not matter much if the promotion or the place 
aspects are not given due consideration. If the 'process' element is not taken care of, the other Ps will not be effective.

The effectiveness can be measured by the response of the customer to the marketing strategies. If the customer is responsive, availed the 
products/services from the marketer and satisfied about it, then that would result in repeated purchases/availment of the products/services. If the 
customer is not satisfied, there is no reason for him to come again because his needs were not satisfied with our products/ services. The success of 
the seven Ps and the marketing strategies are measured only by the responses from the customers from the_point of view of need satisfaction.

11. DELIVERY CHANNELS
Customer satisfaction has to happen through different channels and choices are to be offered to customers to experience the 
optimum channel mix for maximum satisfaction.
Multi channel distribution is the practice adopted by almost all banks for total customer experience.
Each channel either direct or remote has its plusses and minuses and also depends on the customer segments using the different 
channels.
Direct channels may be the best fit for a conservative customer whereas young and tech savvy customers may opt for remote 
channels.

Physical and Direct Channels:
 Branch: Branch is the primary direct channel that drives retail banking. With all the remote channels available to enhance the customer 

experience of retail banking services, the preference for the brick and mortar format has been maximum. The main reasons for the same 
are:

 Branch converts the intangible nature of banking services to tangible. The transactions carried out in the branch premises infuse a sense of
confidence in the minds of the customers that they are not only physically involved in the transactions but also feel the service experience 
at the branch.

 Personnel at the branch relate with the customer for their transactions.
 Communication happens directly between the bank staff and customer and better understanding of the service expectations

are achieved from both the customer and the bank end.
 Physically seeing the bank staff and effecting the transactions brings in a sense of bonding with the bank staff and which in 

turn enhances the loyalty factor.
 Products and services when explained to the customer directly in the branch by the Staff create a better understanding than 

through other channels.
 A good branch layout and ambience enhances the feel good factor among the customers and strengthens the relationship 

with the bank.
 Though customers have accepted the electronic channels of delivery in retail banking with both hands, they still want to transact personally 

at the branch for their banking requirements. They want a human intervention for their services than simply go through on-line or-
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mechanical interventions like ATMs, Internet or Mobile Banking.

Branch Lay Out and Ambience: Layout refers to the arrangement of all physical components within the available floor space.to provide maximum 
effectiveness and coordination of these components into an efficient and attractive unit. Branch layout may be broadly defined as the system of 
locating the various service facilities within the Branch in order to deliver the most convenient service to the customers. The ambience of the branch 
should be such that it increases the' comfort factor' in the minds of the customers.
Advantages of A Good Branch Lay Out:

 Promotes efficiency as it will ensure smooth flow of services which results in time benefits.
 Internal communication effectiveness increases thereby facilitating better coordination among the staff resulting in better 

customer service.
 Provides a comfortable and congenial work environment to the staff which results in high employee motivation and acts as 

a morale booster.
 Serves as an image building tool for the bank because the layout creates as good impression and generates goodwill in the 

minds of the customer.
 Helps in reducing cost as facilities are planned for maximising efficiencies which results in cost optimisation.

Branch Lay Out And Service Delivery:
The advent of technology in banking has changed the concept of counters.
Total automation of branches across banks and the implementation of core banking solutions have changed the concept of service 
delivery.
Single Window Concept has brought the customer close to the service personnel of the bank. The Counters are individually designed as desks to 
create a one to one relationship with the customers and the customer can avail any of his service requirements from any of the desks.
The traditional branch layout continues in most of the rural and semi urban branches of public sector banks.

Personal Banking Branches:
Over the years, branch design has moved to specialised branches like Corporate Branch, SSI Branch, Agri Finance Branch, Personal 
Banking/Retail Banking Branch etc.
Specialised "Personal Banking Branches" have been opened by almost all the Banks exclusively for retail customers to meet all their 
retail banking requirements.
Specialised Retail Asset Processing Centres have been opened for professional and speedy processing and disbursement of retail loans. The 
objective of opening these branches is to use the specialised branch as a tool to enhance the delivery effectiveness of services by prescribing TAT 
(Turn Around Time) for different retail loans and to meet the competition in retail banking effectively.
For opening of different liability accounts, branches perform only the role of the marketing function and front office operations. In almost all the 
private sector banks as well as in some public sector banks, only the formalities for opening the accounts are completed at the branch level and 
opening of accounts, issue of Pass Book/Cheque Book, Debit Card, PIN etc. are carried out through a centralised back -office mechanism. This is 
aimed to achieve standardisation as well as speedier compliance of bank's requirements and customer expectations.

Extension Counters:
Extension Counters are extensions of Branches opened in specified locations for offering banking services to the specified group 
within their command area.
Extension Counters are basically attached to a Branch and controlled by the Branch for accounting purposes.
They are permitted to offer products mainly in the liability side.
The areas of operations of Extension Counters were restricted to a closed group like Courts, Educational institutions like Schools and 
College' or a specific company in their premises.
Extension Counters playa very vital role in the retail resources mobilisation for banks especially low cost and no cost resources like 
Savings and Current Accounts. They bring in core term deposits as well as CASA resources which are held as operative resources of 
these institutions.
Though the concept of Extension Counters is getting diluted in the recent past, as a delivery channel these serve in a focused way to a targeted 
entity/group mainly with liability products.

ELECTRONIC/REMOTE DELIVERY CHANNELS Automated Teller Machines 
(ATMs):
 ATMs are the starting point of remote channels that moved the customers away from the branch.
 The main objectives of banks to set up AIMS are (a)To offer convenience to customers an additional choice to withdraw money 
during any time of the day according to their will and pleasure. (b) To move the customers away from the counters as service cost is
comparatively less through ATMs than across the counter at the branch.
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 There are basically two types of ATMs to deliver services to retail customers — (i) On Site ATMs and (ii) Off Site ATMs.
 On Site ATMs are intended to offer the facility of Cash Withdrawals, Cash Remittances, Balance Enquiry etc., at the branch 
premises itself.
 Off Site AlMs are designed to be situated away from the braches at convenient and busy locations to enable the customers to 
access it for their different needs but not necessarily from the branch.
 The transaction in ATMs mainly happen through either Debit Cards or Credit Cards.
 Earlier there were restrictions on usage of ATMs by customers and they could use ATMs of only those bank where they 
maintained account. Now customers can withdraw from other banks' ATMs also. For that purpose, a common networking 
arrangement "National Financial Switch" was initiated for ATM operations. Two of the important net working arrangements called 
"Cash Tree" and "INFINET -National Financial Switch offered networking facility across banks.
 Earlier, charges were levied for operations in ATMS of other banks. Subsequently, RBI issued guidelines in 2009, allowing 
operations free of any charge to saving bank customers using other banks' ATMs subject to the following conditions:
 With regard to Savings Bank Customers, five withdrawals through other Bank ATMs per month are allowed free of charges and 
thereafter a charge of RS.20/- per transaction will be levied.
 With regard to our non-Savings Bank customers, there will not be any free withdrawals through other bank ATMs and all 
withdrawal transactions in other bank ATMs are chargeable at the rate of RS.20/- per transaction.
 Maximum cash withdrawal would be Rs.I0,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only) per transaction for the customers of other Banks 
w.e.f October 15, 2009.

ATM Operations:
 All banks have several ATMs and they are located across geography based on their priorities of business and connected via a

wide area network to a central server.
 Each and every ATM has the following important components viz. Card Reader, Cash Dispenser, Key Board/Display 

Unit/Touch Screen and a Receipt Printer and the entire package is bundled in the ATM machine. Customers normally have 
the following options for operations — (a) Withdraw cash from their accounts and (b) Balance Enquiry.

 When a customer inserts an ATM card into the card reader, the transaction starts.
 On the back of the ATM card, the card number, the start date, and the expiry date are encoded on the black magnetic strip.
 In the next stage, card is recognized by ATM. If the-card is recognized, the system will ask for the Personal Identification 

Number called the PIN Number and the customer has to enter the PIN number. The PIN number will be a unique number 
and consists of four digits.

 ATM validates the PIN number and checks up that the expiry date has not passed, that the user entered PIN matches the 
PIN maintained by the system, and that the card is not lost or stolen.

 The customer is allowed three attempts to enter the correct PIN and if the same is not entered correctly in all the three 
attempts, the card is confiscated if the third attempt fails.

 Cards that have been reported lost or stolen are also confiscated.
 After verifying with the correctness of the PIN number, the customer is prompted for a withdrawal, query, or transfer 

transaction.
 Before approval of a withdrawal transaction, the system will verify for the sufficiency of funds in the account. If the amount 

is available in the account, again verifies whether the requested amount is within the maximum daily limit and whether the 
requested cash is available in the cash dispenser of the ATM.

 After verification of the above, transaction is approved and the requested amount of cash is dispensed, a receipt is printed 
containing information about the transaction, and the card is ejected.

 Cash dispensed is collected by the customer.
 On a regular basis, cash is replenished by the bank either directly by them or through an outsourcing agency.

ATMs — Issues and Risks: Though, ATMs are one of the most successful remote channels for service delivery, there are risks 
associated with the functioning efficiency of ATMs. ATMS are always complaint prone because of the break downs and cash out 
situations. These two faults would result in reputation risk for the bank and may result in customer switching also.

 Point Of Sale Terminal (POS): Point of Sale terminals enable payment of credit and debit cards in merchant establishments. 
The POS process is as under:

 POS is simply an electronic transaction terminal used in an electronic Point of Sale system.
 The terminal interacts with a computer file to approve transactions and transmits sales information for posting against 

customer accounts.
 There are two basic types of POS terminals: electronic cash registers that are used by high volume merchants, such 

as department stores, and dial-up terminals that automatically dial a special telephone number, often a toll-free number, to
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obtain authorization.
 Net Settlement when the transfer of funds actually takes place, may occur at the same time or soon afterward, or it may 

occur later in the day in POS systems that operate Off-Line in a Store and Forward mode. This type of system operates off-
line, that is, the merchant terminal is not connected directly to a central computer for authorization or processing of sales 
receipts.

 A POS terminal is predominantly used for payment for sale and purchase transaction, while an ATM can be used for several
other services like balance enquiry.

 The bank pays charges which are split among the card-issuing bank, the bank that owns the POS terminal, the payment company, 
Mastercard or Visa, and the place where the POS terminal is located.

 In July 2008, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) allowed cash to be withdrawn from any merchant establishment with a POS terminal 
with a ceiling of Rs 1,000 a day on withdrawal of cash at merchant outlets using debit cards. The charges to be levied are decided by 
banks -themselves which is generally nominal and anywhere between free and Rs 20.

 The rationale behind RBI allowing cash withdrawal was to enhance financial inclusion. There are about 450,000 POS 
terminals in the country, against 40,000 plus ATMs.

Mobile Banking:
 Mobile banking is the latest and the most convenient delivery channel.
 Mobile banking is convenient, simple and readily accessible.
 Globally, mobile banking initiatives were stared by Wachovia in 2005 and the full fledged mobile browser in 2007. Most US 

banks viz. Bank of America, Citibank, Wells Fargo launched their mobile banking services in 2007.
 Because of the operational conveniences, the reach and time flexibility afforded by Mobile Banking, banks are aggressively 

planning and executing their marketing strategies for mobile banking.
 The mobile banking initiatives in India were started by foreign and private banks followed by public sector banks.

Benefits Mobile Banking to customers: (a) Facility for using banking facility from anywhere  (b) Easy operations - instructions carried out by 
self; (c) Option to pay utility bills; (d) Transfer of funds between accounts - same bank and other banks; (e) Facilities for setting up alerts for 
different transactions like account debits for various reasons; (f) Balance Enquiries; (g) Facility for shopping and paying through mobile.
Benefits for banks: (a) Easy and most acceptable delivery channel. (b) Cost effective solution as compared to ATMs. (c) Lesser 
transaction costs as compared to other channels. (d) Tool to attract next generation clients.
Banks have to obtain prior permission from Reserve Bank of India for offering mobile banking business service.
Internet Banking and Electronic Channels In USA
Internet banking is an important tool for retail banking services. According to,Ernest. T. Parkins:
internet banking, would have great implications on (I) Internet commerce, (2) new types of electronic retail payments, (3) electronic retail banking,
and (4) the movement of retail financial services to electronic delivery, including insurance, discount brokerages, and mutual funds.
Electronic commerce over the Internet, involving both financial and non financial products, would see rapid growth and would 
create demand for new payment instruments.
ATMs (Automated Teller Machines) would become more sophisticated and offer more services.
With access to electronic channels, retail banking would become largely an electronic, remote delivery, self-service business.
Movement of banking services to electronic delivery would bring about the following changes viz., (I) reduction of geographic 
barriers, (2) commoditization of banking products and (3) new competitive strategies deployed by banks.
Banks would find ways to cut costs, and gain access to the consumer, at the same time avoiding direct competition in those 
dimensions where non bank competitors already have a big advantage.
The emphasis is on (I) migration from traditional channels to electronic channels in delivery of retail banking services. (ii) potential available and 
the ability of these channels to change the competition dynamics in retail banking. (iii) impact of these channels and changes in customer 
experiences of retail banking products and (iv) expected risks from these channels and managing the same.
Internet Banking:
 Internet Banking as a service channel was initiated by foreign banks and new generation private sector banks. With the advantage of 
technology right from their inception, new generation private banks aggressively implemented their Internet banking channels and 
increased their customer base and particularly of younger generation. The usage of electronic channels was more in private banks 
due to these younger generations of customers.
 The level of acceptance of Internet Banking, generally, from the public sector bank customers was initially lukewarm. This is basically due to 
the older age profile of the customers as well as staff as compared to private sector banks. Over a period of time, public sector banks also have 
marketed their Internet banking initiatives in a phased manner. But the level of penetration of internet banking in public sector banks is low as 
compared to private sector banks.
 Internet banking service enable customers to transact online with the bank and from any where at any time of the day.
 Services offered by banks over the internet include - (i) View of balance in account. (ii) View of last few transactions. (iii) Generate statement of 
Account (iv) Transfer of funds from Savings, Current, Cash Credit accounts to another Savings, Current, Cash Credit, Loan or Recurring Deposit 
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accounts within the bank. (v) Transfer of funds to accounts with other banks through NEFT mechanism. (vi) Viewing of Recurring Deposit/Loan 
Accounts. (vii) Pay indirect taxes (Excise and Service taxes). (viii) Pay direct tax (IDS and Income Tax dues, etc.) (ix) Utility Payment facility like 
payment of insurance premium, telephone bills, energy bills. (x) Book air tickets, hotel rooms through popular travel sites. (xi) Purchase of units in 
select mutual funds, (xii) Payments to several other merchant establishments, etc.
 Eligible Customers: The eligibility of the customer depends on the type of branch at which the customer is having the account and also the 
type of customers. The following types of customers can open Internet banking accounts - (i) Individuals and Corporate customers of networked
branches. (ii) Proprietary concerns. (iii) Corporate customers which include Limited Companies, Partnership firms, Trust, Society, Association etc 
where the operation of the account is entrusted to a specific—person/persons by the Corporate/partnership firm/Trust/society/ 
Association.These customers should register only through 'Corporate Banking' module. (iv) The Customer should comply with KYC and AML 
norms. (v) In the case of individuals (or proprietary concerns) the mode of operation of the account should be 'Single' or 'E or S' or 'Any One or 
Survivor'. (vi) If the account is operated 'Jointly' or if the account holder is a minor, they are not eligible. (vii) if an account holder has more than 
one account, he/she can register all the accounts under the same login-id. However an account holder cannot add accounts that are not in his 
name.
Procedure for Availing the Internet Service: 

 The customer has to register online for the services through the web site of the bank.
 The customer can register only the accounts he is authorized to operate in his individual capacity.
 To operate the account through Internet Banking, each individual will have a unique login id selected by him during the 

registration process.
 The user is expected to have a customer-id in the branch system.
 Individuals have to submit to the branch the registration form duly signed.
 After completion of registration, a four digit pin number will be generated by the system.
 The customer should-memorize it and use it at the time of availing the funds transfer facility.
 The customer can change his PIN number by selecting Change Pin option under Account Services menu after logging into 

Internet Banking using the login id/password provided.
 Where the customer has account in more then one branch, they can register all the accounts. The registration forms have to

be submitted to the respective branches.
 After submission of registration forms by customers, the bank will verify the particulars, do all the necessary compliance 

formalities for internet banking and activate the Internet banking facility to the customer if the requirements for opening 
the account are met by the customers.

Internet Banking vis a vis Mobile Banking
The penetration of internet banking has improved over the years but in public sector banks its penetration is not that much due to the good number 
of rural branches in PSBs. The rural customers may not be inclined towards internet banking. The scope for internet banking is also less in rural 
branches as compared to urban and metro branches since internet banking is not a 'bottom of the pyramid' product.
As regards comparison of internet banking and mobile banking, mobile banking will score over internet banking as a complete remote channel 
because of the strong penetration of mobile services across geography including rural areas. While Internet banking is an attractive channel for 
the upper middle end customers who are tech savvy, mobile banking is a universal remote channel attracting bottom of pyramid customers as 
well as high end customers.

12. DELIVERY MODELS
The three important human' interventions in physical channels are (i) Internal Customer - Staff of the Branch (ii) Specialised 
Marketing Personnel (iii) Direct Selling Associates (DSAs).
In many of the public sector banks, retail banking is carried on only as a separate departmental activity and not as a Strategic Business Unit (SBU) 
whereas in foreign banks and new generation private banks, retail
Internal customer, is more focused in service delivery in new private sector banks.
In public sector banks, even without a strategic focus to retail banking, the service delivery is generally more personalised and caring because of the
loyalty factor of public sector bank customers and better personal understanding of the customers' profile by the staff in PSBs. This is more 
pronounced in semi urban and rural branches where retail customers are more loyal and value their relationships with the banks.
Efficient service delivery: The following needs to be given emphasis for efficient delivery:
Understanding the customer, his income level, his financial profile, his needs, his requirements of financial products and his life 
stage.
Cross selling the right products to match their requirements.
Post sales service follow up for customer satisfaction.
Customer Empathy - Putting yourself in the shoes of the customer and looking the service level from customer perspective.
Understanding the product features and service prescriptions and conviction about the bank's products services for right selling and 
better product and service delivery.
Attitude for customer service and the concept of team in customer delivery.
DEDICATED MARKETING MANAGERS
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In foreign and private banks, since there was mismatch with their retail banking objectives and the human resources available to 
achieve the objectives, private banks engaged external agencies to carry out marketing and customer acquisitions.
Public sector banks have appointed specialist officers for marketing and retail banking initiatives. Separate Marketing Managers were appointed in 
addition to existing internal human resources. These specialist Marketing Managers (MBAs in Marketing) were young and energetic and recruited 
from the campuses of management schools. The expectations from these officers are — (i) Market Intelligence. (ii) Potential Sourcing. (iii) Product 
and Service Delivery Presentations to the identified customer segments. (iv) Right selling to the targeted customer group. (v) Sales Conversions (vi) 
Closing the leads with sales. (vii) Compliance of promises made and conforming to the service delivery standards. (viii) Following up with the 
operations department for effective process and delivery of products sold. (ix) Customer Relationship Management on a continuous basis for 
improving the loyalty factor as well as additional sales.
The effectiveness of delivery to retail customers has improved very well in this dedicated model.
DIRECT SELLING AGENTS (DSAS):
1 The concept of Direct Selling Agents (DSAs) was pioneered foreign banks.
2. DSAs are agencies appointed by banks to source business for them on a fee basis.
Banks which do not have a branch penetration and geography, to service a large section of customers, seek the help of DSAs for 
sourcing business on behalf of the bank and also complete the preliminary formalities for acquiring customers.
DSAs are primarily engaged in sourcing Credit Cards and Retail Loans. The appointed DSA appoints field personnel and 
supplemented by tele callers, start the marketing process, and follow up to meet the customers and convert them into sales.
But the scrutiny and KYC formalities for the above are basically done by the banks.
Misselling by DSAs have been rampant especially in the credit card space which make the customers fall into a debt trap by—misusing the cards. 
Similarly, the pricing for the loans are not explained clearly. Ultimately this will result in dissatisfaction for the customers and reputation risk for the 
bank.
With limited branch networks, private sector banks are increasingly depending on outside agencies to sell their retail products. Despite the lack of 
loyalty and accountability associated with direct selling agencies, new generation private sector banks see this as the only way in which they can 
grow their scale of operations in the country.
By appointing DSAs, the cost of delivery of service would be considerably reduced as DSAs are not in their pay rolls. The compensation for the DSAs
will basically depend on the volumes of business sourced.
However, there is Reputation Risk in the DSA model as the field personnel deployed by the DSAs for sourcing business try to make 
some false promises in the Turn Around Time (TAT) in retail asset processing and issue of credit cards.
10.DSAs focus on pure selling by pushing the products than effective marketing after verifying the needs of the customers and their 
actual requirements.
SALES THROUGH TIE UPS:
Bulk sale through tie up is another option to expand retail assets. Banks enter into tie ups with the following agencies for extending 
different types of loans.
1. Tie up with Builders as a preferred financier for extending Home Loans to prospective buyers. Special concessions like waiver of 
processing charges, documentation charges, mortgage charges etc., will be offered as additional attractions for these borrowers. In this type of tie 
ups, bank will approve the specific projects of builders and express their interest to finance the individual or group buyers of the project. Builders in 
turn will refer their buyer customers to the Bank for considering home loans. In another type of tie up, banks will finance the builders for their 
housing projects and enter into arrangement with the builders for repaying the loan from the proceeds of sale of flats to different buyers.
Tie ups with auto dealers is another method adopted by banks for expanding retail credit. This model is more prevalent among private sector 
and foreign banks. Banks tie up with auto dealers as a preferred financier and set up a counter/desk in the showroom of the auto dealer for 
soliciting/ capturing customers for extending loans. When a person visits a tied up car dealer's showroom, on completion of his choice, the 
customer is referred to the bank's staff at the showroom and the bank staff immediately get the details and requirements and start processing 
the loan based on merits. There is another type of tie up where the manufacturer, dealer and banker coming together for offering loans with- 
maximum concession through sharing of the concessions by all the three. But this model is under strain as manufacturers through their financing
arms (NBFCs) extend the credit facility to the ultimate buyers thus making additional profits from the sale of cars.
Sanctioning of Personal Loans under tie up with different institutions: Banks tie up with institutions for extending Personal Loan to 
group of employees of the institutions and the repayment of loan will be undertaken by the company. The institutions will recover 
from the salary of the employees on a monthly basis and remit to the bank directly. Thus repayment is assured for the bank.
Educational loans are disbursed on a tie up basis. Banks set up special counters during the admission season in reputed educational 
institutions and offer education loans based on merit.

13. CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT IN RETAIL BANKING
What is CRM?

In the context of banks, CRM means managing the customers and their relationships.
Bank has to manage the customer by offering the right products matching the needs of the customer.
Relationship with the customer means that (i) the service quality of the bank should match the customer expectations in total and result in total 
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satisfaction of the customer (ii) the total need spectrum of the customers should be addressed (iii) service delivery should result in absolute 
satisfaction for the customer.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is having a 360 degree view of the customers and their profile, dynamically tracking their requirements, 
offering matching products and services, cross selling relevant products to his changing needs and keeping him happy for ever.
Dynamics of CRM:
1. The objectives of a good CRM are aimed at (i) to build long term profitable relationships with specific customers through a better 
understanding of the customers (ii) develop close relationships (iii) to offer optimal products and services on a dynamic basis and achieve life 
time value from customers.

2. CRM can be achieved by systematic and technology oriented processes and models.
3. The purpose of CRM is to increase the share of wallet of the customer with the banks' services and increase the per customer 
profitability of banks.

4. The stages involved in a CRM initiative are:
 Capturing the customers' profile through a technology enabled model.
 Dissecting the profiles into common information buckets. .
 Designing suitable products and services to cater to the different information buckets.
 Offering the products and services to the targeted and segmented customers from the information buckets with the right 

pricing.
 Providing the right sales and service processes to achieve total customer satisfaction.
 Tracking the customer information on a dynamic basis to design new products and services to meet the changing 

dynamics of the customers.
5. Customer optimisation is the essence of CRM and can be addressed through three dimensions viz.
Acquisition of New Customers who are immediately profitable to the bank.
Retention of Existing Customers who are most profitable and valuable to the Bank for the longest duration.
Expansion of the customer relationship with the bank encouraging more purchases and shifting the less profitable customers to 
lower - cost delivery channels.

Need for CRM: CRM is required for the following
a. Need to increase operational efficiencies.
b. Need to derive more value from employees.
c. Increasing Competition in retail banking.
d. Rising NPAs.
e. Increasing Importance of Fee Based Income.
f. Delivery Channel Efficacy
g. Application of Technology
h. CRM is not just an option for the banks but a compulsion to achieve business synergies and optimization of resources.
i. CRM can be effectively utilized to explore new frontiers in product development and management
j. CRM can be used to improve the per customer profitability
k. CRM can be used to building and sustaining customer loyalty and brand equity.

Need to increase operational efficiencies: Operational efficiencies means managing operational costs for the bank in general and delivery cost in 
particular. For example shifting the customers to electronic and remote channels like ATM. The cost of direct delivery in the branch across the 
counter is much higher than delivery through ATM. CRM enables to identify the customers segments which can be migrated to ATM.
Need to derive more value from employees: Employee productivity can be increased by redefining their roles to deliver service to customers 
who are more profitable. There are two value dimensions - employee value and customer value. Employee value is increased by deploying them 
in marketing and for cross selling/ upselling opportunities, better business values and volumes. Customer value means per customer profitability 
by making the customers availing the maximum number of products/services. Effective CRM solutions would improve the quality of output by 
employees and would improve the overall employee productivity.
Increasing Competition in retail banking: As retail banking is a profitable business model, banks compete with each other to grab their market 
share. For achieving this, banks implement a whole range of activities in product development, process efficiencies, delivery channels, pricing and 
value additions to acquire, retain and improve their customer base. CRM helps banks to achieve the above objectives.
Rising NPAs: While Retail Banking is profitable, there is a fear of high level of NPAs particularly in credit cards and personal loans. 
This requires an effective customer tracking mechanism for monitoring and recovery of retail loans. CRM helps to rank customers 
and follow up for recovery.
Increasing Importance of Fee Based Income: Profits can be increased from fee Based income through Third Party Distribution. Marketing of 
insurance products (both in the life insurance and non life insurance), mutual funds, retail sale of Gold coins offer very good scope to earn fee 
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based income by selling these products to targeted customer segments. CRM solutions help the bank to identify potential customers for selling 
these products.
Delivery Channel Efficacy: CRM solutions help banks to offer the right channel mix from direct channels like branches and remote channels like 
ATMs, Mobile Banking, Internet Banking to their different customer segments to enhance customer loyalty and retention.
Application of Technology: Core Banking Solutions, Mobile Banking and Internet Banking are different manifestations of technology. To 
optimise profits, banks have to use technology to maximize business through customer mining and cross selling. CRM solutions enable this 
through application of technology.

The backbone of CRM lies in the robustness of the customer data.
Data Warehouse and Data Mining are two important tools which are critical for any meaningful CRM.
The sourcing of data for the Data Warehouse has to seamlessly flow from the Core Banking Solutions (CBS) platform without any manual 
intervention to ensure the accuracy of the data.
Implementation Process of CRM in banks:

Business Processes: The evaluation of the current business processes is essential to determine the nature of products the bank 
wants to offer and the way it wants to develop its customer portfolio.
Information Processes: This involves the analysis of the existing information processes used currently by the bank. The 
integration of these processes in the CRM system and suitable restructuring is essential for implementation of the CRM systems in
the bank.
Information Systems: The existing information infrastructure of the bank needs to be analysed and the implementation of the CRM 
infrastructure should be customized. The focus has to be reinforcement rather than replacement.
Internal Organisational Culture: For effective CRM, the bank's systems should be in line with the organizational change. The 
success of the CRM implementation depends on responsiveness of the organization to it.

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES IN CRM: There are four stages through which CRM is implemented.
Identification of Customers: The bank need to identify the customers based on their products availed and focus of the bank so that bank can focus 
the segment it wants to target. For achieving this, Banks need to build
a repository of data base about customers who buy different types of products and services. .
Classification of Customers: From the data compiled, classification of customers with different

perspectives, focus and attention has to be done. Banks have to use the large repository of data collected in the previous stage, clean this data and 
apply data mining and clustering techniques to classify customers on various parameters like profitability, product sage rate and cost to serve the 
customers. This will help the banks to develop different kinds of strategies to target the segments and design effective campaigns for generating 
higher returns from existing customers.

Interaction With the most Valued Customers: CRM solutions define customer segments and helps in devising a particular type of 
strategy for them.
Customisation of Bank's Products and Services for Different Customer Segments: The mass customized products can be developed for each of
the target segments based on selection of media mix, customer interaction points, customers past usage data and intention forecasts. This will 
complete the CRM implementation process. New customer data will be available from feed back from the customers which will help in refining 
the strategy further to target the segment with profitable product propositions.

BENEFITS OF CRM:
 Improves the customer satisfaction and cross selling potential for the banks.
 Helps the banks to derive increased share of wallet from the customer.
 Enhances the operational efficiencies of the banks.
 Helps to take on competition as CRM results in more customer focus and retention.
 Helps to understand Customer Lifetime Value through the structured data base on a dynamic basis.
 Improves customer service through effective integration of all remote delivery channels.
 Helps to manage multi delivery channels in a better way to adopt and maintain uniform service standards across 

channels.
 Enables to achieve seamless information flow across functions in delivery.
 Results in better relationship marketing as customer segments are better target based on the data available 

in CRM.
14. SERVICE STANDARDS FOR RETAIL BANKING

CODE FOR BANKING SERVICES
Banking Codes and Standards Board of India: Banking Codes and Standards Board of India has prescribed various compliance requirements for 
the promises made by banks for offering services to retail banking customers and these promises have been codified into a document. Most of 
these commitments are applicable to individual customers availing retail banking services.

Introduction   
 This is a voluntary Code
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 It sets minimum standards of banking practices for banks to follow when they are dealing with individual customers.
 It provides protection to customers and explains how banks are expected to deal with customers for day-to-day operations.
 The Code does not replace or supersede regulatory or supervisory instructions of the Reserve Bank of India.
 Provisions of the Code may set higher standards than what is indicated in the regulatory instructions and such higher standards will 

prevail as the Code represents best practices voluntarily agreed to by banks.
 In the Code, 'you' denotes the customer and 'we', the bank the customer deals with.

Obiectives of the Code:
 promote good and fair banking practices by setting minimum standards in dealing with you
 increase transparency so that you can have a better understanding of what you can reasonably expect of
 the services
 encourage market forces, through competition, to achieve higher operating standards
 promote a fair and cordial relationship between you and your bank
 foster confidence in the banking system.

Application of the Code:   
 This Code applies to all the products and services listed below, whether they are provided by branches or subsidiaries, 

agents acting on our behalf, across the counter, over the phone, by post, through interactive electronic devices, on the 
internet or by any other method.

 Current accounts, savings accounts, term deposits, recurring deposits, PPF accounts and all other deposit accounts
 Payment services such as pension, payment orders, remittances-by way of Demand Drafts, wire transfers and all electronic 

transactions e.g. RIGS, EFT, NEFT
 Banking services related to Government transactions
 Demat accounts, equity, Government bonds
 Indian currency notes exchange facility
 Collection of cheques, safe custody services, safe deposit locker facility
 Loans, overdrafts and guarantees
 Foreign exchange services including money changing
 Third party insurance and investment products sold through our branches
 10.Card products including credit cards, debits cards, ATM cards, smart cards and services (including credit cards offered by 

our subsidiaries/companies promoted by us).
Key Commitments by banks   

 'Do Not   Call'   Service : Bank will automatically register customer's name under 'Do Not Call' Service. Bank will not inform/extend to 
customer through telephone calls/SMS/e-mails any new product /service unless customer consents in writing to avail of this information/ 
service from bank.

 Interest Rates: Bank shall inform to customer (1) interest rates on deposit and loan accounts (ii) in case of loans at fixed rate of interest, 
details of interest reset clause, if any, in the loan agreement and the effective date thereof ; (iii) in case of loans at floating rate of interest, 
the reference rate to which floating rate will be linked and the premium or discount applied to the reference rate. (iv) whether the loan 
agreement will contain a minimum rate of interest clause.

 Changes in interest rates: changes in interest rates and changes in the reference rate to which the floating rate of interest is
linked to be informed through any one or more of the following means (i) Notice at the branches (ii) Annexure to the 
statement of account (iii) Letters (iv) e-mail (v) SMS (vi) Website (vii) Newspaper

 Changes in Fees & Charges: If bank increases any of charges or introduce a new charge, it will be notified one month prior 
to the revised charges being levied / becoming effective.

 Changes to Terms and Conditions: (i) Normally, changes will be made with prospective effect giving notice of one month. (ii) If any change is made without notice, bank will notify 
the change within 30 days. If such change is to customer's disadvantage, customer may within 60 days and without notice, close account switch it without having to 
pay any extra charges or interest. Bank will immediately update on its website, any changes in the terms and conditions.

 Privacy and Confidentiality: (i) If bank is asked to give a banker's reference about customer, bank will need customer's written permission
before giving it. Bank will not use customer's personal information for marketing purposes by anyone including by bank unless customer 
specifically authorizes to do so.

 Credit Reference Agencies: (I) Information about credit availed from the bank is reported by bank to the CRA on a monthly basis. (ii) If 
customer's loan account has been in default, and thereafter regularised, bank will take steps to update this information with the CRA in 
the next monthly report. (iii) When customer apply for credit facility from the bank, bank will on request, and on payment of prescribed 
fee, furnish customer a copy of the credit information obtained by the bank from the CRA.
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 Collection of Dues: (i) Bank will post details of the recovery agency firms I companies engaged by Bank on their website and will also 
make available on request details of the recovery agency firms/companies at their branches. (ii) The Bank's staff or any person 
authorized to represent bank in collection of dues or/and security repossession will identify himself/herself and display the authority 
letter issued by the Bank. (iii) Customer would be contacted ordinarily at the place of customer's choice and in the absence of any 
specified place at the place of customer's residence and if unavailable at customer's residence, at the place of business/occupation. (iv) 
Normally Bank's representatives will contact customer between 0700 hrs and 1900 hrs, unless the special circumstances of customer's 
business or occupation require otherwise.

 Complaints, Grievances and Feedback:(i) Acknowledgement of a customer's complaint within a week. (ii) Final response or 
reason why Bank needs _more time to respond within 30 days of receipt of customer's complaint.

 Products and Services: Bank will acknowledge the receipt of customer's nomination details and record the fact of nomination on the 
passbook/Account Statement/FDRs. At customer's request, Bank will also indicate the name of the nominee thereon.

 Changing customer's account: (a) If customer is not happy about choice of current I savings account, within 14 days of making first 
payment into the account, the Bank will help the customer switch to another account or Bank will give customer's money back with any 
interest it may have earned. Bank will ignore any notice period and any extra charges. (b) If customer decides to close his current/savings 
account, Bank will close account within three working days of receiving customer's instructions. (c) If customer wants to transfer his 
account to another branch of the bank, his account at the new branch will be operationalised within two weeks of receiving customer's 
requeSt, subject to customer complying with the required KYC formalities at the new branch.

 Savincs/Current Accounts: (i) The minimum balance to be maintained in the Savings Bank account will be displayed in the branches. (ii) 
Bank will inform of any change in minimum balance to be maintained 30 days in advance.

 Dormant/ Inoperative Accounts: Customer will also be informed three months before customer's account is classified as dormant 
/inoperative (b) Bank will not charge customer for activation of the inoperative account. 14.Closinq Customer's Account: Under normal 
circumstances, Bank will not close customer's account without giving customer at least 30 days' notice.

 Cash Transactions: Bank will exchange soiled/mutilated notes and/ or small coins at its branches as per RBI Directives.
 ATM: Bank will reimburse amounts wrongly debited in failed ATM transactions within a maximum period of 7 working days 

from the date of receipt of customer's complaint.
 Branch Closure/ Shifting: If Bank plan to close branch or if Bank moves its branch, Bank will give (i) notice
 of three months if there is no other branch of any bank functioning at customer's centre (ii) notice of two

months, if there is a branch of any other bank functioning at customer's centre.
 Seftlement Of Claims in respect of Deceased Account Holders: Bank will settle the claims in respect of deceased depositors and release 

payments to survivor(s) I nominee(s) within a period not exceeding 15 days from the date of receipt of the claim subject to the 
production of proof of death of the depositor and suitable identification of the claim(s).

 Loan Products: Bank will invariably provide customer with an acknowledgement of customer's loan application. Bank shall make every 
endeavour to indicate on customer's application the period within which customer can expect to receive a decision on customer's request 
for loan. (ii) Bank will give customer the Most Important Terms and Conditions (MITC) governing the loan / credit facility customer have 
availed. (iii) Bank will provide customer the sanction letter detailing particulars of amount sanctioned, terms and conditions, customer's 
responsibilities as well as the bank's, etc. (v) Bank will compensate customer for any delay in return of securities / documents I title deeds 
to mortgaged property beyond 15 days of the repayment of all dues agreed to or contracted. (vi) Bank will supply authenticated copies of 
all the loan documents executed by customer at Bank's cost along with a copy each of all enclosures quoted in the loan document. (vii) 
Bank will give written receipt for all documents to title taken as security/ collateral for any loan as well as for dated/undated cheques 
received from customer. (viii) Bank will return to customer all the securities / documents/title deeds to mortgaged property within 15 days 
of the repayment of all dues agreed to or contracted. If any right to set off is to be exercised for any other claim, Bank will give due notice 
with full particulars about the other claims and retain the securities/documents/title to mortgaged property till the relevant claim is 
settled/paid. (ix) Bank will compensate customer for any delay in return of securities / documents / title deeds to mortgaged property 
beyond 15 days of the repayment of all dues agreed to or contracted. (x) Bank will process request for transfer of borrowal account, 
either from the borrower or from a bank/financial institution, in the normal course and convey its concurrence or otherwise within 21 
days of receipt of request. (xi) Bank will not offer any unsolicited pre-approved credit facility in any form, including enhancement of credit
card limit and top up of personal loan limits. (xii) In case, Bank offers/approves a credit facility over the telephone, Bank will credit 
customer's account with the amount sanctioned only after receiving customer's acceptance in writing. (xiii) In case of securities lodged 
with the Bank for loans availed by customer, Bank will not insist on customer's obtaining insurance cover from any particular provider.

  Credit Card: (i) Bank will provide 'Online Alerts' to customer for all 'card not present' transactions of the value of Rs.5000/- and above. (ii) 
If customer do not recognize a transaction, which appears on customer's card statement, Bank will give customer more details if 
customer ask for the same. In cases, where Bank do not accept customer's contention, Bank will give evidence that customer had 
authorized the transaction, in question. (iii) In case Bank activates the card without customer's consent I bill customer for the card for 
which customer has not given consent, Bank will not only reverse the charges forthwith but will also pay a penalty amounting to twice 
the value of the charges reversed. (iv) Bank will extend a loan/credit facility/enhance credit limit on customer's card only with customer's 
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consent in writing.
Service Time taken

Change in fees or charges 1 month prior notice -

Change in terms & conditions 1 month prior notice; otherwise within 30 days

Acknowledge of customers complaint Within one week

Final response to customer's complaint Within 30 days

Transfer of account to other branch Operationalise a/c within 2 weeks

Change in min balance charges 30 days prior notice

Wrong debit to a/c due to failed ATM transaction Within 12 days

Closure/shifting of branch 3 or 2 months notice

Settlement of claim & payment to nominee Within 15 days

Return of securities on repayment of loan Within 15 days of repayment

Transfer of borrowal account Decision within 21 days

15. TECHNOLOGY IN RETAIL BANKING
Introduction:

 Technology is the foundation on which the retail banking is based. It enables to build and translate a customer data base 
into retail banking business_

 The levels of technology implementation in PSBs started from stand alone Automated Ledger Posting Machines (ALPMs) in 
1980s.

 New generation private sector banks started with technology advantage of a single server environment.
 PSB banks also have reengineered their technology initiatives and started implementing core banking solutions networking 

the customers and accounts on a single platform.
 The implementation of core banking will directly increase the chances of availability of customer data base across products 

and will increase the scope for cross selling and up selling.
 Core banking gives clues about the level to which the data base is horizontally or vertically organized. Horizontal or vertical organized 

refers to whether data is available product wise on a stand alone basis or data is available customer wise on an integrated basis.

Technology Processes in Retail Banking:
Observations of Boston Consulting Group Study "Opportunities for Action in Financial Services - Transforming Retail Banking Processes": In terms
of processes for integration of technology in retail banking retail banks are using different approaches to standardise their processes. There are 
four distinct process models as given below:
Horizontally Organised Model: Individual process platform supports one product only. The sub data in the model are not shared with
other products and product platform.
Vertically Organised Model: Functionality is provided across all products. In this model, customer information is centralised. Centralised customer 
information builds common origination and servicing processes across all its retail banking products.
Predominantly Horizontally Organised Model: Some modularization within a product oriented feed back. Customer data integration is 
available to a certain extent for other products.
4. Predominantly Vertically Organised Model: is a hybrid model that offers common information for most of the related services. The
basic information is available across products for common services to the various products.
Issues in Technology processes

 All the four models achieve a certain degree of standardization and each model has to be suitably adapted to individual 
bank's requirements.

 If a bank effectively transforms its process, it can reduce its unit costs between 20% and 40%, completely changing its 
competitive position.

 Large Banks in the United States spend approximately 20% of non interest expense on information technology.
 The Technological innovation in the retail banking industry has increased for devising new distribution channel systems to provide the

customers more ways to access their accounts so that the customer share can be increased.
 Technology helps in enabling the employees to have a single view of the customers. The single view lets the employees understand 

how important is a customer based on the portfolio of products, rather than on their current account balance.
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 Research has shown that where employee perceptions are favourable customers enjoy superior performance.
 PSBs are generally more horizontally organized in the process model with various levels of vertical position across banks. Technology 

integration with the business model will enable the banks to design their marketing strategies which can be sold to the targeted 
customer base through an integrated CRM solution.

Technology Process Models adopted by banks   
 Foreign banks either implemented their own software developed for global operations or sourced it end to end from 

external vendors for their requirements.
 New generation private sectors banks sourced the same from external vendors.
 In public sector banks it differed among banks and was not related necessarily to the size of the bank. Some banks developed their 

proprietary model and in house software for implementation in branches in a phased manner. However, to keep pace with the 
technology developments in retail banking, they had to use the services of an external vendor for certain applications and integrated it 
with their legacy systems.

 The late entrants in technology implementation among PSBs, took the external vendor route for better channel delivery 
and efficiency.

 Old generation private banks, because of their small size, took to outsourcing route.
 Different banks use different technology platforms for their retail banking models but the core format remains the same. In the retail 

liabilities and asset side, the software is developed mainly to capture the following types of information — (i) Static Information - Account 
Opening, Basic Loan Origination Data etc (ii) Updated Information - Income Details at different frequencies etc. (iii) Transaction Information
- Information from disbursement to final settlement in loan accounts and operation details in liability accounts. (iv) Analytics and Alerts - 
Both operational and strategic alerts to take action or to develop strategies for further action.

 Technology in retail banking will also include other supporting software applications like AML software, Loan Origination System, 
Credit Card Processing System, Data Warehouse, Switch for alternate banking channels etc. and these systems should be seamlessly 
integrated with the Core Banking Solutions.

Some Important User Friendly features Advisor:
 This product empowers banks to deliver products and services through a fully assisted self service channel. The product provides banking

customers real-time access to their relationships with the bank, such as account inquiries, fund transfers, remittances, credit card and 
mutual fund payments. It enables them to make payments through channels like the Internet, kiosk etc.

 Key Modules are (i) Customer Interface (ii) Advisor Interface (iii) AudioNideo Support (iv) Co-browsing (v) Advisor 
Performance Management.

 Business Benefits: The solution's self-service capabilities empower customers to access comprehensive banking services in a completely
secure environment and enables banking staff to understand customer needs better.

 Robust Inclusivity Framework: The solution extends the reach of the bank's services to various customer segments, 
including specific under-banked and unbanked communities.

 Cost Savings: Since banks use their existing Internet banking solution, cost is reduced.

Alerts

The alerts solution empowers banks to alert end users about events recorded by the bank's diverse business systems.
In addition to alerting corporate and retail customers of the bank, the solution provides alerts for the bank's internal users as well.
Banks can define alert categories to control access to various alerts.
It also supports addition of branding messages as part of notifications.

Customer Analytics: This solution alongwith universal banking solution, provides complete customer analytics for banks through business reports 
and statistical models. It results in business benefits, enhanced customer value, improved decision making support, reduced time to market and low 
total cost of ownership.

Wealth Management

 Wealth management solutions are integrated core banking and investment management system designed for the specific 
needs of retail and private banks.

 Integrated with core banking and CRM solutions, the wealth management solutions ensure unique customer definition, a single, unified 
view of the customer's portfolio across asset classes and seamless flow of transactions. This helps banks capitalize on their customer base
to create additional revenue streams, by offering High Net worth individuals and the mass affluent extended products and services.
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 Key Modules are Structured Products, Mutual Funds, Equities, Insurance.
 Business Benefits: It enables banks have insights about the High Net worth individual client's investment portfolio which can be used to 

explore prospects for cross-selling and fee-based personalized advice.
 Ease of Enhancing Product Portfolio: The user-friendly solutions provide flexibility to tailor solutions and create new 

product for emerging customer segments.
 Higher Operational Efficiency: The solutions enable Straight Through Processing (STP) to interface with the bank's core banking solution 

and external data sources. This helps in minimizing operational delays.
 Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): Wealth management solutions can be integrated with other enterprise applications.
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6.MODULE – D : OTHER ISSUES RELATED TO RETAIL BANKING

16. RECOVERY OF RETAIL LOANS

The success of any banking initiative is judged only by the profit generated from that business segment. Banks aggressively build up
their retail asset portfolios to expand business as retail assets are one of the best revenue drivers in banking. More over, since the
customer base is large and heterogeneous in nature, the risk in retail asset financing is well diversified. Banks take advantage of this
phenomenon and expand exponentially, their retail  asset portfolio. Apart from foreign banks, the new generation private sector
banks aggressively expanded their retail asset portfolio in the past decade to the extent that the retail asset portfolio of one of the
top private sector banks exceeded above 50% of their total asset portfolio. Public sector banks also expanded their retail  asset
portfolio in a big way but not to the extent of private sector banks. Their retail portfolio size, on an average, used to be in the range of
30%. Accordingly profits generated from that segment are also attractive but the inherent risk of default is always there in retail
assets also. The unsecured nature of retail assets like Personal Loans and Credit Card Receivables made the portfolio more vulnerable
for default as there is nothing to proceed against for banks except through money suits.
But the aggressive approach of private banks all these years toned down in 2008-09 due to the global financial crisis and its impact across the globe 
though the same was relatively lesser in India .The growth rates of retail assets came down as banks were more cautious in their retail lending. In 
addition the delinquencies and default rates were also on the rise making the banks to go on the back foot. In case of housing loans, rescheduling 
was done in a major way so that the assets do not slip to the Non Performing Asset category and attract loan loss provisioning and affect the 
bottomlines. Let us have a look at the retail asset portfolios of banks

 Banks aggressively build up their retail asset portfolios to expand business as retail assets are one of the best revenue 
drivers in banking.

 Risk in retail banking is well diversified because the customer base is large and heterogeneous in nature.
 Retail asset portfolio of foreign banks, and new generation private sector banks as percentage of total portfolio is much 

higher compared to public sector banks.
 The retail portfolio of public sector banks used to be in the range of 30%.
 While profits generated from retail portfolio are attractive, there is also risk of default.
 The unsecured nature of retail assets like Personal Loans and Credit Card Receivables make the portfolio more vulnerable 

for default.
 The aggressive approach of banks towards retail loans has toned down due to the global financial crisis and its impact 

across the globe though the same was relatively lesser in India.
Default:

 Default is the occurrence of an event which happens due to non payment of agreed installments.
 One of the major reasons for default has been change in interest rates.
 Both in fixed pricing loans and variable pricing or floating rate loans, repricing takes place as per the reset clause. The monthly installments 

also called as EMIs are fixed based on the rate prevailing at the time of availing the loan and the agreed repayment period based on the 
servicing capacity of the borrower. An increase in interest rate will increase the EMI which the customer may not be able to service 
resulting in default and subsequently NPA.

 Rescheduling: If a customer wants to continue with his existing EMI instead of increased EMI, the repayment period is 
extended beyond the earlier committed repayment period. This phenomenon is called as rescheduling of retail loans. In 
retail loans, rescheduling mainly happens in Housing Loans as they are of long tenor and mortgage backed.

 Reasons for default in Credit Cards and Personal Loans: (i) Genuine defaults which are due to reasons beyond the borrower's control like 
personal set backs, job losses, unforeseen medical expenses etc. In this case, intention to pay is intact but the ability to pay is affected and 
results in defaults. In this case, bank adopts a customer oriented approach because the chances of recovery are bright. (b) Willful defaults 
where the borrowers deliberately default with malafide intention. In willful defaults the approach of the banks will be on a recovery basis.

RECOVERY PROCESS
 Recovery process is a scientific tool for maintaining the quality of retail assets.
 It is designed in such a way that it addresses both genuine defaulters as well as willful defaulters.
 For genuine defaulters, the recovery process has to be gentle and professional. In case of willful defaulters, the recovery 

process should be strict and very professional.
 'Public Sector Banks' approach to recovery of loans is different from the strategies adopted by private sector banks and foreign banks. 

While PSBs administer recovery management through their own staff in case of retail loans, private and foreign banks outsource their 
recovery process and entrust the same to Recovery Agents for end to end recovery management when the accounts become default.
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RECOVERY AGENTS
 RBI has framed guidelines prescribing the procedures for code of conduct for Recovery Agents because the agents used 

coercive methods including threats, intimidation and forced recovery of assets financed. The guidelines were issued in April 
2008. Salient features are given below:

 Engagement of Recovery Agents:   
 'Agent' would include agencies engaged by the bank and the agents/ employees of the concerned agencies.
 Banks should have a due diligence process in place for engagement of recovery agents, which should be so structured to 

cover, among others, individuals involved in the recovery process.
 Banks should ensure that the agents engaged by them in the recovery process carry out verification of the antecedents of their 

employees, which may include pre-employment police verification. Banks may decide the periodicity at which re-verification of 
antecedents should be done.

 Banks should inform the borrower the details of recovery agency firms / companies while forwarding default cases to the recovery 
agency. Further, agent should also carry a copy of the notice and the authorization letter from the bank along with the identity card 
issued to him by the bank or the agency firm / company. Where the recovery agency is changed by the bank during the recovery 
process, the bank should notify the borrower of the change and the new agent should carry the notice and the authorization letter 
along with his identity card.

 The notice and the authorization letter should, among other details, also include the telephone numbers of the relevant recovery 
agency. Banks should ensure that there is a tape recording of the content I text of the calls made by recovery agents to the customers, 
and vice-versa. Banks may take reasonable precaution such as intimating the customer that the conversation is being recorded, etc.

 The up to date details of the recovery agency firms / companies engaged by banks may also be posted on the bank's 
website.

 Where a grievance/ complaint has been lodgedr banks should not forward cases to recovery agencies till they have finally disposed of 
any grievance / complaint lodged by the concerned borrower. However, where the bank is convinced, with appropriate proof, that the 
borrower is continuously making frivolous / vexatious complaints, it may continue with the recovery proceedings through the Recovery 
Agents even if a grievance / complaint is pending with them. In cases where the subject matter of the borrower's dues is sub judice, 
banks should exercise caution, in referring the matter to the recovery agencies.

 Bank should have a mechanism to address borrowers' grievances with regard to the recovery process. The details of the 
mechanism should be furnished to the borrower while advising the details of the recovery agency.

 Incentives to Recovery Agents: Banks should ensure that the contracts with the recovery agents do not induce adoption of 
uncivilized, unlawful and questionable behaviour or recovery process.

 Training for Recovery Agents   
 Banks should ensure that, the recovery agents are properly trained to handle with care and sensitivity, their responsibilities, in particular 

aspects like hours of calling, privacy of customer information etc.
 Indian Banks Association in consultation with Indian Institute of Banking and Finance (IIBF), has formulated a certificate 

course for Direct Recovery Agents with minimum 100 hours of training.
 Banks should ensure that over a period of one year all their Recovery Agents undergo the above training and obtain the 

certificate from the above institute.
 The service providers engaged by banks should also employ only such personnel who have undergone the above training 

and obtained the certificate from the IIBF.
Taking possession of property mortgaged / hypothecated to banks  

 As per Supreme Court, the recovery of loans or seizure of vehicles could be done only through legal means. Banks should rely only on 
legal remedies available under the relevant statutes while enforcing security interest without intervention of the Courts.

 Where banks have incorporated a re-possession clause in the contract with the borrower and rely on such re-possession clause for 
enforcing their rights, they should ensure that the re-possession clause is legally valid, complies with the provisions of the Indian 
Contract Act in letter and spirit, and ensure that such repossession clause is clearly brought to the notice of the borrower at the time of 
execution of the contract.

 The terms and conditions of the contract should be strictly in terms of the Recovery Policy and should contain provisions regarding (a) 
notice period before taking possession (b) circumstances under which the notice period can be waived (c) the procedure for taking 
possession of the security (d) a provision regarding final chance to be given to the borrower for repayment of loan before the sale / 
auction of the property (e) the procedure for giving repossession to the borrower and (f) the procedure for sale / auction of the property.
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Use of forum of Lok Adalats:   
The Supreme Court has observed that loans, personal loans, credit card loans and housing loans with less than Rs.10 lakh can be 
referred to Lok Adalats organized by Civil Courts for recovery of loans.
 Utilisation of credit counselors: Banks should utilise the services of the credit counsellors for providing counselling to the 

borrowers when the case of a particular borrower deserves sympathetic consideration. Complaints against the bank / its 
recovery agents

 Banks, as principals, are responsible for the actions of their agents. Banks should ensure that their agents engaged for recovery of their 
dues strictly adhere to RBI guidelines and including the BCSBI Code.

 If complaints are received by RBI regarding violation of the guidelines, RBI may consider imposing a ban on a bank from engaging 
recovery agents in a particular area, either jurisdictional or functional, for a limited period. In case of persistent breach of above 
guidelines, Reserve Bank may consider extending the period of ban or the area of ban.

 Banks should, ensure that their employees also adhere to the above guidelines.
 Periodical Review: Banks engaging recovery agents are advised to undertake a periodical review of the mechanism to effect 

improvements.

SARFAESI ACT Objective:  
1. To provide a structured platform to the Banking sector for managing its mounting NPA and keep pace with international 

financial institutions
2. To enable banks and Fls to realise long-term assets, manage problems of _liquidity, asset -liability mismatches and improve 

recovery by taking possession of securities, sell them and reduce non performing assets (NPAs) by adopting measures for 
recovery or reconstruction."

Provisions of the Act   
The remedy was suggested by Committees like the Narasirnham Committee II and Andhyarujina Committee, which considered the need for 

changes in the legal system to address the issue of NPAs.
The SARFAESI Act was passed in 2002 to legalise securitisation and reconstruction of financial assets and enforcement of security interest. The 

act envisaged the formation of asset reconstruction companies (ARCs) /Securitisation Companies (SCs).
The Act has made provisions for registration and regulation of securitisation companies or_reconstruction companies by the RBI, facilitate 

securitisation of financial assets of banks, empower SCs/ARCs to raise funds by issuing security receipts to qualified institutional buyers 
(QIBs), empowering banks and Fis to take possession of securities given for financial assistance and sell or lease the same or to take over 
management in the event of default.

The Act provides alternative methods for recovery of NPAs, namely securitization and asset reconstruction.

Securitisation   
 Securitisation means issue of security by raising of receipts or funds by SCs/ARCs.
 A securitisation company or reconstruction company may raise funds from the QIBs by forming schemes for acquiring 

financial assets.
 The SCl/ ARC shall keep and maintain separate and distinct accounts in respect of each such scheme for every financial asset acquired, 

out of investments made by a QIB and ensure that realisations of such financial asset are held and applied towards redemption of 
investments and payment of returns assured on such investments under the relevant scheme.

Asset Reconstruction   
 The SCs/ ARCs for the purpose of asset reconstruction should provide for anyone or more of the following measures:
 the proper management of the business of the borrower, by change in, or take over of, the management of the business of

the borrower.
 the sale or lease of a part or whole of the business of the borrower.
 rescheduling of payment of debts payable by the borrower enforcement of security interest in accordance with the 

provisions of this Act.
 settlement of dues payable by the borrower
 taking possession of secured assets in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

Securitisation, and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act
1. The Act was passed in 2002 with the objective of helping banks / Hs in recovery of their dues without intervention of the court. The Act is 
applicable throughout India including Jammu & Kashmir.
2. The Act empowers the secured creditor to (i) take possession of the security (ii) sale or lease or assign the right over the same (iii) Manage 
the same and/or appoint any person to manage the same (iv) Recover money receivable from 3rd parties. The competent authority to enforce 
rights under SARFAESI is Chief Manager and above. However, Board of the bank can also delegate authority to an officer below the rank of 
Chief Manager.
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3. A bank can exercise rights under the Act provided following conditions are satisfied. (a) The asset to be acquired should be 
charged to the bank. The recoverable dues should be more than Rs 1,00,000. The Act is not applicable if 80% of the due amount has been'paid.
A notice of 60 days is required to be given to the borrower and guarantor under section 13(2) of the Act calling upon them to discharge the liabilities 
failing which bank can acquire the assets. If loan has been raised from more than one bank/FI, consent of 75% of lenders by value is 
required before initiating action under the Act. The Act does not cover agricultural land mortgaged to the credit institution. 
(However, other assets charged to bank can be acquired). The account should be NPA. The documents are within the limitation period
The security is not charged by pledge or lien.
4. The Act was challenged before Supreme Court in the case of Mardia Chemicals Limited versus Union of India and others (ICICI). While 
upholding the constitutional validity of the Act, the Court struck down a clause that required borrower to deposit 75% of the claim amount 
before making an appeal before DRT against action of the bank. Accordingly, the Act was revised in 2004 and the revised provisions are given in 
the subsequent paragraphs.
5. If borrower has objection against the action of the bank, he can object to the bank and bank has to reply within one week. If borrower is still 
not satisfied he can file application with the DRT within 45 days of the taking over of possession by the bank and is not required to deposit any 
amount with DRT at this stage. If bank or borrower is not satisfied with the decision of DRT, either party can make appeal to DRAT within 30 
days of receiving the copy of judgement. However, if the borrower prefers an appeal with DRAT, he is
required to deposit 50% of the bank's claim which can be reduced to 25% by the Chairperson. •
6. If the bank wants to sell the acquired assets, 30 days notice is to be given to the borrower/guarantor. The sale can be made by obtaining 
quotations or inviting tenders from public or by holding public auction. In case of auctions or tenders, 30 days notice will be published in the 
newspaper, reserve price will be fixed by the bank and sale at below reserve price will require consent of the borrower. Sale will be confirmed by 
_bank on receipt of 25% of the amount immediately and balance in 15 days.
7. In the case of Transcore versus Union of India & Others, Supreme Court has decided that bank take action simultaneously under 
SARFAESI and RDB Act (DRT Act)

CENTRAL ELECTRONIC REGISTRY UNDER THE SARFAESI ACT 2002
Government of India, Ministry of Finance has notified the establishment of the Central Registry. The objective of setting up of Central Registry 
is to prevent frauds in loan cases involving multiple lending from different banks on the same immovable property. The Central Registry of 
SRuritisation Asset Reconstruction and Security Interest of India (CERSAI), a Government Company licensed under section 25 of the Companies
Act 1956 has been incorporated for the purpose of operating and maintaining the Central Registry under the provisions of the SARFAESI Act. 
initially transactions relating to securitization and reconstruction of financial assets and those relating to mortgage by deposit of title deeds to 
secure any loan or advances granted by banks and financial institutions, as defined under the SARFAESI Act, are to be registered in the Central 
Registry. The records maintained by the Central Registry will be available for search by any lender or any other person desirous of dealing with 
the property. Availability of such records would prevent frauds involving multiple lending against the security of same property as well as 
fraudulent sale of property without disclosing the security interest over such property.

DEBT RECOVERY TRIBUNALS
 DRTs are governed by provisions of the Recovery of Debt Due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993, also popularly 

called as the RDB Act.
 DRTs are located across the country. Some cities have more than one Debt Recovery Tribunal located therein. New Delhi and Mumbai

have three benches in Debt Recovery Tribunal. Chennai and Kolkata have two benches Debt Recovery Tribunal each. One Debt 
Recovery Tribunal each has been constituted at Ahmedabad, Allahabad, Aurangabad, Bangalore, Chandigarh, Coimbatore, Cuttack, 
Ernakulam, Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jabalpur, Jaipur, Lucknow, Nagpur, Patna, Pune, Ranchi and Vishakapatnam.

 Each Debt Recovery Tribunal is presided over by a Presiding Officer. The Presiding Officer is generally a judge of the rank of
Dist. & Sessions Judge.

 A Presiding Officer of a Debt Recovery Tribunal is assisted by a number of officers of other ranks, but none of them need necessarily 
have a judicial back ground. Therefore, the Presiding Officer of a Debt Recovery Tribunal is the sole judicial authority to hear and pass 
any judicial order.

 Each Debt Recovery Tribunal has two Recovery Officers. The work amongst the Recovery Officers is allocated by the 
Presiding Officer. Though a Recovery Officer need not be a judicial Officer, but the orders passed by a Recovery Officer are 
judicial in nature, and are appealable before the Presiding Officer of the Tribunal.

 DRTs are fully empowered to pass comprehensive orders like in Civil Courts. The Tribunal can hear cross suits, counter 
claims and allow set offs. However, they cannot hear claims of damages or deficiency of services or breach of contract or 
criminal negligence on the part of the lenders.

 DRTs can appoint Receivers, Commissioners, pass ex-parte orders, ad-interim orders, interim orders apart from powers to Review its own 
decision and hear appeals against orders passed by the Recovery Officers of the Tribunal.

 Recording of evidence by Debt Recovery Tribunal is some what unique. All evidences are taken by way of an affidavit. Cross examination
is allowed only on request by the defense and that too if the Tribunal feels that such a cross examination is in the interest of justice. 
Frivolous cross examination may be denied.
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Debt Recovery Tribunals
 DRTs are special types of courts for effecting recovery of dues of banks and financial institutions.
 DRTs are established under the Recovery of Debts due to banks and financial institutions Act 1993
 The Act is not applicable to J&K.
 DRT is headed by a Presiding Officer. He is assisted by a Recovery Officer and one Registrar.
 Type of Cases: Cases involving recoverable dues of banks and Fls of Rs 10 lees and above only are filed with DRTs. Such 

cases can not be filed in the normal civil courts.
 Once the case is decided in favour of the bank or FI, the DRT issues a Recovery Certificate. Recovery Officer who has powers such 

as attachment etc. helps in recovery of dues through execution of the decree passed by DRT.
 Appeal against the order of the Recovery Officer can be made to DRT within 30 days of passing the order.
 Any appeal against the judgement of DRT can be preferred with Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunal. The head of DRAT is called 

Chairperson. The appeal is made within 45 days of the date of receipt of the order.
 If borrower wants to appeal, 75% of the judgment amount is required to be deposited which can be waived or reduced 

by the Chairperson of the DRAT even to nil.
 Fee: for filing case with DRT- up to Rs 10 lac : Rs 12,000; For each additional Rs 1 lac or part thereof it is
 Rs 1000. Maximum amount of fees is Rs 1,50,000.
 For filing appeal with DRAT- Where the amount of debt is less than Rs 10 lakh- Rs 12,000;
 For debts due between Rs 10 lakh to less than Rs 30 lakh- Rs 20,000;
 For debts of Rs 30 lakh and more — Rs 30,000
 For being appointed as DRT, a person should qualify to be District Judge and for being appointed as DRAT, the person 

should qualify to be a Judge of the High Court.
17.  SECURITISATION

Securitisation - Concept
Securitization is a method through which illiquid assets are transformed into more liquid form, which are distributed to a broad 

range of investors through the medium of capital market.
It is the process of converting illiquid financial assets into liquid marketable securities through an intermediary called special 

purpose vehicle.
Through the securitisation process, the assets are removed from the balance sheet and the funds generated through 

securitisation can be ploughed back for further asset expansion.
The Special Purpose Vehicle converts assets into securities called as 'Pass Through Certificates' and sell them to the buyers who may require that

particular asset class as a requirement or investment.
Since these certificates are backed by assets, they are also called asset backed securities (ABS).
If assets which have underlying mortgages are secuiritised, they are called as "Mortgage Based Securitisation".
Securitisation is the process of pooling of individual long term loans which are packaged and sold to various investors in the form of Pass Through 

Certificates (marketable securities) through a Special Purpose Vehicle with the provision that the inflow of cash in the form of recoveries will 
be distributed pro rata to the buyers.

The advantage of securitisation is that the receivables are removed from the books as they have been sold but the transaction does not create a
liability in the balance-sheet. Thus, securitisation helps in asset-liability management and also in capital adequacy.

Securitisation is a structured process and effected only for standard assets and rated by the rating agencies.
Securitisation Process

The lender first selects the assets they want to securitise.
The issuer (Special Purpose Vehicle) makes payment to the lender for the loans securitised.
The assets are converted into a pool of securities by the issuer for the purpose of issuing Pass Through Certificate (PTC).
The PTCs are sold to other investors who are willing to invest.
The lender continues to receive the recoveries from the original borrowers and the same are passed on to the SPV
The SPV in turn passes the recoveries to the investors.

Securitisation in Retail Banking:
In Retail banking, there is a concept called Collateral Debt Obligation (CDO). In CDO, asset classes/receivables like Car Loans, Credit Card 
Receivables and Mortgage Loans like Home Loans, are grouped together and securitised. Multiple layers of PTCs with varying rates and coupons
are issued based on the quality of assets and risk perceptions underlying in the asset.

EMI FOR REPAYMENT IN RETAIL LOANS
In EMI model of repayment, the loan is repaid in full in uniform monthly installments spread over the repayment period.
The EMI will consist of two components namely the principal and interest.
In EMI, the principal component will be less during the initial months and the interest component will be more. As the repayment progresses, 
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the principal component will increase and the interest component will reduce. This is because, as the repayment progresses, the principal 
component will get reduced and hence interest charges also will decrease. Hence the subsequent installment will service more of the 
principal.

The formula for calculation of EMI : P x r x (1+r)n/ [ (1+r)n -1] ; where p = principal (amount of loan), r = rate of interest per month

18. OTHER ISSUES IN RETAIL BANKING

THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION IN RETAIL BANKING:
As part of Retail banking, banks can provide only banking and remittance products to their customers. To ensure that bank meets other needs of 

the customers like insurance, mutual funds, dematerialization etc, banks are entering into agency arrangements with relevant service 
providers.

Offering these services not only covers the entire need spectrum of the customers but also improves the fee based income of the banks as 
banks receive commission for acting as corporate agent for these service providers.

This concept of selling products other than banking products is called "Para Banking".

MUTUAL FUNDS: RBI GUIDELINES
Prior approval of the RBI should be obtained by banks before undertaking mutual fund business.
Bank-sponsored mutual funds should comply with guidelines issued by SEBI from time to time.
The bank-sponsored mutual funds should not use the name of the sponsoring bank as part of their name.
Where a bank's name has been -associated with a mutual fund, a suitable disclaimer clause should be inserted while publicising 

new schemes that the bank is not liable or responsible for any loss or shortfall resulting from the operations of the scheme.
Banks may enter into agreements with mutual funds for marketing the mutual fund units subject to the following terms and 

conditions:
Banks should only act as an agent of the customers, forwarding the investors' applications for purchase I sale of MF units to the Mutual 

Funds/ the Registrars / the transfer agents. The purchase of units should be at the customers' risk and without the bank guaranteeing 
any assured return.

Banks should not acquire units of Mutual Funds from the secondary market.
Banks should not buy back units of Mutual Funds from their customers.
If a bank proposes to extend any credit facility to individuals against the security of units of Mutual Funds, it should be as per 

guidelines of RBI on advances against shares / debentures and units of mutual funds.
Banks holding custody of MF units on behalf of their customers, should ensure that their own investments and investments made by / 

belonging to their customers are kept distinct from each other.
Banks should put in place adequate and effective control mechanisms in this regard. Besides, with a view to ensuring better 

control, retailing of units of mutual funds may be confined to certain select branches of a bank.

INSURANCE BUSINESS BY BANKS
The Government of India issued a Notification on August 3, 2000, specifying 'Insurance' as a permissible form of business that could be 
undertaken by banks under Section 6(1)(o) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Banks intending to undertake insurance business should obtain 
prior approval of Reserve Bank of India before engaging in such business. However, insurance business will not be permitted to be undertaken 
departmentally by the banks. Banks can undertake insurance business in two ways i.e. as agents of Insurance companies and on Risk 
Participation basis.

Insurance agency business/referral arrangement:  
Scheduled commercial banks are permitted to undertake insurance business as agent of insurance companies on fee basis, without any risk 
participation. They can also engage in referral arrangement without any risk participation. The subsidiaries of banks will also be allowed to 
undertake distribution of insurance product on agency basis. The banks need not obtain prior approval of the RBI for engaging in insurance 
agency business or referral arrangement without any risk participation, subject to the following conditions:
The bank should comply with the IRDA regulations for acting as 'composite corporate agent' or referral arrangement with 

insurance companies.
The bank should not adopt any restrictive practice of forcing its customers to go in only for a particular insurance company in respect of assets 

financed by the bank. The customers should be allowed to exercise their own choice.
The bank desirous of entering into referral arrangement, besides complying with 1RDA regulations, should also enter into an agreement with the 

insurance company concerned for allowing use of its premises and making use _of the existing infrastructure of the bank. The agreement 
should be for a period not exceeding three years at the first instance and the bank should have the discretion to renegotiate the terms 
depending on its satisfaction with the service or replace it by another agreement after the initial period. Thereafter, the bank will be free to 
sign a longer term contract with the approval of its Board in the case of a private sector bank and with the approval of Government of India in 
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respect of a public sector bank.
As the participation by a bank's customer in insurance products is purely on a voluntary basis, it should be stated in all publicity material distributed 

by the bank in a prominent way. There should be no 'linkage' either direct or indirect between the provision of banking services offered by the
bank to its customers and use of the insurance products.

The risks, if any, involved in insurance agency/referral arrangement should not get transferred to the business of the bank.
As a step towards enhancing transparency, banks should disclose in the 'Notes to Accounts', from the year ending March 31, 2010, 

the details of fees / remuneration received in respect of the bancassurance business undertaken by them.

Insurance Business with Risk Participation:  
1. All banks entering into insurance business will be required to obtain prior approval of the Reserve Bank. Banks which satisfy the eligibility 
criteria given below will be permitted to set up a joint venture company for undertaking insurance business with risk participation. The maximum
equity such a bank can hold in the joint venture company will normally be 50 per cent of the paid-up capital of the insurance company. RBI may 
perry it a higher equity contribution by a promoter bank initially, pending divestment of equity within the prescribed period. The eligibility criteria
for joint venture participant are as under:
The net worth of the bank should not be less than Rs.500 crore;
The CRAR of the bank should not be less than 10 per cent;
The level of non-performing assets should be reasonable;
The bank should have net profit for the last three consecutive years;
The track record of the performance of the subsidiaries, if any, of the concerned bank should be satisfactory. Latest audited 

balance sheet will be considered for reckoning the eligibility criteria.

2. In cases where a foreign partner contributes 26 per cent of the equity with the approval of Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority/Foreign Investment Promotion Board, more than one public sector bank or private sector bank may be allowed to participate in the 
equity of the insurance joint venture. As such participants will also assume insurance risk, only those banks which satisfy the criteria given above 
would be permitted.

3. A subsidiary of a bank or of another bank will not normally be allowed to join the insurance company on risk participation basis. Subsidiaries 
would include bank subsidiaries undertaking merchant banking, securities, mutual fund, leasing finance, housing finance business, etc.

4. Banks which are not eligible as joint venture participant as above, can make investments up to 10% of their networth or Rs.50 crore, 
whichever is lower, in the insurance company for providing infrastructure and services support. Such participation shall be treated as an 
investment and should be without any contingent liability for the bank. The eligibility criteria for these banks will be as under :

The CRAR of the bank should not be less than 10%;
The level of NPAs should be reasonable;
The bank should have net profit for the last three consecutive years.

5. It should be ensured that risks involved in insurance business do not get transferred to the bank and that the banking business does not get 
contaminated by any risks which may arise from insurance business. There should be 'arms length' relationship between the bank and the 
insurance outfit.

6. Holding of equity by a promoter bank in an insurance company or participation in any form in insurance business will be subject to compliance 
with any rules and regulations laid down by the IRDA/Central Government. This will include compliance with Section 6AA of the Insurance Act as 
amended by the IRDA Act, 1999, for divestment of equity in excess of 26 per cent of the paid up capital within a prescribed period of time.

7. Banks which make investments and later qualify for risk participation in insurance business will be eligible to apply to the Reserve Bank for 
permission to undertake insurance business on risk participation basis

THIRD PARTYPRODUCTS DISTRIBUTED BY BANKS:
Banks mainly focus on the following products and market the same to their captive customers through their network of branches:
Marketing of life insurance products of life insurance companies.
Marketing of non life Insurance products of general insurance companies.
Distribution of mutual fund schemes of various mutual fund houses.
Offering of Demat Services.
Offering of Broking Services.
Banks typically enter into agency tie ups for distribution by entering into distribution agreements covering all the aspects of distribution including 
market support, training to bank personnel, collection arrangements and commission/marketing expenses paid out for the agency services 
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rendered by the Bank.

Marketing and Distribution of Life Policies:
The concept of distribution of insurance policies through the branches of banks is termed as "Bancassurance".
Bankassurance is useful for both insurance companies and banks. By using the network of bank branches to reach their customers for selling 

different insurance policies, the insurance companies can reach to large number of customers. Banks will be able to derive more fee-based 
income without risk participation.

The' bancassurance model is gaining strength in India also. Banks have entered into Corporate Agency arrangements with 
insurance companies for distribution of life products.

Banks generally market the following products through their branch network - single premium products and regular periodical premium 
payment products, group insurance products based on definite group of customers like deposit holders and different loan customers. In 
group products, the group should be clearly defined and Bank will be the purchaser of the policy on behalf of the defined group. As per IRDA
guidelines, there should not be any deviation in the defined group for which group policy is purchased by the Bank from the insurers.

Corporate Agency model of distribution:
Banks can take the Corporate Agency of one life insurer and one non life insurer only.
Banks as a Corporate Agent can distribute the regular premium policies of life insurers across it branches.
The type of policies issued by the insurers are Endowment Policies with profit, Term Plans (Plain Vanilla Life Cover), Equity Linked Savings 

Scheme, Unit Linked Insurance and other schematic policies which are hybrid combinations of the above policies.
In policies which are equity oriented, the return expectations in addition to life cover are uncertain since they are linked to capital 

market volatilities.
In pure Term Plan, the policy benefits cover only the death of the policyholder and the premiums are very low.
The premium payment models of policies are basically of two types: single premium and regular premium (monthly, quarterly, half

yearly and annual payments).
The commission banks receive for mobilization of single premium policies is very low as for them the service cost is less. (normally 

2%).
In case of regular premium policies, the commission income of banks normally varies between 15% to 25% approximately.

Insurance companies especially the big players push single premiums more as it results in more premium mobilization for the 
insurers and less commission payout for the Corporate Agents.

Banks should focus more on regular premium policies, of course based on the needs of the customers, but should not mis-sell policies for the sake 
of commission.

The marketing paradigm for distribution of life polices varies across banks. Some banks market only through specific identified 
branches but most of the banks distribute it through all branches.

The insurers extend hand holding support for marketing by deploying their sales personnel across the banks' branches with the banks' personnel 
for better conversion. The leads for sales are generated by the bank through data base marketing and customer contacts and then pass 
on the leads to the insurers for following up. The marketing process is done jointly. Special promotional campaigns are conducted to give 
focused thrust to marketing and better conversion.

Group Insurance Products
Group insurance products are offered by life insurers for specific and identified groups for providing life cover at a competitive 

premium as compared to regular policies.
As per the guidelines of IRDA, when group products are offered by the insurers, the group should be homogenous and clearly defined and each 

member of the group should conform to the group definition.
Banks offer different group insurance covers to their customers as a value addition to their product offerings.
In case of life insurance, group covers are offered to cover the life of the group members (customers) who have availed specific product's from 

the bank.
Banks are offering group insurance cover to their customers who are having different types of accounts viz. Savings, Current Account Holders, 

Loan_Borrowers, Term Deposit ,Recurring Deposit Holders etc.,
The group covers offered are basically of two types. The first type of cover is the simple fixed cover on the happening of natural death or 

accidental death and the amount of cover is fixed.(say for example Rs.1 lac for natural death and Rs.2 lacs for accidental death). In these 
type of covers, the premium will be charged on an annual basis.

The second type of cover is the dynamic cover provided to borrowal accounts on a reducing basis in line with the repayment of the loan. The 
cover is made available for retail loans and housing loans. The premium payment for the cover is on a single premium mode covering the 
repayment period of the loan and the cover is available in case of death of the borrower during the repayment period and restricted to the 
regular outstanding in the loan account i.e. the cover will not take care of overdue amounts in the loan.
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Banks are offering the cover as a tagged facility for value enhancement of the product and also to increase the customer satisfaction in addition to
being a risk mitigation tool for the customer and protection for the family of the account holder.

The income potential in group cover is attractive as banks are reimbursed with marketing expenses of about 10% to 15% of the 
premium mobilised.

Distribution of Non Life insurance Products:
In the non life side, banks offer both stand alone regular products and group products.
Non life cover is basically about covering different types of assets like building, machinery, stocks, fleet etc. and banks' lending extends to all 

these areas. Hence there is a captive market for banks to generate insurance premium from these accounts through proper soliciting of 
business form their borrower customers as insurance is a subject matter of solicitation.

Non life cover will generate fee based income by way of commission ranging from 10% to 15% as fixed by IRDA for different types 
of asset insurance.

In the group insurance side, group health policies are offered by banks as a value addition to their account holders. The policies are offered to the 
customers on a floater basis covering the account holders and their families (self+ spouse+2 children and also parents on additional payment 
of premium).

The advantage of the group policies over the regular policies is that the premium rates are very less (about 50%) as compared to 
stand alone policies. The commission on this type of product is about 15% on premium mobilised.

Insurance Business by Banks:
Insurance sector was deregulated in 1999 and foreign insurers were allowed to enter with a cap on equity being 26%.
The major focus of foreign insurers was on the life insurance side as it was highly under penetrated and there was huge scope for 

new business.
Public Sector Banks also started venturing into insurance business with the objective of tapping the untapped potential as well to 

use their network and existing infrastructure to gamer business. The market is now dominated by insurance companies which 
have large banks as partners.

PSBs are also acting as Corporate Agents for their joint venture insurance companies.

Mutual Funds Distribution by Banks:
MF distribution offers good scope for augmenting fee-based income of banks.
Upfront Commission, Trail (loyalty) Commission, Mobilisation Incentives, Special Incentives, Collection Charges are various sources 

of income for New Fund Offers.
The existing customer base serves as a captive prospective investor base.
There is no other distribution channel for MFs that can offer such a lucrative retail base as can be offered by a bank. Moreover, 

frontline staff of the bank is trained for marketing.
The database of a bank can be used effectively for "Experience Marketing" of future products and "Product Co Creation" based on 

segments.
Banks selling mutual fund schemes should understand the implications mentioned in the model called as PROPAGATE Model for 

distribution.
PROPAGATE model refers to Product, Risk, Opportunities (Returns), People, Appetite, Geography (Place), Attributes, Training& 

Education.
Product: Banks with multiple tie-ups should decide on products of different MFs based on their customer segment and time 

preferences.
Risk: MF schemes carry capital risk and return risk. MFs do not normally guarantee returns for their investments and investments 

are subject to market vagaries. Banks should have in-house research to identify schemes based on the risk profile of their 
customers.

10.Opportunities: Investments in MFs are opportunities for customers to create wealth. In case of growth schemes, buoyant capital market 
creates better opportunities for capital appreciation and returns, and the expertise of professional fund managers enhance the opportunities
and deliver better returns.

11.People: People relate to both the internal and external customers. Internal customers comprise line staff who actually market the schemes 
and external customers are target customers to whom the schemes are marketed by the internal customer. Selecting a marketing staff 
with the right aptitude and attitude will make sure that schemes reach the external customer and trigger the purchase intentions that are 
translated into sales.

12.Appetite: Product offering across segments should match the risk appetite of the respective customer segments.
13.Geography: Banks should first decide on branches through which they are going to distribute MF products. The awareness level about MF 

in general and schemes, in particular, varies across geographies (rural, semi-urban, urban and metro) and also customer segments.
14.Attributes: Attributes of products are borne out of product structuring and investment objectives. Growth Schemes, Incorhe Schemes, 
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Balanced Schemes, Index Schemes etc., are some of the product attributes and Monthly Income Plan (MIP) and Systematic Investment 
Plan (SIP) have return and investment attributes.

15.Training: Training and Certification Programme by the Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI) for distributing mutual fund products is 
essential for successful implementation of the distribution strategy.

16.Education: The customer should be educated and guided for investing based on their risk return appetite, life cycle and wealth 
cycle.

17.MF industry has been affected by the abolition of collection of entry loads for equity based schemes. As a result, mutual funds reduced their 
upfront commission to banks which in turn reduced the mobilizations and commissions. Secondly, restrictions have been introduced on 
banks placing monies in debt funds which has adversely affected mutual funds.

Cross Selling
Cross selling is selling one or more additional products to the existing customer base so as to generate more business and profit per customer. It 

involves generating new/additional retail asset(s) from a liability. It means that if the bank is able to sell an asset product 
(housing/car/educational loan) to a savings/current deposit account holder successfully, then it is cross selling.

In the retail banking almost all banks, are following standard strategies with various asset products like housing, auto, education 
and consumer loans to add volume to their retail asset book.

There is competition among all types of banks because strategies in terms of pricing, technology are more or less similar and there 
is insignificant product/value differentiation.

In this situation "Search thyself is a strategy which needs to be looked into.
Earlier cross selling was happening mostly on the liability side by marketing a high-cost term deposit product to a savings/current account holder 

resulting in additional cost.
In the present day retail banking scenario, systematic cross selling of assets is required.
Cross selling ratio is different in different countries. The ratio is 2 for the US and slightly above 2 for the UK and Germany, above 2.5 for France 

and a high 3 for Scandinavia. In addition, the traditional banks (all customers) with a cross sell ratio of 2.5 out performed the internet banks 
with a ratio of only 2.

A research study has indicated that selling three products to a customer who already holds one increases profitability by up to 500 
per cent. 

Why Cross Selling?
The prime reason for cross selling is the cost factor. According to various studies it costs a bank four to five times less to cross sell 

an existing client than to acquire a new one.
Cross selling an asset/additional asset product to an existing customer improves the profits, in general, and profits per customer, 

in particular.
Cross selling fosters brand loyalty. A customer who has availed himself of more than one product from the bank is drawn closer to the bank than a

customer who has taken only one product. The percentage of loyalty increases with the number of products the customer takes. The reasons 
may be for convenience, service, price and value offerings by the bank for the total product solutions to the customer.

Cross selling helps banks to plan, implement and maintain better customer relationship management programmes (CRM) as it gives clarity to 
developing plans based on the customers' relationship profile.

Potential for Cross Selling: Studies have shown that the percentage of Savings, Current and Term Deposit customers who have 
additionally taken a credit product from the bank is very low indicating the enormous scope for cross selling.

Strategies for Effective Cross Selling
A robust customer database which is the core.on which the entire cross selling strategy is built.
Based on the customer relationship history and the cross selling model, a broad mapping of the customer profile and retail 

products to be cross sold has to be done.
The mapped data has to be further studies to develop specific asset related cross selling_information.
The cross selling information has to be placed before staff (internal customers) to view and communicate to the target customer 

group.
The internal customers should be trained to effectively cross sell and convert the initiatives into business.
Cross selling is a team effort and success depends on the attitude and involvement of all the staff.
The success of cross selling depends on offering at the right time, the relevant product to the customer.
The strategy has to percolate from the corporate to the branch level based on customer database across geographies.
Dynamic feedback from the line level should be taken cognizance of for fine-tuning/re-tuning the strategies. 10.Selecting the 

target customer group is essential for cross selling success.
11.Cross selling is more relationship- than transaction-based. At any point of time, the cross selling initiative by the line staff should

not be an irritant for the customer.
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The above concepts are applicable to fee based products also for increasing the fee based income. But the values in the fee based 
products like insurance, mutual funds should be properly presented to the customers so that he realises the value of the offerings 
and avail the services.

DEMAT ACCOUNTS:
Dematerialisation is the process of converting physical shares (share certificates) into an electronic form. Shares once converted 

into dematerialised form are held in a Demat account.
Demat account provides the customer additional convenience for dealing with his securities in a hassle free manner.
Almost all the banks offer Demat Account facility to their customers.
Some banks offer the provision of trading facility also under tie up with brokers so that_ therequirement of trading, demat and account 

requirements are met in a single platform.

Dematerialisation Process:
For dematerialization, the investor has to fill a Demat Request Form (DRF) which is available with every DP and submit the same 

along with the physical certificates.
Every security has an ISIN (International Securities Identification Number).
If there is more than one security than the equal number of DRFs has to be filled in.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Wealth management is an investment advisory service that incorporates financial planning, investment portfolio management 

and a number of aggregated financial services.
Wealth management solutions are mainly required by High net worth individuals, small business owners.
It involves coordination of retail banking, estate planning, legeresources, tax professionals and investment management.
Wealth management services comprises of following key function areas - ( a) Financial Planning; (b) Portfolio Strategy Definition/ Asset 

Allocation/Strategy implementation; (c) Portfolio Management Administration, Performance Evaluation and Analytics (d) Strategy Review 
and Modification.      

5. Following are some of the banks that focus on the wealth management space in India: (a) Citi Bank, BNP Paribas, Societi Generale, 
Standard Chartered Bank, Deutche Bank; (b) ICICI Bank, Axis Bank, HDFC Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank; (c) State Bank of India; (d) NBFCs like 
Religare, Reliance Money.

Services offered by Wealth Management Professionals:
1. Advisory - providing guidance on investment/financial planning and tax advisory, based on client profile. Investment decisions 

are solely taken by the client, as per his/her own judgment.
2. Investment processing (transaction oriented): Client may engage wealth manager to execute specific transaction or set of 

transactions.
3. Custody, Safekeeping and Asset Servicing: Client is responsible for investment planning, decision and execution. Wealth 

manager is entrusted with management, administration and oversight of investment process.
4. End-to-end Investment Lifecycle Management: In some cases, Wealth manager owns the whole gamut of investment planning, decision, 

execution and management, on behalf of the client. He is mandated to make financial planning, implement investment decisions and manage 
the investment throughout its life.

Advantages of wealth management for Customers
Helpful in Tax Planning: The wealth management professional provide the service of tax planning and how to minimize the tax and 

save more money.
Helpful in Selection of Investment Strategy: With professional help, the customer can easily know the investment strategy and 

analyze risk and return.
Helpful In Estate Management: Estate management is a task to provide objective administration of funds tailored to aim in 

responsible distribution and protection of overall estate.
Helpful in forward planning: Helps in forward planning in a professional way.
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Key Challenges in wealth management
Highly Personalized and Customized Services
Personal relationship driving the business
Evolving Client Profile
Client Involvement Level
Passion Investment (Philanthropy and Social Responsibility)
Limited Leveraging Capabilities of Technology (as an enabler)
Technical Architecture ancLTechnology Investment
Intricate Knowledge of Cross-functional Domain.

PRIVATE BANKING
Private Banking is referred to providing banking, investment and other financial services to private individuals investing sizable 

assets.
The term "private" refers to the customer service being rendered on a more personal basis than in mass-market retail banking, 

through dedicated personal bank advisers.
Private Banking will offer various services such as wealth management, savings, inheritance and tax planning for their clients.
A high-level form of private banking (for the especially affluent) is often referred to as wealth management.
Globally, Switzerland and Luxembourg are major locations for private banking.
In India a number of foreign banks like Citibank, Deutche Bank, HSBC Bank, Societie Generale, BNP Paribas are active players in the 

private banking. ICICI Bank, Axis Bank and HDFC Bank are some of the private banks that are active on the private banking 
business.

Private Banking and Wealth Management are complimentary in nature though called by different names and both the models 
offer almost similar services.
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7. MODULE –E  : ADDITIONAL READING MATERIALS ON HOME LOANS

19. LENDERS APPRAISAL PROCEDURE
Introduction

Loan origination refers to processes right from the time the customer walks into the bank with a request for loan, till the time the 
loan is finally disbursed. Three major phases of loan origination are information acquisition, credit appraisal and sanction, and 
disbursement.
The processes revolve around two key aspects. One critically appraising the credit worthiness of a customer and two analyzing the 
risk in lending. It is necessary to capture all the information required to cater to these aspects. Demographic, employment, financial 
details are a must for processing. To minimize the risk, it is necessary to check that the customer is not a fraud or black listed within 
the bank or with other institutions. It is also important to verify that the information provided by the customer is correct and 
authentic. Banks achieve this mostly through external agencies. Another method of validation of information is to collect and verify 
documentary proofs of income, residence, age and other information.
As a factor of loan amount and the financial product, a bank may request co-borrowers or guarantors to support the loan. This may 
be required as a risk mitigant.
Banks collect fees for processing, documentation, and administration, from customer as part of application processing. This 
supplements a banks' income.
The second phase in loan origination is credit appraisal and sanction. Credit officers scrutinize the information made available to 
them and arrive at the loan eligibility and fix the terms and conditions to be offered to the customer. Generally two key techniques 
are Uome loanssed for this purpose. Confirming that the customer satisfies the basic norms and policies and by applying weighted 
risk based credit scoring. This is an important phase in the origination cycle as decisions made here affect the health of the portfolio. 
Incorrect decisions increase the risk and may add to bad debts, affecting the portfolio performance.
The third phase is disbursement. Either a cheque for the sanctioned amount is issued to the customer, or the amount is transferred 
to the customer account. A repayment schedule stating the amortization is prepared for the customer.
In any loan origination, two key aspects are involved — (a) critically appraising the credit worthiness of a customer and (b) analyzing 
the risk in lending. For these aspects the requirements are — (a) capturing all the information i.e. demographic, employment, financial details; (b) 
to check that the customer is not a fraud or black listed within the bank or with other institutions; (c) to verify that the information provided by the 
customer is correct and authentic.

 For verifying various information, banks take the help of external agencies or by collecting and verifying documentary 
proofs of income, residence, age and other information.    

 For mitigating credit risk, depending on loan amount and the financial product, a bank may require co. borrowers or 
guarantors to support the loan.

 Banks collect fees for processing, documentation, and administration, from customer as part of application processing. This 
supplements a banks' income.

 The second phase of loan origination is credit appraisal and sanction.
 Credit officers scrutinize the information made available to them and arrive at the loan eligibility and fix the terms and conditions to be 

offered to the customer. For scrutiny, steps involve confirming that the customer satisfies the basic norms and policies and risk based 
credit scoring.

 The third phase is disbursement. Either a cheque for the sanctioned amount is issued to the customer, or the amount is 
transferred to the customer account. A repayment schedule stating the amortization is prepared for the customer.

Application Form: The appraisal process begins with an application form. An application form is designed to collect all relevant information that 
a lender needs, to decide whether prima facie the loan exposure would be an acceptable risk and falls within the policy parameters of the bank.
Documents to be submitted for availing a Home Loan:
Along with the application from, the lending institution should also call for a few other documents, which supplement/establish the particulars 
provided in the application form. Generally following documents are called for:

 Duly completed application form
 Passport size photograph.
 Proof of identity such as Voters ill Card/Passport/Driving license/PAN card.
 Proof of residence - Recent Telephone Bills, Electricity Bill, Property tax receipt/PassportNoters ID Card.
 Proof of business address for non-salaried individuals.
 Sale Deed/Agreement of Sale.
 Statement of Bank Account/Pass Book for last six months.
 Letter of allotment from Housing Board/Society, etc. (wherever applicable).
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 Copy of approved plan, wherever applicable.
 Permission for construction, wherever applicable.
 EstimateNaluation Report from approved valuers in respect of the property to be financed, wherever applicable.
 In case of conversion of agricultural land - copy of the relative order.
 Search Report/Non-encumbrance certificate for 13 years from Bank's Advocate.
 NOC under the provision of Urban Land Ceiling Regulation Act, 1976 in original.

Appraisal
The appraisal involves validation of information submitted by the applicant, collected by various credit verification 

agencies, property valuers, bank's advocates etc.
The information is checked against the bank's policy, budgetary guidelines, risk management practices, and negative lists if any.

Appraisal form for a Home Loan
 For appraising a Home Loan proposal, the appraisal will include the following:

 Whether borrower is eligible as per bank scheme considering his age, income level, length of service in case of salaried persons, areas or locality 
where house will be constructed, negative list. For this purpose, banks develop Risk Asset Acceptance Criteria.
 Amount of loan that can be granted based on period of repayment, income level, amount of instalment, value of property,
loan to value ratio.
 Legal aspects like legal opinion for creating mortgage and search report for last 13 years to ensure that property is free 
from prior encumbrance.

 Valuation of property based on type of construction, location
 Pre sanction inspection of site
 Margin to be contributed by borrower vis a vis total cost, interest rate, repayment schedule, security offered.
 Interest: Both, fixed rate loans and floating rate loans may be offered.
 Insurance: Cost of insuring the house/fiat against the risk of fire/ riots/ earthquakes/lightning/ floods etc.

 Moratorium : is allowed when the construction is undertaken by a reputed builder, a Government agency etc. and the borrower makes 
payments in stages over the construction period. The moratorium will be upto 18 months after the first disbursement of the loan or two months 
after completion of construction.

 Equated Monthly Installment (EMI): The monthly repayment by the applicant should be related to his cash flow.
 12 Pre EMI interest: EMI payment usually commences one month after full disbursement. Until final disbursement and repayment 

commences, the borrower pays interest on the portion of the loan disbursed. This interest is called pre-EMI interest.
 13. EMI Reset: In a floating rate interest home loan, the total dues to the lender will change when the rate of interest is changed. The 

lender does not usually change the EMI amount. The number of installments is increased or reduced depending upon the change in the 
total dues.

 14.Check-off facility: In the case of salaried persons, a check-off arrangement should be pursued. An irrevocable authority for making 
salary deductions and remittance to the lender should be taken from the borrower. The employer should be asked to record this 
authority and convey his acceptance to act on this instruction.

 15.Post-dated Cheques (PDCs): Where check-off facility is not available to the bankers, post-dated cheques should be obtained to 
ensure prompt repayment of home loans. As a measure of practicality, lenders have the due date for installments falling close to salary 
dates when the borrower's deposit account will contain funds. If a cheque is dishonoured due to insufficient funds, the borrower should 
be immediately contacted. If the borrower fails to deposit the amount of the cheque, the action should be taken as per section 138 of 
the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881.

Mortgage as Security
 Section 58(a) of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 defines mortgage as "a transfer of an interest in specific immovable property for the 
purpose of security, for the payment of money advanced or to be advanced by way of a loan, an existing or future debit or the performance of 
an engagement which may give rise to a pecuniary liability".
 Types of Mortgage: In India, Immovable property is accepted by the Banks as security usually by way of:(a) Registered or Simple 
Mortgage, (b) Mortgage by Deposit of Title Deeds.

Simple registered mortgage:
 In this type of mortgage, the mortgagor binds himself personally to pay the mortgage money.
 Possession of mortgaged property is not delivered.
 The borrower agrees that in the event of his failing to pay according to the contract, the mortgagee shall have a right to cause the
mortgaged property to be sold and the proceeds of the sale to be applied, in payment of mortgage money.
 Under simple registered mortgage, the Deed of Mortgage is required to be registered with the concerned sub-Registrar/Registrar of 
assurances by paying applicable stamp-duty and registration charges within whose jurisdiction the whole or some portion of the property to 
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which the document relates is situated.
 The registration should be done within four months from its date of execution.
 Property can be sold only with the intervention of the court.
 It involves preparation of mortgage deed duly witnessed by two witnesses, payment of ad valorem stamp duty and registration of
deed.
Mortgage by deposit of title deeds or equitable mortgage
 Where a person delivers to a creditor or his agent documents of title to immovable property, with intent to create a security thereon, in 
Kolkata, Chennai and Mumbai or in any other town notified by the State Government concerned, the transaction is called a mortgage by Deposit 
of Title Deeds".
 The essential requisites of a "Mortgage by Deposit of Title Deeds" are.-4a) There must be a debt, existing or future. (b) There must be a depdsit 
of documents of title to immovable property. (c) The deposit must be made in one of the notified towns. (d) The deposit must be made by the 
mortgagor or his agent with the mortgagee or his agent. (e) The deposit must be made with an intent to create a security for the debt. (f) Letter of
intent should be obtained. Necessary entry should be made in the document register.
 A mortgagee has the same rights under equitable and registered mortgages. An equitable mortgage will have priority over 
subsequent registered mortgages.
 An equitable mortgage remains valid as long "as the mortgagee retains the title deeds. If the mortgagee parts with possession of the title deeds, 
the mortgage will stand extinguished. If, however, the mortgagee parts with the possession of title deeds for a specific purpose, like examination by 
the solicitors or advocates of the intending purchaser of the mortgaged property, or for the creation of subsequent mortgage in favour of a second 
mortgagee on a specific understanding with the latter that the earlier mortgage is to subsist, the mortgagor will not be deemed to have parted with 
possession although he has parted with the custody of the title deeds.
 The remedy of the mortgagee under an equitable mortgage is only sale of the mortgaged property through the court (i.e., suit for
sale).
 In both types of mortgage i.e. simple and equitable mortgage, possession of property remains with mortgagor, mortgagers undertake 
personal liability. While simple mortgage is required to be registered with Registrar of Assurance, registration is not required in the case of 
equitable mortgage. In both types of mortgage, sale of mortgaged property can be done through court and income from property is 
enjoyed by the mortgagor and mortgagee can not sue for foreclosure.

Right of Foreclosure
In case of mortgage by conditional sale, on default by a mortgagor, the mortgagee has the right to sue for a decree from the court to the effect that
the former be debarred forever to get back the mortgaged property. Such a right is called Right of Foreclosure, which is provided for under section 
67 of Transfer of Property Act. A suit for foreclosure must be filed within 30 years from the day the mortgage money becomes due.
Priority of Charge
 Where a mortgagor creates more than one equitable mortgage over the same property in favour of two financing institutions, 
the institution in whose favour the mortgage is created first, has priority of charge.
 Where a mortgagor has created separate registered mortgages-over the same property in favour of two or more financing 
institutions, the priority of charge will be determined with reference to the date of the execution of the deeds which has been duly 
registered within four months of execution (not the date of registration).
 Where a mortgagor gives the same property in equitable mortgage to one financing institution and in registered mortgage to 
another financing institution, the priority of charge will be determined with reference to the date of deposit of title deeds in 
equitable mortgage and the date of execution of registered mortgage deed. An equitable mortgage in no way gives inferior rights compared 
to a registered mortgage.

Precautions for obtaining equitable mortgage of immovable property:
 The title to the property should be examined by advocate by referring to all the documents. The title to a property may be by 
conveyance deed, partition deed, settlement deed, gift deed, decree of a court etc. Reference should be made to all documents to 
establish title and the chain of ownership. All of these documents must be deposited with the bank to create a valid mortgage on 
the property.
 Where mortgage cannot be readily created, an agreement to mortgage can be taken at the absolute discretion of the lender. 
Borrower will give an undertaking that by a certain future date, the underlying mortgage will be created.
 Where immovable property (of which land is the main constituent) is taken as security (primary or collateral) either by way of 
registered mortgage or equitable mortgage, the following aspects should be looked into : (a) tenure (b) valuation (c) title of land.
 Tenure of Land: It should be ascertained whether property is freehold, leasehold or state-owned. In leasehold tenure, the land is 
held for the period and on the terms and conditions contained in an instrument called 'Deed of Lease'. In the case of State-owned 
lands, the ownership vests with the State or Central Government as the case may be and the holder of such land will be entitled to 
occupancy rights only.
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 Valuation of Land: The value of land should be examined to determine whether the price paid for the land is in line with the 
prevailing prices for similar land in the area. For this purpose, valuation from qualified valuers should be taken. The valuation given 
in their report should be cross-checked by independent (inquiries).
 Title to property: It should be ensured that title to property is clear. Copies of title deeds are not documents of title. However, in 
exceptional cases, where the original has been destroyed or irretrievably lost and is not in existence, certified copies of the title 
deeds issued by the Registrar of Assurances may be accepted as a special case. it should also be ensured that all land revenue and 
municipal taxes due on the immovable property have been paid upto date; all land revenue and municipal taxes accruing or falling 
due, subsequent to the creation of the mortgage are paid promptly in future; no income tax dues are outstanding, to avoid any 
claim of priority under section 295 of the Income Tax Act.
 Legal Opinion  : The legal opinion should be obtained on the following points: (a) Whether the documents of title are complete in 
all respects and sufficient to convey a clear, absolute and marketable title to the property; (b) Whether the property offered as 
security to the bank is unencumbered/unattached; (c) Whether the documents examined and based on which the opinion is 
furnished, form a complete set of documents of the subject property and deposit of these create a charge on the property; (d) 
Whether the persons seeking to secure the property to the bank have a clear and marketable title thereto and are legally capable 
of creating the charge thereon in favour of the bank; and (e) Whether the property is subject to any tenancy law, which will affect 
the bank's rights eventually to take possession thereof or cause it to be sold or otherwise exercise its rights as mortgagee.
 Search Report: Search should be carried out in records with the Sub-Registrar of Assurances, Collector and/or other revenue 
authorities for ascertaining whether there is any outstanding mortgage or charge on the property to be mortgaged to the Bank.

Detection of Forged and Fabricated Title Deeds:
 To ensure. at the Title Deeds are not forged or fabricated, the following should be examined:
 Schedule of property and Registration of the document with the Sub-Registrar Office concerned.
 Stamp Duty affixed on the document and the consideration shown in the document;
 Source of purchase of stamps and its cancellation and also the execution of the document. The execution of the document 
should be subsequent to the cancellation of stamps/date of purchase.
  Security marks on the stamp paper, which are visible only on a close examination.

Monitoring:
 Monitoring relates to post-sanction activities, dealing with proper documentation, disbursement, to ensure the proper end use of
funds, periodical inspection, follow-up of recovery, restructuring of loan if needed, etc.
 Monitoring is a function of the credit administration department. Other routine checks that the credit administration will 
perform include:
 Checking that the sanction letter contains complete particulars, records all covenants fully and is signed by authorized bank 
officials and it has been signed off by the borrower/guarantor acknowledging/agreeing to the terms and conditions.
 Checking that all the documents are complete in all particulars, and that these have been signed by the bank representative and 
borrower/guarantors.
 Checking that required registration of documents has been done and that insurance policy is in place.
 Inspection: Inspection should be conducted as stipulated in the sanction. A record of the inspection must be kept in the files. The 
inspection report must carry notings on the condition of the property, verification of payment of tax dues, and details of any other 
encumbrance noted. Annually/Periodically, a fresh encumbrance certificate must be obtained.
 Recovery: Checking that EMI payments are coming in on due dates or that the post-dated cheques are being honoured on 
presentation. 

R e s t r u c t u r i n g
 A home loan may have to be restructured when delays turn into defaults. A restructuring is considered where the borrower's 
integrity is not doubted and his willingness to repay the loan is clearly established and 'only his ability to do so is impaired.
 If the cash flows are found inadequate to pay in accordance with the EMI set, but enough to pay the loan over a longer period of 
time, then the EMI could be reset.
 The lender may also allow the borrower to repay the loan without changing the EMI, but allowing him to repay all the overdue 
and other interest charges in an extended period. Other circumstances when a restructure may be considered are — (a) 
Unforeseen event/major illness/social functions requiring significant outlay of funds in the family of the borrower or any other 
circumstance that affect the repayment capacity; (b) In case of salaried class, borrowers who are on "loss of pay" due to lock 
out/strike/delayed payment of salary by employer (c) Delayed completion of housing project. (d) Death/Disability of the borrower.

Annual Review of Credit Rating: The credit rating should be reviewed annually. Annual credit rating could include parameters like (a) Record of 
repayment during the past 12 months; (b) Documentation as per sanctioned terms; (c) Percentage of security coverage of the outstanding loan; (d) 
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Land value as percentage of total property value (guidance value); (e) Improvement in income level (as confirmed by Income-tax returns) plus 
including rental income at the post-sanction stage; (f) Liquidity of the borrower in terms of deposits with the financing institution, to cover certain 
minimum number of EMIs.

TEST YOURSELF 

(i) Prepayments charges collected by branches should be credited to which account?

a. Interest A/c
b. Commission A/c
c. Exchange A/c

d. Current A/c Ans: Interest A/c
a. (ii) To consider the loan amount under housing loan scheme which of the following statements are true?

the property is jointly held with the spouse and the spouse is co-borrower
b. the property is held in single name and the spouse stands as a guarantor the borrower's son or daughter who has a steady 

income, the salary is routed through Bank account and joins as a co-borrower
c. expected rental less taxes, cess, etc., in case the house/flat being purchased is proposed to be rented
d. Regular income from all sources can be considered to arrive at total eligible loan amount.
e. All the above

a,b,d & e
a, d & e
a, b, c & e

a, c, d & e   ans: All the above

(iii) Mr. Satish Kumar working as a Senior Gazetted Officer in a Government Department having 20 years left over service was
recently transferred to Hyderabad. He approached a branch and requested that he is in pursuit of a good house or apartment in
Hyderabad for immediate purchase and he requires in principle sanction. Whether the Bank accede to his request? If so, it is
valid  for  how
many months?

(i) No. We cannot accede to such request
(ii) Yes, it is valid for one month
(iii) Yes, it is valid for three months
(iv) Yes, it is valid for six months ,   Ans: Yes, it is valid for three months

(iv) State whether the following statement is true or false:
If the house property is bought purely from investment angle, expecting appreciation of value over a period, the loan should be
considered as risky and dealt with differently by tightening norms relating to margin, security and guarantee. Ans: true

20. SECURITISATION
Introduction:
 'Securitisation' means the conversion of existing or future cash inflows to any person into tradable security which then may be 
sold in the market.
 The process of converting mortgage loans (any loan for that matter) together with future receivables into negotiable securities or
assignable debt, is called securitisation.
 Seuritisation is a process by which a selected pool of homogenous and quality credit assets (loans) of a lending institution is sold 
to investors through a trust/intermediary by packaging them in the forn of securities, which are transferred by way of Pass Through
or Pay Through Certificates (PTC).
 All homogenous assets having similar characteristics for maturities, interest rates, realisation, return etc. are pooled together by 
the lending institution and a Total Asset Base (TAB) is created. The investment 'quality' of this asset is established through credit 
rating.
 It involves packaging designated pool of mortgages and receivables and selling these packages to the various investors in the 
form of securities which are collateralised by the underlying assets and their associated income streams.
 Securitisation involves conversion of mortgages into securities, which are tradable debt instruments. The securities, which are 
backed by the mortgages, are then freely traded in the market, giving rise to a secondary market.
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 Securitisation helps in converting illiquid assets or future receivables into current cash inflows.
 Securitisation helps the lender to re-assign his capital to different asset building efforts. This also facilitates inter-regional and 
inter-sectoral flow of funds. Process of Securitisation:
 The lending institution assigns/sells its receivables to Bank 'A' who acts as the special purpose vehicle and functional trustee.
 Bank A pays the discounted value of the receivables to LA, who issues a pass/pay through certificate in the form of a receipt to 
the former for having received the money.
 LA may continue to act as the receiving and paying agent. In that case, even after selling the debt, it collects the receivables due 
(principal and interest due on the underlying loans) and passes out the collections to the trust for distribution among the investors 
towards part or full liquidation of securities.
 The trust notionally splits the pool of assets into small units/shares and sells the Pay Through or Pass Through Certificate in the 
form of negotiable promissory notes/bond to interested investors.
 5_ Asset-backed securities (ABS) can be structured in two different ways. The first is the 'Pass Through Structure'. This_ is 
generally used for loans with a tenure of more than one year, such as, car or housing loans. In a Pass Through Structure, a bunch of 
loans are converted into ABS. The maturity of the ABS is usually comparable to the tenure of the loans. The returns on ABS are paid 
directly from installments of the loans. The second structure, called the 'Pay-Through Structure,' is generally used for loans of short 
maturity such as credit card receivables. The ABS in this case are issued for longer periods than that of the loans securitised. This 
calls for active cash management by the issuer since he will have to reinvest the money he has received from installments_ The ABS 
holders are paid from the returns on this reinvestment.

Need for Securitisation:
 Banks generally lend for a short-term_ But home loans have a life of 5 to 20 years, with an average life of 15 years. These funds 
are not available for fresh lending for a long period of time. Securitisation helps in unlocking the illiquid assets. However, for 
marketing of home loan assets these should be appropriately structured to meet some or all of the following needs of various 
market players:
 Risk Appetite: Market contains participants with varying risk appetite. Some would prefer a low risk asset with an acceptable 
return, while another class of investors may accept a higher risk profile for a higher return.
 Maturity: Home loans have an average maturity of 15 years. The investors however may look for investments with a lower 
maturity. The average bond market investor may accept a maturity of 7 years.
 Return Expectations: The return expectations will be different. While every investor would expect a return higher than what a 
sovereign risk would pay, each class of investor would accept a different level of bond interest payment, depending upon its 
structure.
 Periodicity: Periodicity in which each investor would expect interest payments and the structure of interest payments, linked to 
fixed rate instruments or floating rate instruments.
 5_ Liquidity of Promissory Note: If there is a well-developed secondary market, investments will come in easily. If not, the 
investor will expect a higher risk premium
 Features available in a home loan portfolio of a bank:
 Home loans are supported by mortgages. So, there is a pool of mortgage assets available for packaging as collateral for a 
bond/promissory note issue.
 Home loans are generally repayable on monthly basis. As such, there is a pool of receivables.
 It would be possible to select home loans (mortgages), representing a mix of assets with average residual life of, say, 5 years, 7 
years or 10 years etc.
 Steps in securitization:
 The Lending Institution (Known as LI) who desires to raise funds by selling the home loans approach another banker, (say "Bank 
A") to buy the identified class of home loans off the lender's books and accept the mortgages of the pool of home loans as security 
for the issue of promissory notes/bonds, which the "Bank A" would market.
 Bank A would decide the size of the issue that can be marketed.
 Bank A would determine the features of security, like (tenure), coupon rate, security needs etc. that would be well received in 
the market and recommend it to the lender.
 "Bank A" would set up a trust that would deal with the management of promissory note issue.
 In case LI does not have AAA risk rating or its home loan book may not get a good credit rating, Bank A would issue a letter of 
credit or a guarantee to enhance the credit of the proposed promissory notes/ bonds.
 Discuss and finalise the trustee's management fee, note issue charges, mortgage creation charges, and decide the coupon rate or
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interest the note/bond will carry.
 Discuss and decide how the receivables will be dealt with in future, whether they'll be received by the present LI and then passed
on to Bank A or will be directly received by the bank.
 Discuss and decide how shortfalls in monthly/periodic collections will be met.
 Bank A acts as a matchmaker between the LI who wants to off-load some assets from its books and the retail investor who is 
looking for return on his funds.
 Resolving issues in structuring a mortgage backed securitization: The steps for resolving these issues would depend upon
 The quality of the home loans (mortgages), the security value, the receivable quality.
 The history of collections, delinquencies.
 The home loan lender's credit rating.
 The probable rating for the proposed security, by a rating agency.
 Issue costs, including credit enhancement costs, trust management costs etc.

Mortgage Backed Securitisation ( MBS)
 When the home-loan assets are bundled into securities and sold to investors it is called mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) 
because the pool of receivables sold to the SPV is supported by the mortgaged home-loans.
 MBS is structured in such a way that the HFCs simply pass on the cash flows from payments to the investors. Typically, a third 
party guarantees investments in MBS.
 MBS offers a good yield to compensate for the re-investment risk. The guarantee and the yield make MBS an attractive 
investment.
 To structure an MBS, the HFCs, typically bundle loans of like maturities but as those that have differing credit risk for 
securitisation.
 Such loans are actually transferred to a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) created for this purpose.
 It is the SPV that issues the securities to the investors.
 In order to pay for this portfolio, the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) in turn issues securities to the investors at a discounted 
present value.
 There are two basic methods of securitisation. First, the originator does not actually sell the assets to the SPV. It merely enters 
into an 'agreement to assign' with the trustee. Accordingly the legal title of the pool of assets remains with the originator and only 
the beneficial interest in the portfolio of receivables held, is transferred to the SPV. This procedure is followed to avoid the high 
stamp duty ranging from 3-15% payable on the transfer of assets, but a nominal stamp duty still has to be paid, when the SPV 
issues certificates or securities in the form of receipts to the investors. However, these receipts are not negotiable instruments and,
hence, not very liquid.
 Alternatively, the originator sells the assets i.e. transfers all the interest to the SPV. This transfer attracts stamp duty ad valorem 
and registration charges. In this transaction, SPV becomes the legal owner of the assets and it can issue certificates in the form of 
promissory notes, which are more liquid and marketable.
 .The MBS have not been popular in India on account of two reasons. Firstly, lack of stringent foreclosure laws. Secondly, 
conversion of assets into securities attracts high stamp duty, taking away any margin available for offering attractive yields.
Conditions for a vibrant MBS market:
 One of the important reasons for the growth of housing finance in the developed markets is the systematic development of a 
secondary market. A secondary market provides liquidity to the lenders and moderates the cyclical flow of capital, in the real estate
market. A vibrant secondary market will develop if a few of the following conditions are met:
 Risk identification, packaging and rating of the mortgage pool/MBS by rating agencies.
 Standard accounting procedure for all HFCs, banks and other lenders of home loans, especially on the treatment of securitised 
pool of assets as an off-balance sheet item.
 Tax treatment and tax incidence amongst the originator of the mortgage based security, the SPV and the ultimate investor.
 Effective foreclosure systems.
 Reduction in stamp duty on transfer of assets.
 Availability of mortgage insurance, title insurance providing risk cover.
 Innovative mortgage instruments with features that meet the different investment requirements of the market players.
 Standardisation in respect of loan origination and underwriting practices across different HFIs/ HFCs.
 In order to induce institutional investors to invest in MBS, investment in such products could be declared as approved 
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investments under the Insurance Act, as also for, the provident funds.
21. HOUSING FINANCE AND TAX PLANNING

Tax benefits in respect of Housing Finance
Interest Deduction on Self Occupied Property
 Under section 24(b) of the Income-tax Act, 1961, interest on housing loan can be claimed as a deduction from income from 
property, salary, business/ profession, capital gains, or any other source upto a maximum of Rs. 1,50,000 every year.
 The deduction can be claimed subject to fulfilment of the following conditions: (a) Loan has been taken on or after 1st April 1999.
(b) Loan is for purchase or construction of a residential property or as re-finance (takeover) of the principal amount outstanding 
under a loan taken earlier for purchase or construction of a residential property. However, in case of loan for construction, the 
construction should get completed within 3 Years of raising the Loan. Deduction can be claimed only from the financial year when 
the purchase/ construction is completed. (c) The lender issues a certificate at the end of the financial year mentioning therein the 
interest & principal paid during the year in respect of that loan.
 If loan was taken before 1st April 1999 &/or loan is for repairs/renovation/reconstruction, deduction of only up to a maximum of 
Rs. 30,000 every year can be claimed.
 In case the Loan is for repairs/renovation/reconstruction, deduction on account of interest on that loan can be claimed only if the
property is self-occupied or if the owner is not able to occupy the property only because of his employment/business/profession at 
another_place, where he/she resides in a building not owned by him/her or his/her spouse/close blood relatives.
 The deductions are permissible only in respect of one property of the borrower, i.e., if he/she has raised loans for multiple 
properties, interest can be claimed as a deduction only in respect of one property, depending upon the borrower's choice.
Deduction of Repayment of Principal under section 80(c)
As regards principal repayment, it can be claimed as a deduction from the gross total Income only by an individual/HUF borrower under section 

80Cof the Income Tax Act, 1961. However, the maximum deduction which can be availed under Section 80C [deduction in respect of life 
insurance premia, deferred annuity, contribution to provident fund, repayment of housing loan, etc.1, Section 80CCC [deduction in respect 
of pension fund], & Section 80CCD [deduction in respect of contribution to pension scheme of Central Government] cannot exceed Rs.1 ,
00,000.

Interest Deduction on rented property
If the property is rented out, interest paid on Loan can be fully deducted from the Income derived from the property without the 

limit of Rs. 1,50,000 or Rs. 30,000, as the case may be.
Interest Deduction on commercial property
Interest on loan taken for commercial property or on loan taken for business/personal needs against the mortgage of property by an 
individual/HUF/partnership firm/company/any other person can be fully claimed as deduction from income from 
rent/business/profession/other sources, as the case may be. However, the benefit on account of principal repayment shall not be available in 
such cases. Interest on unpaid interest, i.e., penal interest, is not deductible.
Others
 No tax Benefit is available in respect of Loan taken for purchase of plot of land. Hence, instead of taking a Loan for purchase of 
plot, one should take loan for purchase of plot as well as construction of house & complete construction of a self-sufficient House 
within 3 Years of raising the Loan.
 If Loan is raised jointly by husband & wife or any other combination of persons acceptable to the lender, the interest & principal 
can be claimed by the co-borrowers in proportion to the amounts paid by them, subject to the combined maximum limit of Rs. 
1,50,000 (or Rs. 30,000) & Rs. 1,00,000 towards interest & principal respectively.
 If the housing loan is taken before 1st April, 1999, deduction on account of interest shall be limited to Rs. 30,000 every Year. 
However, if the loan is taken after 1st April, 1999, deduction of interest up to Rs. 1,50,000 can be claimed every Year.

22. MORTGAGE ADVICE

Economic and Regulatory Context for Giving Mortgage advice
 In India, mortgage advice profession is carried out without any regulations. There is no entry barrier and no code of conduct or 
ethics are stipulated by any regulation.
 In US, UK and other countries there are regulations regulating the mortgage advice services.
 in US, in addition to direct support of housing and home finance, State and Federal Government agencies regulate the 
participants in the mortgage lending industry through chartering, licensing, auditing, and examinations.
"Home Information Pack"
 This concept was introduced in UK from 1st August 2007.
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  The Home Information Pack contains important information that buyers and sellers need to know.
 For sellers, it would reduce the likelihood of events in the selling process that could delay the sale, as buyers will be able to make 
more informed decisions about purchasing their home.
 For buyers, the Pack provides essential information free of charge about properties they are considering buying.
 The content, of the pack is list of documents to be provided. The list consists of compulsory documents as well as optional 
documents to be provided for the use of buyers for taking right decision.
  The important compulsory documents are :
 Sale statement providing basic information about the site including the address of the property being sold, whether the property 
is freehold, leasehold, whether or not the property is being sold with vacant possession.
 Evidence of title to prove that the seller owns the property and therefore has the right to sell it.
 Energy Performance Certificate indicating how energy efficient a home is on a scale of A-G The most efficient homes - which 
should have the lowest fuel bills are in band A.
 The optional documents are :
 Home Condition Report containing information about the physical condition of a property, which sellers, buyers and lenders will 
be able to rely on legally as an accurate report.
 Legal summary giving summary of the legal aspects helpful to buyers. However, buyer can take his own legal advice as well.
 Home use/contents forms providing information on a range of matters relating to the property. These include information on 
boundaries, notices, services, sharing with neighbors, and other matters of interest to potential buyers. It is usual for sellers to 
declare which fixtures and fittings and other contents of the property are included in the sale, are excluded from the sale, or are subject to 
negotiation.
TIME VALUE OF MONEY-INTEREST AND ANNUITIES
 For realistic appraisal, the value of a cash payment or receipt must be related to the time when the payment
 takes place.
 A Re. received today is worth more than Re. I receivable at some future date, because Re. I received today could be earning 
interest in the intervening period. This is the concept ofthe time value of money.
 The process of converting future sums into their present equivalents is known as discounting, which is
 simply the opposite of compounding.
 Compounding is used to determine the future value of present cash flows, whereas discounting is used to determine the present 
value of future cash flows.

The Rule of 72
This rule is used to determine the number of years it takes to double the money at a particular interest rate. This is arrived at by dividing the 
number 72 by percentage rate of interest rate being paid or earned.

Future Value of Money
For finding out future value (FV), the compounding formula is as given below
FV = PV(1
Where PV means present value, r means rate of interest and n means period or term.
If Rs. 100000 is invested for a period of 5 years at interest at 10% p.a. find the maturity sum i.e. future value.
The formula for finding FV is.............. FV = PV(I
= 100000 (1 + 0.10)5 = 100000 (1.10)5 = 100000 (1.61) = 1610000 So the maturity sum will be Rs.
1,61,000.

Future value can be calculated from future value table also. It can be calculated with following formula Future Value = PV x Future 
value factor.
Future value of annuities
Annuities are essentially series of fixed payments made or received at a specified frequency over a fixed period of time.

Ordinary Annuity: Payments are made/received at the end of each period. Annuity Due : Payments are made/received at the beginning of each period.
—
Calculating the Future Value of an Ordinary Annuity
By using the future value of an ordinary annuity formula, one can find out how much one would have in the future by investing regularly for a 
period at given interest rate. If payments on a loan are made, the future value is useful for determining the total cost of the loan. In order to 
calculate the future value of the annuity, the formula is as under:

+ On — 1
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F=A_______________
 i s

Where F = future value of an annuity; A=annuity ; i = interest rate; n = term i.e. period of payment. Future value of 
an ordinary annuity of Rs 1000 for a period of 5 years at interest rate of 5% would be 1000 x [(1+.05)5 -11 divided by 
0.05 i.e. 1000 x (1..27628-1) divided by 0.05 i.e. 5525.6

CAPITAL GAINS
 Any profit or gain from sale or transfer of a capital asset is chargeable to tax under the head "capital gains"
 Capital asset means any property whether movable or immovable, tangible or intangible.
 Transfer, in relation to capital asset, includes sale, exchange of the asset.
 The following assets are, however, excluded from the definition of capital assets: (a) Stock-in-trade, stores, raw material (b) Personal effects 
(excluding Jewellery) (c) Agricultural land outside the limit of municipality or notified area.
 The transfer of assets on account gift, will etc. as well as distribution of assets by HUF to its members on partition are not transfers
for the purpose of capital gains.

Short Term Capital Assets: Short term capital asset means a capital asset held for less than 36 months immediately prior to the 
date of transfer.

Long Term Capital Asset: Long term capita asset means a capital asset held for more than 36 months immediately prior to the date 
of transfer.
However in following cases, asset held for less than 12 months is treated as short term capital asset and asset held for more than 12 
months is treated as long term capital asset:

 Equity or pref. shares (quoted as well as unquoted)
 Debentures/Govt. securities listed in a recognized stock exchange.
 Units of UTI/Mutual fund specified under section 10(230)
 Zero coupon bonds (whether quoted or not)

Computation of short term capital gain: From the full value of consideration, deduct the following - (a) expenditure of transfer (b) cost of 
acquisition (c) cost of improvement. From the sum so arrived at deduct the exemptions provided by sections 54B, 54D of the Income Tax Act. 
Balance amount is short term capital gain.
Computation of long term capital gain: From the full value of consideration, deduct the following: (a) expenditure of transfer (b) indexed cost 
of acquisition (c) indexed cost of improvement. From the sum so arrived at deduct the exemptions provided by sections 54, 54B, 54D, 54EC,54F
of Income Tax Act.
Capital Gains - When and to What Extent Exempt from Tax
 Capital gains arising from the sale of residential house property (Section 54) is exempted provided the property is held for more than 36 
months before sale and transferor has purchased another residential house by utilizing the capital gain amount within one year before sale of old 
house or within 2 years from the date of sale of old house or construct a new house within a period of three years from the date of sale. if the amount 
of capital gain is not fully utilized, then only proportionate amount that is utilized will be exempt.
 Capital gains from transfer of land used for agricultural purpose (Section 54 B) is exempt if utilized for purchase of another 
land.
 Capital gains on compulsory acquisitions of land and building of an industrial undertaking - (Section 54 D) is exempt if 
utilized for purchase of another land and building
 If Capital gain is invested in bonds issued by National Highway Authority of India or RECL (Section 54 EC)
 Capital gains on transfer of long term capital assets other than a house property - (Section 54 F) is exempt provided the transferor has 
purchased residential house by utilizing the capital gain amount within one year before the date of transfer or within 2 years from the date of transfer 
or construct a new house within a period of three years from the date of transfer. If the amount of capital gain is not fully utilized for above then only 
proportionate amount that is utilized will only be exempt.
 Deductions under sections 80C to 80u are not available in respect of long term capital gains.
Registration of Documents

 In each State, the relevant Stamp Acts and registration formalities are required to be followed.
 The stamp duty is payable on instrument and not on the transactions. Instrument means any document by
 which any right or liability is or recorded.
 The instruments which are not properly stamped are not admitted in evidence.
 The documents are registered for the purpose of conservation of evidence, assurance of title and prevention of fraud.
 Registration helps an intending purchaser to know if the title deeds of a particular property are free from encumbrance.
 The documents relating to the following transactions of immovable properties are required to be compulsorily registered: (a)Gift (b) Lease of 

immovable property from year-to-year or for any term exceeding one year (c) Instruments which create any right in an immovable property 
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of a value of more than one hundred rupees.
 The term "Immovable property" includes: Land, buildings, rights to ways, any benefit arising out of land, and things 

attached to the earth but not standing like timber, growing crops or grass.
 All documents of which registration is compulsory if it relates to an immovable property should be presented for registration in the office of

Sub-Registrar within whose sub-district the portion of the property to which the document relates is situated.
 For registration of any instrument, the original document typed/printed on one side only along with two photocopies of the original have

to be submitted to the Registering Officer. The registration procedure also requires the presence of two witnesses and the payment of 
the appropriate registration fees. On completion of the procedure, a receipt bearing a distinct serial number is issued.

Time frame for Registration of a Document
Any document other than a will has to be presented for registration within four months from the date of its execution. The term 
'execution' means signing of the agreement.
If a document is not presented for registration within the prescribed time period of four months, and if in such a case the delay in presentation of 
the document does not exceed a subsequent period of four months, then the parties to the agreement can apply to the Registrar. The Registrar 
may on payment of a fine not exceeding ten times of proper registration fees admit the document for registration.
If the delay goes even beyond these additional four months then parties to the document should execute a Deed of Confirmation 
confirming that the main deed is valid and binding upon them.
Verification of the Title

To find out if the title of the seller is clear and marketable, one has to take search of the property.
The search of the property has to be taken at the offices of the relevant Sub-Registrars.
Normally 30 years search has to be taken.

23. VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY
Introduction:
 Valuation means assessment of the worth of an asset or property. The worth is calculated on the basis of income and other 

advantages that will accrue from the property in future.
 Worth differs from the cost which is actual amount spent in producing an asset.
 Price is the cost of production and profit of the producer. It depends on demand and supply of a commodity.
 Cost is related to past whereas the value refers to the future.
 Therefore, cost, value and price can be different and are generally different.
 A real property derives value if it has utility, scarcity, demand and transferability.
 Value undergoes change with passage of time because of change in demand and supply conditions, lifestyle changes, and 

physical deterioration due to wear and tear i.e. depreciation.
Valuation:
Valuation is a specialized area practiced by qualified engineers and architects who possess knowledge of building costs, awareness of market 
conditions and economic trends, developmental plans, legal statutes and provisions governing real property, rental income and outgoings etc.
The Valuer also relies on his own experience and judgment in arriving at the fair market value.
There could be difference of opinion between two Valuers in respect of the value of same property.
The Income-tax Department grants registration to Valuers u/s 34AB of the Wealth Tax Act, 1957, on the basis of their technical background and 
experience. For the purpose, the Deptt. has classified Valuers under separate categories for (a) immovable property, (b) agricultural land, (c) plant & 
machinery (d) jewellery etc.
The Institution of Valuers, Delhi is a professional body that grants membership to practicing Valuers. There are several Banks/Financial Institutions, 
which require besides registration under Wealth Tax Act, membership/fellowship of the Institution.
Types of Real Property
Agricultural land:  
Agricultural land means land capable of being used for farming or for raising plants or trees that carry value. The factors that influence the return 
from agricultural land are- (a)Location (b) Soil quality (c) Availability of water & electricity (d) Size of holding (e) Clear Title of land (f) Access by road 
and approaches (g) Cottage or Farm house, fencing and gates (h) Types of crops that can be cultivated.
Valuation of agricultural land is done by two methods — Income capitalization method and Sales statistics method.
Income Capitalisation Method: The income is determined by assuming that the land is rented on crop sharing basis. The net annual 
income is arrived at after deducting the expenses incurred such as local taxes; cost of maintenance, cost of inputs, insurance etc. and
the amount is then capitalized at an appropriate rate of interest to get the value of land.
Capitalised value means the amount of money required today to get a certain fixed income in the form of annual installments over a 
very long time (perpetuity).
The present value of future annual income is obtained by multiplying it by a factor called 'Years Purchase' (YP). The factor or multiplier is so called 
because it represents the purchase price for the yearly income. It is obtained from Present Value tables and for annual income in perpetuity (asset 
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that does not depreciate), it is equal to 1/i where 'i' is the rate of interest.
Sales Statistics Method: In this method, the valuation is based on the comparable sale value of similar agricultural land located in the vicinity of the 
land to be valued. The factors generally considered for comparison are (a) Size of holding (b) Physical features, roads, fencing, cottages, soil quality 
etc. (c) Title of land and conditions of letting out for cultivation.

Urban land   
 Urban open lands could be put to residential or industrial use and their value depends on their potential for development 

through construction of appropriate structures. The following factors are considered for valuation of vacant land:
 Location - nearness to schools, shops, entertainment, transport, medical, recreation facilities, police station.
 Size, shape and level- there is larger demand for plots of certain sizes in particular locality. Similarly, plots of irregular shape or at lower than 

road level carry lower value.
 Soil quality, water availability - low bearing capacity of soil increases the cost of foundation.
 Frontage & depth - Street frontage adds to value while disproportionate depth reduces value of plot.
 Restrictions on development - Land with higher FSI commands higher price. FSI or Floor Space Index (also called Floor Space Area - FAR) 

refers to the ratio of total built-up area inclusive of all floors to the area of land on which the building is constructed. It is 
determined by local authority and varies for different areas or different buildings in the city. Available FSI refers to the 
difference between the permissible FSI and the FSI utilized.

 6. Encumbrances - such as easement rights, unauthorized hutment dwellers etc. - The value of land with encumbrances is 
much less compared to land with no encumbrance.

 Valuation of open land is done by following methods  -
 Comparative Method: The value is determined on the basis of a fair rate for land situated in the vicinity as reflected from various recent 

sale-purchase transactions. The Valuer has to draw on his experience while using this method, as the land rates as per sale deeds do not 
often reflect the actual rate. Land value in urban areas is a function of the collective demand for real property, both present and future.

 Rent Capitalisation Method: In this method, a comparable property in nearby area on rent is used as benchmark and the capitalised value 
is calculated by multiplying the net income by Years Purchase. Then, replacement cost of the building is worked taking into account the 
quality of construction etc. and its present value is worked out by charging suitable depreciation. The value of land is obtained by 
subtracting the replacement cost of building from the capitalised value. The net rental income, on an average, varies from 4% to 6.5% 
depending on the location for residential property and from 6% to 9% for commercial property.

 Belting Method: It is adopted for big size plots with lesser frontage and more depth. The land is divided into several belts running parallel 
to the frontage and progressively lower rates are taken for belts farther from the frontage.

Land and Building: The methods used for valuation of land with building are:
Comparative Method: The Town Planning Deptt. generally adopts the Comparative Method for estimating the value ofland with building 
because the property is generally sold as a single piece i.e. land with building. The term composite rate is used to indicate the rate of land 
together with the structure erected on it. The rate is determined by collecting information on sale rates of nearby similar properties in recent 
past. The method is used for valuation of residential flats and office units in multi-storied buildings in urban areas.
Rent Capitalisation Method: The rental income is the rent actually paid when the property has been let out in the recent past vis-a-vis the date of
valuation. However, the actual rent may not always represent the fair rental income in cases where the tenant has paid some lump-sum amount
upfront or the property is newly constructed etc. When the property is self-occupied or vacant, the rental value is estimated by comparison to 
the rent received from similar properties in the locality. For making comparison, the terms of letting, the floor area, date of letting etc. should 
also be considered. As per this method of valuation, the outgoings are deducted from gross income to get the net income. The net income is 
multiplied with Years of Purchase for the useful life of the structure or in perpetuity which gives the capitalized value.
Valuation based on profits: In cases of property which is used for conducting trade or business, like hotels, cinema houses, restaurants etc., the 
valuation is done on the basis of capitalized value of the net profit as reflected in the books of account of the business entity. The net profit is 
capitalized by multiplying it by the YP for certain number of years or in perpetuity, for a rate of return pertinent to the specific business.
Valuation based on cost: The present cost of building is estimated with prevalent rates taking into account the type of construction, age and 
condition of the building and appropriate depreciation is charged to get the depreciated value. The value of land is worked out on the basis of 
current rates after making due allowance for the encumbrance factor. The total value of property is worked out by adding the two. 
Encumbrance factor refers to the value imposed on the land due to the type of structure erected on it because it is the earning capacity of the 
building that determines the value of the land. The type of building puts a constraint on deriving the full economic value of land and thus 
encumbers the land. This method is generally adopted in cases where sale instances -are not available for comparison. The method is suitable 
for such type of properties as hospitals, police stations, libraries, town halls, temples, mosques etc. The valuation may be required for purposes 
of fire insurance etc.
Development Method: This method is based on the potential value of the property if it is developed in the best possible manner by making 
necessary modifications. The property may be open land or land with building. The cost of additions and alterations is estimated and the 
difference between the estimated increase in capital value and the estimated cost of additions etc. represents the potential value. This method is
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useful for properties, which possess hidden value on account of development or re-development possibilities.
Valuation of specialized buildings: Buildings erected to serve specific purpose such as bars, breweries, hotels, motels, cinema houses are valued
by specialists having experience of market practices and rules that apply to the particular trade. The business can be pursued only after a 
license is obtained from the authorities. When the business is sold as a going concern, one has to take into account the value of intangible 
assets such as monopoly, goodwill, competence of management etc. apart from the value of the premises. Valuation is based on capitalization 
of average net profit over past couple of years at appropriate rate of interest. This method is also known as the balance-sheet method. The 
rate of interest for capitalization should represent not only the normal rate of return for the type of business but also the risks and 
uncertainties involved in it. The valuation exercise in respect of cinema houses or hotels, requires a' proper assessment of gross income from 
the business and also the shops & service establishments which have been leased out space in the premises.

Likewise, an estimate of direct and overhead expenses including taxes has to be made to arrive at net income. The Valuer needs to have 
knowledge of occupancy rates, management quality, standard of accommodation and other facilities available like parking lot, lifts, garden etc. 
for making a reasonable assessment of value.

Life of Structures:
A Valuer is required to make an estimate of the future life of the building during which it can yield an assured income, while 

carrying out the valuation of land with building constructed on it.
A building loses capital value with passage of time due to wear & tear, advent of new construction technology and provision of 

improved amenities in new buildings etc.
The durability of the structure is estimated on the basis of materials used in construction, maintenance, climatic conditions etc.
Normally, the life of buildings varies from 40 years to 80 years. The useful life of a building can be extended by proper upkeep and maintenance of 

the property, making suitable additions and alterations to structure to improve its strength and durability etc.
Sinking Fund
At the end of life of the structure i.e. when it ceases to yield desired income, a property has to be replaced so that the income may 

continue for further period. The fund set aside for the purpose of recovering the original capital is called sinking fund.
The amount to be regularly set aside out of annual income to create the sinking fund depends on the compound interest it is 

supposed to earn over the life of the structure.
The sinking fund factor is the amount that accumulates to Re.1 if invested at specified rate of interest for certain number of years. The factor 

for redemption of Re.1 at the end of 25 years @ 5% compound interest is 0.021. Thus the sinking fund for redeeming original capital of 
Rs.15 lass will be 15,00,000 x 0.021 = 315000.

Depreciation:
Depreciation means loss in value. A building loses value due to deterioration in its physical condition as a result of usage (wear & tear), effect of 

climatic conditions, poor structural design or workmanship.
An estimate of the useful life of the building is made after which it will become unserviceable and depreciation is charged 

accordingly so that accumulated depreciation becomes equal to the original investment at the end of its life.
A building also loses value due to obsolescence. There is continual improvement in construction technology and architecture and new buildings 

provide more comfortable living conditions by providing better amenities such as modular kitchen, wash basins, hot and cold water, geyser, 
lift, better ventilation.

Straight Line Method: In this method, the depreciation is allocated uniformly over the life of the property and is generally adopted for tax 
purposes and preparing financial statements. The annual depreciation is given by the formula — Depreciation is equal to (C-S)/n. D is annual 
depreciation, C is original cost, S is salvage value (value that property may fetch at the end of useful life), n is life of building in years.

Written Down Value (WDV) Method: In this method, it is assumed that the property will lose value by a constant percentage of its value at 
the beginning of the year. Thus, the amount of depreciation goes on reducing every year because while depreciation is charged at fixed 
percentage, the capital value of asset decreases by depreciation charged every year. The object is to charge higher depreciation in initial 
years when the asset yields higher income due to low cost of repairs & maintenance and lower depreciation in later years when cost of 
repairs goes up. This method is also called-the Declining Balance Method and is generally adopted by industrial units because of 
advantage of lower income-tax. The WDV of an asset can
be found out by the formula - WDV =C (1—p)" where C is the original cost, n being life in years, and p
being the percentage at which depreciation is charged. Here, salvage value is assumed as zero.

REVERSE MORTGAGE
 The idea of Reverse Mortgage Loan took shape in the United Kingdom in 1929.
 Reverse Mortgage Loan, seeks to generate income from the property owned . and resided in by the senior citizens.
 This is to supplement their existing sources of income, while at the same time remaining the owners of their property and 
continuing to occupy it.
 Under the scheme, a senior citizen- aged above 60 - (borrower), mortgages the self occupied residential property belonging to him/her to a
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banker (lender), who on assessment of the market value of the property will make a periodic payment to the borrower during his/her lifetime.
 The borrower does not have to repay the loan or interest to the lender and can continue to occupy the property.
 The loan (including accumulated interest) is repaid from the proceeds of the sale of the property, on the death of the borrower. 
However, if the loan and interest is repaid by the heirs/borrower, property is not sold by bank but released to them.
 For taxation purposes, Reverse Mortgage, the income received by the borrower would not be treated as 'income'.
 8. A borrower, shall, however, be liable to income tax" in the nature of tax on capital gains only at the point.of sale of the 
mortgaged property by the lender for the purposes of recovering the loan.

Difference between Mortgage and Reverse Mortgage:
In a normal housing loan, where the property being purchased is mortgaged to the lender, the borrower avails a loan to begin with and at that 
point of time, his stake in the property purchased is low. As the regular EMI is paid on due dates, the loan amount reduces and his stake in the 
property increases. However, in Reverse Mortgage, the position is exactly the reverse. Under RML, the borrower initially retains a high stake in his 
property and receives a regular cash flow. Over time, when the loan amount increases, his stake in the property reduces.
Reverse Mortgage Loan - Salient features:
 The scheme was introduced in India in 2007 and made applicable with effect from April 01, 2008.
 The basic guidelines regarding the scheme have been framed by National Housing Bank, a subsidiary of Reserve Bank of 

India.
 A senior citizen who is above 60 years is eligible for a reverse mortgage loan against his own and self occupied residential 

property. He/she can continue to occupy the house.
 The borrower will not be called upon to service the loan during his/her lifetime.
 The loan amount may be used by the borrower for various purposes including up-gradation, renovation of residential property, medical 

exigencies, etc. However, use of RML for speculative, trading and business purposes is not permissible.
 Married couples will be eligible as joint borrowers subject to the condition that one of them is above 60 years and the other

not below 55 years.
 The property should have a clear title and should be free from encumbrances. The residual life of the property should be at 

least 20 years.
 RML is not available against the security of commercial property.
 The owner of the residential property and his/her spouse are generally joint borrowers and the• surviving borrower is 

allowed to retain the property till his/her death.
 The loan amount will be based upon the market value of the property and could range from 60% to 90% of the value of the 

property depending on the age of the borrower (s);
 The interest rate on loan will be market driven.
 The loan instalments could be paid through monthly/quarterly/half-yearly/annual disbursements or a lump-sum or as a 

committed line of credit or as a combination of the three.
 The maximum monthly payment can be Rs. 50,000 p.m. with the maximum lump sum payment being restricted to 50% of the eligible 

loan amount subject to a limit of Rs. 15 IA to be used for medical treatment. The balance loan amount would be paid periodically.
 The maximum period of the loan is 15 years. If the borrower outlives the maximum loan period, he/she can continue to retain the 

property and need not repay the loan or service the interest. However, the periodic payments under Reverse Mortgage will cease and 
interest will continue to accrue till the death of the borrower or till he or she moves out of the property.

 0n death of both borrower and spouse, the loan will be liquidated from the sale proceeds of the property. 16.The appraisal fee, 
documentation charges, etc. have to be borne by the borrowers. The borrower is required

 to insure the property at his own cost and is also liable to pay the taxes and statutory charges to the
 authorities concerned regularly.
 The banker (lender) is free to decide the periodicity of valuing the property with such valuation being at least once every five years. The 

quantum of loan may undergo revisions based on such revaluation of property at the discretion of the lender.
 AII reverse mortgage loan products are expected to carry a 'no negative equity' or 'non-recourse' guarantee. This means that the 

borrower(s) will never owe more than the net realizable value of their property.
 The borrower(s )/legal heir(s) can also repay the loan alongwith accumulated interest and have the mortgage released without resorting 

to sale of the property. No charges will be levied if the loan is prepaid.
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Formula to Calculate the Periodic Payments under RML

The formula to calculate the periodic payments, is as under:
Installment Amount = (PV*LTVR*I)/ ((1-El)"-1) Where, PV = Property Value;
LTVR = LTV Ratio; n = No. of Installment Payments; I = Interest Rate and the value of I will depend on Disbursement Frequency selected.

Individual Housing 

Sanctioned Amount of loan LTV Ratio Risk Weight
Up to Rs.30 Lakh <= 80 35 %

> 80 AND <= 90 50 %
Above Rs.20 Lakh but upto Rs.75 Lacs <=75 35%

>75 AND <=80 50 %
Loan amount more than Rs. 75 Lacs <=75 % 75 %

*****BEST OF LUCK *****
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